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ANNOUNCEMENT.

The CANADIAN MAGAZINE needs no apology for appearing. The necessity,
or, at least, the great desirability of Canada possessing a medium through
which, in fuller measure than has hitherto been practicable, our leading states-
men and thinkers may, with the comprehensiveness of Review articles, pre-
sent to the public throughout the Dominion their views on questions of public
interest and the facts and arguments on which these views are based, has
been recognized by many, and has been an important consideration with the
founders of this MAGAZINE. The MAGAZINE is, therefore, intended to fill in
some measure, for Canada, the purpose served in Great Britain and the
United States by the great Reviews of these countries. Timely articles on
political and other public questions of interest to the Canadian people will
appear every month from the pens of leading statesmen and writers of various
shades of political opinion. While the pages of the MAGAZINE will be open
to the expression of a wide diversity of opin*ons, and opinions with which
the MAGAZINE does not agree, the policy will be steadily pursued of cultivat-
ing Canadian patriotism and Canadian interests, and of endeavoring to aid
in the consolidation of the Dcminion on a basis of national self-respect and a
mutual regard for the rights of the great elements which make up the
population of Canada. In this endeavor we are happy to announce we
have the co-operation, as contributors, of many of t're leading public men
and writers of both political parties.

A series of articles descriptive of various portions of the Dominion, and
daling with their scenery, industries and resources, will appear during the
current year from the pens of travellers and well-known and graceful writers.

Social and scientific subjects of popular interest will be discussed in a pop-
ular vein from month to month by eminent specialists of our own and other
countries.

Fiction, chiefly in the form of short stories touching Canadian life, will
receive, with other contributions to light and wholesome entertainment, a con-
siderable amount of attention. In short, the MAGAZINE will embrace a wide
range of subjects, and appeal to a wide variety of individual tastes.

The staff of contributors includes many well-known Canadian and foreign
writers, and is always ready to include also worthy aspirants to literary
honors, whose names are yet unknown to the public. In thus endeavor-
ing to stimulate Canadian thought and to aid in opening mines of literary
worth that are yet undeveloped, THE CANADIAN MAGAZINE trusts to have
the sympathy and practical encouragement of patriotic Canadians.

To those who recognize how much Canada has hitherto been dependent for
magazine literature on foreign countries, and how unfavorable such depend-
ence is to the growth of healthy national sentiment in our homes, our appeal,
we believe, will not be in vain. And with the very large increase during the
past decade in the number of graduates of our colleges and high schools, and
the marked development in late years of a general taste for magazine litera-
ture, and the growing feeling of respect for ourselves as a nation, we think
that our effort to permanently establish a magazine and national review,
broadly Canadian in tone and feeling, will meet with a large and generous
support in every part of the Dominion.
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THE MANITOBA PUBLIC SCHOOL LAW.

BY D'ALTON M'CARTHIY, Q.C., M.P.

PUBLIC interest is centred more on
the fate of the School Law of Mani-
toba and on the novel and unexam-
pled proceedings that are now pending
before the Privy Council at Ottawa,
with a view, if it be possible, to find a
reasonable pretext to overturn the de-
cision of the Judicial Committee of
the Privy Council which affirmed that
the Act was constitutional, than per-
haps on any other matter now engag-
ing attention, the necessity of tariff
amendment possibly only excepted.

The proceedings referred to are, in
themselves, and quite irrespective of
the deep interest which for one cause
or another is felt by a great majority
of Canadians in the fate of the meas-
ure, sufficient to excite attention and
even to create alarm. For here we
have an Act of a Provincial Legisla-
ture which lias been passed with the
approval of a great majority of the
people interested-the inhabitants of
Manitoba-after it had run the gaunt-
let of the law courts of the Dominion
and of the highest legal tribunal of
the Empire, assailed by a procedure
unknown to the law and before un-
heard of. This extraordinary attack
is made before a body composed of
politicians-the Dominion Cabinet-
who, whatever be their qualifications
in other respects, are not, it is safe to
say, conspicuous for that impartiality
and freedom from bias respecting a

matter of great political importance,
which we are accustomed to associate
as an indispensable attribute of those
who wear the ermine and administer
justice in the name of the Sovereign.

It is not proposed to discuss the
merits or the demerits of the Public
School Act of the Prairie Province, as
to which the minds of most thinking
people of the Dominion are already
made up. But rather is it intended to
direct attention to the last function
which the Privy Council of Canada has
assumed the right to take part in-to
examine by what authority a new
and hitherto unknown legal tribunal
has unexpectedly manifested itself-
and to consider, with all the gravity
and earnestness that such an enquiry
demands, whether the rôle that the
Privy Council is now engaged in play-
ing is permitted by the Manitoba
Constitution, the British North Amer-
ica Act, or by any other law known
to the British constitutional system.

It will be remembered that the
legality or constitutionality of the
Act was impugned on this ground,
that although, generally speaking, the
Legisiature of the Province is en-
dowed with power '<exclusively " to
" make laws in relation to education,"
it had violated the limitation imposed
on its general authority in that by
the Public School Act the right or
privileges with respect to denomina-
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tional schools which the Roman ('ath-
olies " had by practice " (it was not
contended that any class of persons
had any right or privilege " by law ")
in the Province at the time of the
Union, had been prejudicially affect-
ed. After protracted litigation in
which, in the name of one Barrett,
the Dominion, on behalf of the Roman
Catholic minority of the Province,
claimed that the Provincial law was
vltra vires-this proceeding baving in
the courts of this Province terminated
adversely to that contention, to be
decided in the Supreme Court of Can.
ada in the opposite way-was finally
solved, so far as the power of the Legis
lature is concerned, by the judgmen
pronounced on the appeal to the Judi
cial Committee in July last, by Lor
Maenaghton. This distinguished jurit
on behalf of the Council, expressE
not only the decision that the Publ
School Act was within the power
the Legislature to enact, but went c
having been invited thereto by t
line of argument adopted by the couns
on behalf of the Dominion, to expr(
the opinion of the Committee, " ti
if the views of the Respondents (t
Roman Catholie minority as rep
sented by the Dominion) «cwere
prevail, it would be extremely di
cuit for the Provincial Legislatu
which has been entrusted with
exclusive power of making laws
lating to education, to provide for
educational wants of the more spa
ly inhabited districts of a country
most as large as Great Britain,
that the powers of the Legislat
which on the face of the Act appeE
large, would be limited to the us
but somnewhat humble office of mal
regulations for the sanitary condi
of sehool-houses, imposing rates
the support of denominational sch
enforcing the compulsory attend
of scholars, and matters of that

This authoritative judgment o
one would have thought, as in
most Canadians did think, to
ended the controversy that bac

raged, exciting much embittered feel-
ing in the Province and great interest
throughout the Dominion, for a period
of nearly two years, in which the
somewhat unfortunate, not to say un-
seemly, exhibition was presented of
the Dominion Government assailing
the constitutionality of a provincial
Act, as to which the Government, as
such, had no ground of complaint.

But it seems that the end was not
yet; for, unhappily for the peace of the
Dominion, Sir John Thompson, made a
report to the Council, which was

- approved, ostensibly to show why
the Public School Act should not be

- vetoed by the Governor-General, but
t as some supposed to postpone for a sea-
i- son the unpleasant duty of denying the
d petition of the Roman Catholic Epis-
st copacy of the Dominion of Canada
d (including the Cardinal and Bishopic Cameron of Antigonish), who prayed
of " His Excellency in Council to afford
n, remedy to the provincial legislation
he . . . and that in the most eflica-
;el cious way." In this report thess Minister of Justice said, amongst
iat other things, that "it became appar-
he ent at the outset that these ques-
re- tions, namely, whether the Sehool
to Act did prejudicially affect any rightffi- or privilege which the Roman Cath-

ire, olies had by law or practice at the
the Union, required the decision of the
re- judicial tribunal, more especially as
the an investigation Of facts wasec s
rse- sary to their deter ination ;" and
ai- went on to say, "if the legal contro-

and versy should resut in the decisono
ure, the Court of Queen's ec"ion of

r sohadbee - Quen sBench " (whichr f0 "ad been in favor of the Province)
eful being sustained, the time will comeking for your Exeel1ency to consider thetion petitions whih have been presentedfor by and on behalf of the Roman Cath-lnse ols of Manitoba for redress under
sort "bthections 2 and 3 of section 22 ofuort." the Manitoba Act, etc., etc."
deed the ecision of the Queen's Benchdeed of th0 Province bas been upheld, and

ave wic event, therefore, has happened,now which, as Sir John Thompson advised

.
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His Excellency, would require that
the petitions which had been pre-
sented should be "considered ;" and
the Minister further explained his
meaning by adding that " Those sub-
sections contain in effect the provis-
ions which have been made as to all
the Provinces, and are obviously
those under which the Constitution
intended that the Government of the
Dominion should prevail, if it should
at any time become necessary that
the Federal powers should be resorted
to for the protection of a Protestant
or Roman Catholic minority against
any act or decision of the Province
or of any provincial authority affect-
ing any right or privilege of any such
minnority in relation to education."

The parties interested in having the
provincial legislation annulled were
not slow to take advantage of the
loop-hole which the Minister of Jus-
tice had suggested, based, it must be
said, on a construction of the Mani-
toba Act unique and unprecedented ;
for to no one before had it ever oc-
curred in relation to the kindred sub-
ject of the New Brunswick School
Law on the analogous legislation
which was in force respecting the four
old provinces, that the question in-
volved in the consideration of the
policy of the School Law of a Pro-
vince was subject to review by or be-
fore the Dominion Cabinet. Accord-
ingly petitions were presented, em-
anating from a body or "organization,"
as the report of the sub-committee
styles it, called " The National Con-
gress " (" National," it is presumed, as
representing the French nationality
sentiment), and fron the Archbishop
of St. Boniface, complaining of the
two Acts of the Province respecting
education, passed in 1890, the con-
stitutionality of which had been up-
held; and both petitions prayed for
redress under sub-sections 2 and 3 of
section 22 of the Manitoba Act to the
Governor-General in Council.

So far, it will be observed, the only
law under which redress was thought

of, or the authority of which was in-
voked, was the Manitoba Act, which
contains in itself a complete code re-
specting education, differing in many
respects from the cognate provisions
of the British North America Act,
which, accordingly, have always been
thought to be inapplicable to the Pro-
vince of Manitoba.

But in the month of November last,
a further and supplemental petition
was presented, emanating from the
same "national congress " whose pres-
ident, it seems, is the Mayor of St. Bon-
face and the Archbishop of the same
place, and repeating the charges made
in the preceding memorials, they
claim that the Acts in question violate
the provisions of the British North
America Act as well as the Manitoba
Act in this, that the system of separ-
ate schools which had been established
in the first session of its Legislature,
had given rights to the Roman Catho-
lies which the province could not
subsequently disregard.

The difference between the enact-
ment as to the provincial legislative
powers between the Act confederating
the four original provinces and the
Act constituting the Province of Mani-
toba, which, of course, is a Canadian
Act, consists in this,thatin the former it
is provided that not only when there is
a system of separate schools at the time
of the union, but also where one " is
thereafter established by the legislature
of the province, that an appeal shall lie"
from an act or decision of any provin-
cial authority affecting any such right
to the Governor-General-in-Council.
There is no such provision in the
Manitoba Act, and it is hardly open
to serious question that the sub-sec-
tion (3) of section 93 of the British
North America Act, in which the pro-
vision is found, does not apply to
Manitoba, which, as has already been
stated, has a set of clauses on the sub-
ject ot education specifically providing
for the new province.

In this paper it is not proposed to
"consider" the questions which have
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been argued, firstly, before the Sub- a judicial

Committee of the Privy Council, and The sub-

which resulted in the report given to n hearin

the public on the 5th January last their on.

in the chief Government organ; and puolic,"

which were again re-stated and re-en- There i

forced ex parte on behalf of the " N a- no misin

tional Congress " and the Archbishop Governm

of St. Boniface, on the 22nd January, advising
before the Privy Council (all the mem- Executi

bers being present), but not, be it ment, a

observed, before " the Governor-Gen- should

eral-in-Council. The Government of toba S

Manitoba, who, it is said, had been dealt w

notified of the proceedings, declined politica

to appear and repudiated the jurisdic- cal act

tion of this new tribunal. Much niay lency's
have to be said on this subject, but for guage
the present it is to the pretence that it is t

has been set up by the Governient of rather

Sir John Thompson that in this mat- chara
ter the Government are to act judi- Thi

cially, not politically, that needs the consti
careful attention of the Canadian pub- hardi
lic. That

That there may be no mistake on serve
this head, it is proper to quote the alth

report of the sub-Committee, which canu
has been approved by Council, and the
on which the subsequent proceedings tion
have been based. "The application rest
cornes before Your Excellency," says stai
the report, " in a manner differing the
from other applications which are alw
ordinarily made under the constitution Mi
to Your Excellency in Council. In na
the opinion of the sub-Committee the th
application is not to be dealt with at op
present as a matter of political char- w
acter or involvimig political action on te
the part of Your Excellency's advisers. t
It is to be dealt with by Your Excellen- t

ey in Council regardless of the person- a
alviews which Y ourExcellency'sadvis-
ers may hold with regard to denomin-
ational schools, and without the politi-
cal action of any of the members of
Your Excellency's council being con-
sidered as pledged by the fact of the
appeal being entertained and heard.
If the contention of the petitioners be
correct that such an appeal can be en-
tertained, the enquiry will be rather of

than of a political character.
Committee have so treated .t

counsel, and in permittne
y meeting to be open to the

s no mistaking tiis language
terpreting its meanrng. The

ent are declining the dty th

Ris Excellency, who is the
ve under our systen of goveorn
s to whether he should Or
not interfere with the Man'-
chool Act. It is "not to be

ith at present as a matter
i character or involving Ollti

ion on the part of Your xce
advisers" is the express lan-

of this report. On the contrary,
o be an enquiry which " wil te
of a judicial than of a political

cter."
is is a departure so new in our
itutional proceedings that it has

y yet been fully appreciated.
so far, if not designed, it has

d a useful " political" purpose,
ough the enquiry is to te judicial,
ot be gainsayed. For whenever
awkward Manitoba School ques-
came up it was quietly laid at
by the apparently unassailable

ernent given by the Minister Of
Crown, who up to this tine was

ays supposed to be a responsible
nister, bound to justify every act,
y, every word officially uttered by
e Governor-General, that he had no
inion on the subject, or, if he had, it
ould be imfproper for him to give ut-
rance to it. For was he not one of
he Council, if not of the sub-Commnit-
ee who was to determine whether the
ct should be interfered with-
vhether a remedial order should be
nade directing the Province of Mani-
toba to undo its work on the subject
0f education, and was he not actifng
"judicially " and not in a " political"
capacity as Minister ?

And so at the nomination at the
bye-election in Soulanges where the
lion. Mr. Ouimet graphically pictured
his unhappy position in the face of ai
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excited electorate as that of one
" walking on razors," he sheltered
himself under the sacred character
which he filled as that of a judge who
was denied the privilege of speaking
of a matter that was sub judice. And
when the new Minister of the Interior
went back to his constituents for re-
election and some ill-informed elector,
who had been nurtured in the spirit
of the British constitutional system,
and in the belief that for every act of
the Government the Ministers were
responsible to Parliament and the con-
stituencies, innocently asked the
Manitoba representative in the
Cabinet, whether he could be relied
on to stand by the rights of his Pro-
vince, he was dumbfounded-it is
doubtful whether he as yet re-
covered from his astonish ment -when
he was told that on this subject the
Minister not only had not, but could
not properly have, an opinion. For was
not he the Minister to hear the question
of the " appeal " argued as one of the
sub-Committee and afterwards as one
of the Council! And when at the din-
ner given in Toronto by the Board of
Trade, at which the Premier hiniself
referred to the subject, his language
was as follows :-" For the Govern-
ment the guide shall be, as far as I an
able to judge, the constitution of this
country by which we propose to be
guided and which we propose to obey
froin beginning to end."

It is evident, as has already been
remarked, that this doctrine, whether
so designed or not, was worthy of
the mnost crafty of political experts.
It would indeed reflect no discredit on
a Richelieu or a Machiavelli and it re-
vives the best davs of the Schoolmen.
For it enabled the Minister of Public
Works to perform the sonewhat haz-
ardous feat of " walking on razors "
without injury; and the Minister of
the Interior to bamboozle the honest
yeoman of Selkirk; and it afforded the
Premier the opportunity of figuring in
the rôle of all others the most congen-
ial, that of an oracle iiibued with

inysterious power, controlled and guid-
ed by the overruling principles of justice
and law, and undisturbed by considera-
tions of policy or unaffected by motives
of expediency which might perchance
sway a more ordinary mortal. It is
" by the constitution," as the enlight-
ened jurists of the Dominion Cabinet,
who, up to the moment that they as-
sumed the judicial garb, had been
actively pronioting the cause on behalf
of the petitioners, may interpret it,
that the fate of the Manitoba School
Law is to depend. If it was not pro-
fane it would not be inappropriate
that divine interposition should be in-
voked on behalf of the Province'

It may not unreasonably be asked,
for no grounds for the course being
adopted have been given, on what pre-
text is this doctrine of irresponsibility
of the advisers of the Crown set up ?
It is not easy to answer that enquiry,
and it is, perhaps, well that it should
be left to the Minister and to those, if
any there be in this era of constitu-
tional government who are willing to
defend him, to state their argument.
To the writer, it seems absolutely clear,
admitting of no doibt, that " an appeal
to the Governor-in-Couneil" is a right
to ask the intervention of the Govern-
ment of the Dominion to be exercised
by the Government, as all other acts of
administration and questions of policy
are determined, as political acts, in the
sense that the Cabinet is responsible
to Parliament and the country for
them-and equally clear does it seem
that, if the "appeal" was to be dealt
with as a question of legal right and
not as a matter of political discretion,
it would not have been to a body, of
which it is not too much to say that
partizansbip, not impartiality, is the
very essence of its existence.

It is not denied that in the deter-
mination of this, as indeed of alinost
every question which comes before the
Governmnent for decision, the consider-
ation of legal questions may be invol-
ved. The veto power involves the legal
question of the constitutionality of
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every provincial act. The right to ex
empt vessels that have passed through
the canais from tols requires that the
Cabinet should consider and determine
the meaninig of the Washington Treaty,
which, as an international obligation,
is a law overriding all Municipal law.
And so with alnost every inatter that
comes up for determination by the
Comnittee known as the Dominion
Cabinet or Council.

That it is not a trifling technical o
practically unimportant inatter, bu
one of the most vital moment, if ou
system of responsible Government
to be maintained, hardly needs demoi
stration. For if Sir John Thompso
view is correct that the Manito
question is to be considered judicial
then, no matter what conclusion t
Government adopt, there is compl
freedom from responsibility. T
Ministers cannot be called to acco
in Parliament, even though the Or
in-Council as a remedial mîea,
should direct the Legislature of
Province to repeal its School act
1890; for a Judge or judicial trib
is not answerable for his or its
law. It is only when a Judge
corruptly or dishonestly that his
duct can be called in questior
would be grossly unfair and unj
blame the Cabinet for their lega
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"of th. e
clusions arrived at regardless of th-
personal views which they enot '
standing they are is EjxcedtoeCY-
advisers, may hold with regard t e-
nominational schools." And so thespon
settled practice and theory of resPon-
sible Governiment is overtu"rnel Let
there be no evasion, no hairsp hli1

in this all important matter on whece
depends in no smal degree the pai-
and welfare of the Dominion. dbut

r toba has had scant courtesy and but
t little consideration at the bands of the
r Governmient ot Canada, ier Riailway
is Legisiation was vetoed so persistenty
n- that her people were driven to dhe

n's verge of rebellion. These acts, if ul'
ba wise and harsh, were at least wit
ly, the lines of the constitution. But the
he attaek now launched against her ex-

ete elusive right to manage her education"

he al systein is fraught with perilous con-
unt sequences to the Dominion; and for

der- the initial steps that the Governiment
sIre at Ottawa have taken to accomplish
the that end it should be held to strict ac-

s of count, or Parliament will lamentablY
unal fail in its duty ; and the pretelce
bad that Cabinet acts as a judicial tribunal
acts and not as political advisers of the
con- Crown should meet with the contempt
. It and condemnation it invites at the
Ist to hands of the Representatives of the
l con- people.

» Y~



ANTI-NATIONAL FEATURES OF THE NATIONAL POLICY.

BY REV. PRINCIPAL GRANT, D.D., LL.)., QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY, KINGSTON.

IF the last Annual Dinner of the
Toronto Board of Trade bas served no
other purpose, it bas at any rate made
the people of Canada acquainted with
two lines of Tennyson's poetry, and
converted the sentiment they express
into one of the articles of the Govern-
ment's creed. The Premier accepted
the quotation as the confession of his
faith, declaring that with regard both
to the substance and the administra-
tion of the National Policy there was
need of reform, and that it would give
hiin much pleasure to " lop the mould-
ering branch away." This session
will test his sincerity and his courage,
for no inatter what the branch that
may be selected as fit only to be burn-
ed, he will soon find that tbere are
resolute men who consider it the very
ark of the covenant or keystone of the
arch, and who are prepared to threaten
anything and everything rather than
consent to its being touched, nuch less

lopped." Perhaps no item is now
more generally condenned than the
tax on coal oil, but when its friends
were asked the other day low much
it could be scaled down, they grimly
rejoined by asking bow nucb the en-
quirer's stature could be scaled from
the top of bis head downwards. But,
no matter what the opposition, soie-
thing must be done. The Government
is pledged, and we are all as good as
invited to state our grievances. 1,
therefore, having long suffered in
silence over one particular abomina-
tion, the tax on books, or having satis-
fied myself with bringing it under the
attention of the Governmnent by de-
putation and remonstrance, take heart
of grace to speak out. I do so, how-
ever, with a melancholy conviction
that speech or wiritijg on the subject
will be of no avail. The Governmnent

knows tiat Canadians do not read
books. The great body of voters are
satisfied with newspapers or cheap
novels, pirated as a rule, and are satis-
tied because the papers are not only
untaxed, but carried at the public cost
from the offices of publication all over
the country. What matters it whether
a few professors or a few thousand
students are fined for the sin of en-
deavoring to acquire knowledge ? They
have no solid vote to sell, and they
will not sell themselves to any party.
What inatters it though there is not a
single first-class library in Canada ? It
is surely glory enough to make the
biggest clieese in the world, and the
libraries we bave are good enough to
teach us how to do that. But yet neces-
sityis upon me, and since aquasi invita-
tion has now been given to speak, and
others are lifting up their voices about
coal oil and binder twine and agricul-
tural iinplemnents and coal and iron
and hardware and cottons, I may
put in a word about the instruments
of knowledge and culture, and point
out that Canada stands alone among
the countries of the world in its tax
on books, that there are burdensone
features connected with it, for which
there is not a conceivable excuse, and
that the tax is not only a crime, but,
from the point of view of the N. P., a
blunder.

Wbat is the state of the question?
Here it is: Canada imposes a duty of
15 per cent. ad valorem, on all books
brought into the country. It makes
no matter whether they are printed in
English or in foreign languages, or
whether they are for the trade, or for
ordinary public libraries. The only
exception is in favor of " Free Public
Libraries." Formerly, editions seven
years old were admîitted free. Now
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they must be twenty years old. We
are making progress, but it is crab-
fashion. A new edition of Bacon, or
of N ewton's Principia, is rigidly taxed.
So rapid is the progress of discovery in
modern times that old editions of most
university books are useless. There-
fore we are allowed to import them,.
But new books are included by the
Custom-louse in its Index Expurga
torius.

Now, what is the state of the cas
in other countries ? We expect a Fre
Trade Country like Britain to adm
books free of duty, just as it admits a
food for the body. It does so. It a
mits ail books which have been print
abroad, copyrights of course excepte
It draws the line at stolen goods.
are not so rigid with those. C
rigour is kept for honest wares. B
how is it with Protectionist count
like Austria, France and Germa
They tax food for the body and su
they will also tax food for the rn
They surely " protect " themsel
No, strange to say, they do not. T
admit ail books as freely as Eng
does. They have magnificent libr
and they have publishers able
willing to publish, for im such cou
there is a large reading class and
is likely to be a moderate sale f
most any book. We have neith
libraries nor the publishers, nor a
ciently large reading public to w
publishers experimenting rashly

How is it with other Eu
countries? Italy, Denmark, S
and Norway charge a duty,
bindings only; and as most Co
tal books are published unbou
law is nearly equivalent to c
freedom from duty on the book

We eut a poor show certainil
Europe, and, I may add, besic
and Mexico; but we expeet
by contrast with the Unite
Are we not told continually
great Republic is absurd,
tionist, and that McKinley i
phet, but that Canada, wise a
Canada, is in the golden mea

the extremes of Free Trade and prco'
tection ? Alas, even this drop o su
fort, that we are not as bad as nte
neighbors, is denied us. The Unted
States, both before and after Mc hts o
has had some regard to the righfts a
the human mind, and especiall of
section of its people which is struggd
to widen the bounds of knowiedge,
In the first place, it admits ail books
in foreign languages free of dutYy ans

e thus the literary treasures of alm's
le every other country are open to its
it people. In the next place, it adlflts
bl free of duty aIl books for Sehools, col-
d- leges, Universities, Public Libraries

ed and Literary, Scientific, and all sii
d. societies. It recognizes that such in'

We stitutions are blessings to the country,
ur that in themselves they are benefac'
ut tions that ought to be encouragt, a
'ies nlot centres for trade and money

ny ? ing, and that without them a countrY
rely cannot be called civilized. Therefore,
ind. on them even Major McKinley a
ves. not venture to lay his yoke. But, our
hey N.P. rides rough-shod over ail sueh

land considerations
aries, Is it 'Possible for a Canadian to read
and these statements of facts and comparî-

ntries sons without shame ? Let us endeavor'
there however, to find if there is any other
or al- country or colony shameless enough to
er the keep us c

sumW- el have looked, and i thought that
arrant I had found two others like ourselves'

but on closer examination they refused
ropean to be bracketed with us. Spain charges
weden a duty on books and does not exemOPt

but on chools, Colleges and iniversities. 't
nt' Zn .. ot

rne- might be noted here that Spain 1' Of
o the one of the intellectual countrieSc
mplete Europe, that it does not believe nieh
S. in schools and that its -Universioor

y beside were more celebrated when the MOOre
le hina were in the country than th« are

to shine now; but even Spain declines to

thattes. classed with Canada. Its duty Oln
ythat t books is nominal, being not on v

Sprotec but on weight in pounds avoiriduPOis
nits pro- It is only one dollar per hundreth

betappy pounds weight, or about one-fortieth
ween of the duty which Canada puts o

J
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books for Universities. The other
case that looked at first sight like our
own is New Zealand. A hand-book
on that colony states that there is a 15
per cent. duty on all books not else-
where specified. Strange that the
amount should be the same as in Can-
ada ! It looked as if the one country
had copied from the other. But fur-
ther examination showed that the duty
is levied only on blank-books and
ledgers, and a special clause in the
tariff exempts all printed books from
duty.

And so, having ranged over all coun-
tries, rich and poor, I have not been
able to find one to share the bad pre-
eminence of my native country in this
matter. Other people judge us by
our laws. They nay fairly say that
Canadians, feeling that they could not
excel in knowledge, were determined
to be first in ignorance. Is this the
explanation ? Is it a case of " better
to reign in hell than serve in heaven ?"

Is there any reason, that will bear a
moment's examination, for our obstin-
ate adherence to this bad law ? The
duty must have been put on at the
instance of Canadian publishers or
bookdealers, for it brings in so small a
revenue that the Finance Minister
does not give it a thought. Let us
look, then, at these two classes, who
may claim that they have the same
right as other interests to be protected,
and that, as they have to pay more for
necessaries under the N. P. than those
would cost otherwise, it is only right
that luxuries like books should alsocost
more. A fair enough argument if we
were all protected manufacturers ; but
as we are not, it only makes the ordi-
nary Citizen feel that he is being
robbed in soul as well as in pock-
et. Surely this is a mouldering branch
that, in the interest of the tree, should
be lopped away as quickly as possible.
The Premier bas declared this to be
his motto, " that the tariff must be
for the benefit of the whole country;
not for that of any particular section."
The ground on which the National
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Policy is defended is that it is not an
end but a means; that its object is to
build up a Canadian sentiment and a
Canadian people, and that, therefore,
it ought to be changed whenever it
does not serve that object or end.
Should, then, a very small interest, the
partial interest of a few individuals,
stand in the wav of the general en-
lightenment of Canada? It is univer-
sally recognized that the material
progress of a people depends on their
education, and to make the instru-
ments of education expensive is surely
the most anti-national policy that can
be conceived. To use the eloquent
language of our Finance Minister,
" What this country suffers most from
is ignorance, and what it most needs is
education." But let us grant that the
people must continue to bear the bur-
den, if the taking it off thcm might
lessen the profits of a few publishers.
Why, at any rate, should the burden
be continued in the cases of books in
foreignî languages and books for uni-
versities, where its imposition on us
does not help publishers or paper-
makers or the book trade one brass
farthing ? I received lately a letter
from a gentlemen who is deeply inter-
ested in securing a good library for
Montreal, and who has already been
fined again and again very sharply for
his liberality. He says : " I have
had to pay duty on books for McGill
which no Canadian publisher could or
would, under any circumstances, think
of publishing. The thing is utterly
preposterous. Even under the Mc-
Kinley tariff books are free to any
college. The tax would be ridiculous
were it not irritating and disgusting."
It may be necessary to inforn niy
readers that this gentleman's special
characteristies are calmnness of mind
and language, and a general spirit of
sweet reasonableness, and I regret
that, for once in his life, he bas been
betrayed into the use of violent lan-
guage. But is there not a cause?
Here is a tax on books for the univer-
sities, and on all foreign books, of 15
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ver cent, Od valore) -, that is, a tax say that

vhîch is protective in its aiount, yet dents jr

vhich, even if prohibitory, could not youths

lead to the production of the wvorks in Every d
Canada. The tax does no good to any- represen

one, and does barm to our higher in- the swe

terests. It is of no practical advai- of the h
tage to the Governient, for it pro- toretho
duces a ridiculously small sul ii the dollar.

aggregate, while, inasnuch as we have lege un
few uversities comipared with the their m

njited States, and these have only or the
small suims to spend on their libraries, earn i
it takes froni each of them a vexa- migbt
tiously large proportion of what has by a g
been given them to spend on bocks. vast
In other words, the tax is troublesome humai
to colleges, universities, literary and how
scienitifie societies, nost public librar- the w
les and other institutions using foreign ask f
and higb-elass books, yet it is of little heart
use to the revenue, and is positively them
burtful to the book-publishing trade, shor
because it interferes with the spread toile
of intelligence and culture. It may that
be said that the duty is, at any rate, thei
in the interest of the bookdeaiers, be- are
cause, if the universities could import any
books directly from foreign houses, its
they w'ould do se. But they do so in
already. No university that I know nat
ot gets its books through book-dealers.
It has its correspondents il other tin
countries, and they fill the orders that ra
are sent them, and its librarian has to te
w aste his tine and the timue of custoi tr
house ohfieers over every box and pi
evury invoice, whereas, even in the b
Uinited States, there is no trouble. Is ti
it any wonder that soie of our librar- a
ians and students are able to sec a c
good side in Commercial Union?

Fromu every point of view the tax is I
indefensible, but it is on students that
it presses most heavily. We have
not a large class possessed of wealth
or leisure, and the sons of our few
wealthy men do not care for books.
As a rule, they are not brought upafter the f ashion of the children of the
rich lu England. More's the pity for
themselves. But, without going into
the reasons for this, it is enough to

ninety per cent. of the stIl

Canadian universitca are
vho paddle their own caletes.
ollar they comne to college w1 th
ts the sweat of their aroW, kr
at of their brain, not to
abits of industry, ecnoiiY
ght, more valuable than the
Often they cannot get to cor

til the middle of the sesslos
oney gives out before the close
y are obliged to study aid to

oney on alternate years.
well be instituted for such 'how

overnment that understood how
are the undeveloped mines
n intellect and character a"'
well it would pay to encourag
orking of them. But these niet
or no favors. They put a stOn
to the stae brae, and many Of

get to the to. But it 1t littl
of infamous to levy toll on sueb

rs, to tax their tools, to tell the,
old books are good enough for

1, r to hint that halls of learning
not intended for homespun. lias

government a moral right to use
powers to put an artificial barrie'
the way of the development of the
ional life ? It has not.
Why, it may be asked, is a tax con-
.ued that is so useless as a means Of

ising a revenue and useless as a pro-
ction to native industry, that is cOn-
arY to the object the N'ational Policy
rofesses to aim at, injurious to the
est interests of the country, odious to
he instinct of every educated man,

nd opposed to the practice of the
ivilized, anJ, I ought to add, a great
ortion of the semi-civilized, world I
cannot answer. I have never beel

able to get an answer. All the facts
that have been set forth in this notice
have been given to the Governmenlt,
for it is best to endeavor to secure re-
formus by exciting interest and move-
ments within rather than by attacks
froIm without. But all bas been

vain. Whether the stolid resistance
that has been encountered is simply
another illustration of what the great

TlíE 1 C IbDíAN MI(;ýIZKIE.
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Swedish statesman asked his son to
note-" the little wisdom with which
the world is governed,"-or is (lue to
the fact that there is no popular feel-
ing on the subject and no outcry raised
by the Opposition, need not be discus-
sed. When the University of Toïonto

vas burned the Chancellor and Vice-
Chancellor had a first-rate opportunity,
to say the least, for attacking in the
House of Commons a tax, the full
weight of which would be felt at such
a time. But instead of demanding
equal rights for all, they accepted a
present of free admission of books for
three years for their own University.
No one grudged the present. Count
Mercier's government voted $10,000,
and Sir John A. 3Macdonald was too
much of the Highland gentleman not
to sympathize when a great calamity
had befallen one of our institutions of
learning. But, the calainitv might
have been used to secure permanent
benefit for all and not nerely a tem-
porary relief for one. At such a time
it would have been comparatively easy
to wrest fron the government sote-
tbing like what the United States
grants, if it was too mueli to ask that
Br-itish law and practice should be im-
itated by Canada. No such advantage
wbich misfortune had put into their
hands was taken of the law, but a
precedent was established which de-
clares that if a University wants to
get books fiee of' duty, it must first
burn down its library, just as-accord-
ing to Elia-Chinamen thought for
centuries there was no other way of
getting crackling, save hy burning
down house, pigsty and pig. I have
no desire to blaine the Govermnent
overmuch. The greater part of their
time has to be spent in taking ieasures
to keep theinselves in power, and it
becomes a first principle that nothing
is to be done that would otfend one
active supporter, unless they are likely
to lose ten by leaving it undone. It

may be said that this indicates the
line of attack that should be taken by
those to whom the tax in question is
specially odious. Let them tell the
Government plainly that if their peti-
tion is not granted tbey will vote
against thein at the next election.
This would probably be effective, for
even schools and universities have in-
fluence and could decide the issue in
sone constituencies. None the less, it
is ground that cannot be taken by any
one who knows that a government re-
presents the whole national life and
that it is to be judged not by any
one act of omission or commission, but
by its policy as a whole and its policy
in contrast with that ofthe Opposition.
Men, the keystone of whose position
is that a Canadian nationality is to be
built up, and who believe that con-
tinued union with Britain and consti-
tutional development of that union is
essential to this, will vote for the pre-
sent Government until the Opposition
renounces its policy of Commercial
Union, or some other party is in the
field that proposes either free trade or
a thorough application of the prin-
ciple of Reciprocity, that is, free trade
or a minimum tariff with those who
trade freely with us and a maxi-
muni tariff against those who do not.
As there is no such party in the
field, we have to endure the frving
pan, siinply because it is preferable to
the fire.

It is not open to us, therefore, to
threaten the Governinent, and I arm
afraid that they have no time to listen
to mere appeals for justice or to argu-
ments that look to the future or to the
intellectual development of the people.
But there are ien in the House who
are not burdened with the cares of
office and who hold thei seats not as
partizans but as free men. To these I
appeal. They (an secure this retorm,
if they so will, for to thein the Govern-
ment is obliged to listen.



THE NORSEMEN THE DISCOVERERS OF AMNERICA.

BY REV W S BLACKSTOCK.

THE discovery of Amïerieca is just now ginal dis
attracting an unusual degree of atten- by the
tion. The great Columbian Exposi- colonize
tion, to be held in Chicago this year, ages.
has had the effect of giving it a promi- the mos
nence in the public mind, both in this of who
and other countries, which it never cated 1
had before. The result is that the guages
literature of the subjeet has grown im- custom
mensely, and many facts have beei highly
brought to light which have long been spring
wholly hidden or known only by a they
few. The effect of these disclosures this, o
has been to show that the question is one of
by no means as simple as it once was pend(
supposed to be. Ilistorical criticism and p
has not, it is true, gone so far in its Hc
iconoclastic work in this as in some whet
other fields of inquiry. Columbus has, of e:
so far, escaped the fate of Grace Dar- prin
ling and William Tell, and some others ever
whose names were once household able
words with us-he is not yet reduced ma3
to a myth, but still retains his right Am,
to recognition as a real historical char- ple
acter. le seems, however, to be in a on
fair way of being stripped of some of th(
his laurels, and being made to appear ar
a far more commonplace and less im- pr
posimg personality than lie is gener- an
ally supposed to have been. qiThe questions which have been w
raised by the researches of recent t(
years, both on histonical and archm-e tI
ological grounds, refer nIot so much to t
one discovery as to several discoveries
of Amenica, and the relation of these
to one another. The evidence, whieh
has been for sone time constantly ac-
cumulating, seens to point to more
than one of these being made in his-
torie times; and leaves little ground
for doubt that the existence of the
American continent was known bythe outside world long anterior to thec
time of Columbus. Of course the ori-

covery of NmerIa W Ir
people by whomi eist1
d, far back in the pr actero
And the composite chabita
st primitive of its in sinl
n we know anything, a
y the structure of the the r
and the dissimilarity OkeS
s and traditions, a

probable that they t that
from a single root, but t

were diverse in their oiin
f course, implies that Ore e.
f the ancient peoples made
nt discoveries of this cO11ne

lanted colonies on its shores.
w these discoveries were it
lier by accident or as the rtfic
xplorations conducted on for-
ciples, must perhaps relilai"
among the uînsolved and
problens of human historY

y be that the theory that the
erican continent was originally Peo
d from two different soirces, aud

being the north-east of Asia, a
other the Malay and PolyesiI

hipelagos, has as high a degre
obability as any other. But when
d how these people reached th
uarter of the globe, is a question
hich it would be useless to atte1e

answer. The original plantilg 0
he human race in America is One O

hose things which are perhaps too

deeply buried in the abysmal dePths
of the past to be ever clearly broul't
to light. It is not with questions o
this kind, however, that this article is

designed to deal. It has to do rather
with historic than with prehistoric
times. Its object is chiefly to set forth
the part which a single nationality
played in bringing this continent to
the knowledge of the rest of the world.
But, as there are others besides the
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Norsenien who claim to have made
the independent discovery of America,
a brief reference to them may not be
out of place or entirely devoid of inter-
est to the reader.

The Chinese, as becomes their high
antiquity as a nation, and the fact that
they possessed the mariner's conpass
more than two thousand years before
Marco Polo brought it to Europe, make
the first claim to this distinction.
They claim that as ea.rly as the fifth
century their seamen visited America,
to which, or at least to the part of it
visited by them, they gave the name
of Fan Sang, or, as it was afterwards
called, Fusang. Where Fusang was
situated is in debate, some locating it
in the region of California and Mexico;
others thinking that, from the fact that
it was reported, among other things, to
contain deer and copper, it must have
been farther north. Some eminent
authorities, Alexander Von Humboldt
among the rest, entertain doubts re-
specting Fusang being in America at
all, but the passages in Chinese history
are too remarkable, and the account
of the voyages to this far-off country
which they give too circuimstantial
to b)e ignored; and until Fusang has
been clearly identified with some
other land, probably a good many
will continue to believe, as they do at
present, that it was in America, and
that this continent was known to the
people of the Flowery Kingdom in the
early Christian centuries. It may be
everi true, as is alleged, that Hoeï
Shin, a Chinese Buddhist priest, was
the first religious missionary to visit
these lands, though this is not thought
to be supported by as high a degree
of probability as the location of Fusang
in Ainerica.

It is claimed in behalf of the Arabs
that they crossed the Atlantic some
time in the 12th century. M. de Guig-
nes, who is one of the principal cham-
pions of the Chinese claim, in certain
mermoirs drawn up by him, published
in Paris in 1789 and preserved in the
Institute de France, gives the account
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which he says he found in a manu-
script in the King's library, by Ebn-
al-Onardi, from which he concludes
that they must have reached Ainerica.
The story, however, does not appear
to be supported by sufficient evidence
to entitle it to very serious considera-
tion. There seems to be a pretty gene-
rai agreement among scholars who
have studied the subject that the
Arabs probably reached the Canaries,
but that they proceeded no farther.

The claims of the Welsh to be reck-
oned among the discoverers of America
seem to be supported by a higher de-
gree of probability than that of the
Arabs. it is related in the ancient
chronicles of Wales that Madawe, son
of Owen Gwinedh, left that country
in 1170 and sailed westward, "and
leaving Ireland on the north, he came
at length to an unknown country,
where nost things appeared to him
new and uncustonary, and the man-
ners of the natives far different from
what he had seen in Europe." But,
though somne of those who have exam-
ined the account are of opinion that
Florida or Mexico was the country to
which he came, others think that it
was one of the West India Islands,
and that he did not reach the con-
tinent. But whether Madoc did or
did not set foot upon American soil,
this one thing at least is certain that
he got as near to the Ainerican con-
tinent as Columbus did on the occasion
of his first voyage of discoverv.

It is not surprising that the Vene-
tians, considering the part which they
have played in history, especially as a
sea-faring people, should lay claim to
a share in the honor of independent
Anierican discovery. Nicolo Zeno's
story of the achievements of his coun-
trymen and ancestors in this respect,
bas, moreover, a considerable degree of
probability to commend it. In 1558
Nicolo published a series of letters
which, as he avers, had passed between
his ancestors, Nicolo and Antonio
Zeno, in the years 1380-1404. Assum-
ing the genuineness of this correspon-
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dence, which the publisher says had So litti
been preserved in the family, though by many
they had never been published until about th
by the progress of events their impor- and whit
tance had been made known, there word of i
can be no doubt that these mediSval Every oi
navigators visited Newfoundland, to northern
which they gave the name of Estoti- RLoman E
land, and either the eoast of Labrador in whos
or Nova Scotia, which they ealled classie c
Drogio. There is nothing improbable venerab
about Nicolo Zeno's story, and the appeare
probability is that it is entirely trust- tory do
worthy. unwele

But, though I hope what has now who s
beenwrittenwill be of sufficientinterest mediæ
to the general reader who bas not spread
happened to dip very deeply into the in som
literature of the subject to justify the settle
timne and space which has been given invol
to it, it is merely introductory, and it forefa
is now time to proceed to the main belie
subject of the article as indicated by know
the title. to-da

Whatever May be thought of the was
claims of others to be reckoned among ther
the independent discoverers of Amer- who
ica, there does not appear to be any thei
reasonable ground to doubt that it i
the Norsemen are entitled to that tha
honor. Even many of those who be- a e
lieve most firmly that Columbus ear- sho
ried. on his explorations on purely pei
scientific principles, and that his dis- res
covery was made imdependently of any es
hint of the existence of this con- w
tinent except from his own abstract' as
reasoning-if indeed when Le set out G
he had any hope of finding a new con- w
tinent at ail-have nevertheless been t)
forced to the conclusion that it was i
visited by the Vikings in the loth and
lith centuries. The literature of the
subect is so great that it will be im-
possible to quote authorities. All that
can be donc will be to give the facts
upon which there seems to be substan-
tial agreement among those who have
studied the subject most thoroughly
and whose special discipline fits thein
to speak with authority, and to do
this in the most summary manner
possible.

e is knowl ,IoNve\7ders,
lin, Worfifairly weli-inwh they

e Norsele Coe, that
her they have cbe essarY
ntroductionl "aydb nc the
ie has read, no eabt e

hordes who over an
mpire in tie Middie t
e presence the frits s
ivilization, includig . h aldis
le monumentS, WeEn shh'
d. The reader o j
es not require to b ti north
ome visitors fron the o
o often invaded Etsa

i'ts eOa
val times, laid waste ' ea

terror among the peop 'net
e instances effected a ery Uwere

ment in the country. Ik Of 0
ved in mystery to the bu ason
thers then, and there I re better

ve that they are scarcely iefla
n to many of their desCend hat
y. Who were they? anhih,

their origin ? are questions 
e is reason to believe, not a
have been reading about tlieeL

r lives could not answer.
s one of the curiosities of h such
t a people who have playe isor
onspicuous part in hulan
uld be so little, or at least 5 e
rfectly known. Differing in s ed
pects from the Saxons,tey b0el
sentially to the same race. or
ere of the great Aryan, Teutonle,
they are sometimes called, tie ldo
ermanie family. Their original 110

as in Asia, though Europe has be
theatre of their greatest exPloits

n historie timnes. Wild and warlike,

vith extraordinary courage and love
f adventure, and possessing wi thal an

unquenchable love of liberty, tleY
have been the pioneers of human P
gress, and apparently the predestinate
rulers of the world.

The Norseman, as distingus
from other branches of the Teutoni0

race, has lad lis home for many cen-
turies in Scandinavia, especiallY lu
Norway and Iceland, and in the Ork-

neys, Shetland and other groups o
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islands north of Scotland. It appears
to have been religious persecution that
drove this remarkable people into the
frozen north, and it was this perhaps
that made them ruthless narauders
prior to their conversion to Christian-
ity. Charlemagne rightly concluded
that the most effectual means of curb-
ing their turbulent spirit was to bring
them under the influence of Christian-
ity ; but he erred in supposing that he
could make Christians of thei by coin-
pulsion. Though they were quite as
amenable to argument and appeal as
any other race, when it was attempted
to impose Christianity upon them by
force, that was too much for their en-
durance, and the flower of the race,
the most intrepid, independent and
liberty-loving of them, fled into the
wilds of Jutland, whence they sallied
forth ever and anon to extort tribute
from the more highly favored of their
neighbors.

The Norsemen were as much at
home on sea as on land. The very
dangers of the deep had a kind of grim
fascination for them. Their piratical
escapades made them the terror of all
who went down to the sea and did
business in the great waters. Hardy
and brave, they were the very men to
do exploits on the deep. They early
distinguished themselves as ship-
builders, and though they were with-
out the mariner's compass, their care-
ful and persistent study of the heaven-
ly bodies made them skilful navigators.
It is not remarkable, therefore, that
they were the first people in Europe
to find their way to America. Indeed,
in view of the facts of their history, it
would be strange if they had not been
the first to cross the Atlantic. They
early discovered Iceland, colonized it,
and established a republic there which
lasted four hundred years. ley
planted a colony in Greenland, which
brought then within two hundred
miles or s0 of the mainland of America
and within seven hundred of New-
foundland. Strange would it have
been if these Vikings-these monarchs

of the sea-had not reached that island
and made it the steppingY-stone to the
continent.

Then these Norseinen, turbulent as
they were in iediæval tinies, did not
fail to cultivate letters. They were
specially remarkable as historians. In
their Sagas or historic tales everything
pertaining to their history as a people
amd to the adventures and exploits of
their heroes and great men are care-
fully preserved. It is this that gives
to the Icelandic literature such an in-
effable charm, and such great value in
the estimation of scholars. The au-
thenticity and authority of the Sagas
have been fully acknowledged by such
great men as Alexander von Hum-
boldt, Malte Brun and others. This
is mentioned here because of the bear-
ing which it has on the subject under
discussion-the claim of the Norse-
men, upon what is now being recog-
nized by the learned men of Europe as
the highest kind of evidence in respect
to what occurred in the middle ages.
A recent writer, who understands the
subject thoroughly, speaking of Sagas
which contain the record of the dis-
covery of America, says that it is as
easy to demonstrate that they were
written before Columbus, as the fact
that Herodotus wrote his history be-
fore the era of Christ.

It was during the closing years of
the tenth century that the series of
events took place which laid the foun-
dation for the discovery of the New
World. The first of these, which led
to all that followed, were the result of
simple accident. Are Marson, the
powerful Icelandic chief, who is
thought to have been the first Europ-
ean who ever landed upon the coast
of America, was driven thither by ad-
verse winds. In 983 lie was driven to
a part of the coast supposed to be in
the vicinity of Chesapeake Bay. And
three years afterwards, in 986, Bjarne
Hlerjîilfson had a sonewhat similar
experience. The former of these visits
to America has a good deal of roman-
tic interest about it, but on this very



account it would require more spacefor its adequate treatment than can begiven to it at present. It is said, forinstance, that Are Marson was baptizedn America, and that he was recognizedby some of the people th t ddround him whe e that crowded
curious tkWen' he landed. One isminis to know who it was that ad-binistered to •u the sacrament ofbaptisim, and who it Was that knewfhim in the new worldw These tbiknw
no doubt are ç sceptible Of rationgsexplanation, but ths is hf thnal
place to enter upon such a disquistheIt is, perhaps, enough to say supresentthat sober-minded a ateveheadedIcelandic and Norwegian seholarsseedto have no doubt as to th subolancorrectness of the narrativ e substantial
Marson was really drive . That Are
of America at or near the o -the coast
bas been indicated and point which
afterward known by the whieh was
Ireland-it-Miklan, or GNorseen as
and that not bein ret return to his own permited to re:
in great respect by th ough held
ended his days there natives, heported by evidence whieh to be sup-yond reasonable doubt puts it be-

The story of Bjarne H •haps because he returned trjulf on, per-
self, is characterized b it him-
and straightforwardnev 

asmplicityrmends it to our confidenc hch corm-
of Are Marson, there ise. Unlike that
o suggest doubt or to nothing in it

questions About the cause difflIt
story we know little beyoe o thethat he was a man of Cou r te fact
terprise, the owner of re an -ship by which h a merchaf aing wealth and e succeeded an th-
no chief orand reputation. Iaer
concerning weo, no mnan of renowas
great tethere would be anofgeach eptation to heighten the obanyiOf bis achievem by e l the a dtions. ments by fictte Jeet
tis li the atnts ,iu- diSuccessful suMe utumn of 9 ad-
bably with a er'sbusiness, and Pr-turned to Jceland tol Cargo he re-
as was h. nto spend the Winterto his chin ' with his fathern Butagri when he reached Bou.

his father was not there. In his a

sence, Herjulf had been induced tojoin

his fortunes with Eric the Red, an
Outlaw, who had undertaken to foun
a colony on the east coast of Green-
land, and had gone thither with himf.

Bjarne resolved to follow him, and as
t was but a short run to Greenland,
as oon as he could get bis men to con-

Sent to brave with him the dangers o

the Greenland sea, unknown alike

bOth to him and to them, he, without

sloadiing his ship, immediately set
sail.

The voyage proved eventful in the
extreme. After two days' sailing the
wind failed, and still Greenland WaS

ot in sight. After the calm came a
storm. They were overtaken by a
anong north wind and a dense fog,

lessdfor many days they drifted help-

But yt knwig whither they went.

et ngth the wind subsided and

eabld Cleared away, and theywere
enabled to ascertain the quarters Of
like avens. But at the saine tille,

e a blue Cloud lying along the hori-

coast oey beheld the outline of the
coast of an unknown country. They
were tconvinced, when they ap-
It taat it was not Greenland.
and b ountry covered with forest
his comparatively level
Clad ionnd, but without any snOW-

au nountains suc as they had been
the egto expect in Greenland. Then

te Is th of the day soon convinced
the skilfu navigator that he had got
fory much too far south. He there-, without attemptînc. to makelanding in, the empin o mk
the prow ofhe ew country, turned
Afte twofh i ship toward the north.
ofr tla days' sailing they got sight

ofc land again, but still the physical
visible les of -Greenland were not

lboand leaving the land on their
sailed Othey kept the sea. They
forthrewdth a fine south-west wind
for three days m0ore when, for the
But stijl it ey came in sight of land.
were no was lot Greenland. There
leare no untains and no snow. So,

laving the nd between them and
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the setting sun, under the propelling
force of the strong south-west wind,
which had now almost become a gale,
they kept on their way. It was not
until four days afterward that they
came within sight of the ice-clad
mountains and reached their destina-
tion.

If anyone will read this unvarnished
tale with a map, or, better still, with a
nautical chart before him, he will
readily perceive how strong is the in-
ternal evidence of its truthfulness,
Bjarne Herjulfson in endeavoring to
reach the south-east angle of Green-
land had evidently been a little too
far south, and had run into the great
northern current which flows along
the western shore of that country.
And during the calm which set in at
the end of the first two days that he
was out, his ship had been carried past
the eastern end of Newfoundland into
the Great Banks, where the cold water
of the north begins to mingle with the
warm water of the gulf stream-a
region noted for its fogs. And f rom
this point the winds of the Atlantic
had drifted him to the coast of New
England. The lands sighted on the
return trip were evidently Nova Scotia
and Newfoundland.

This is the simple story of the dis-
covery, or, if it cannot be properly
called by that name, the singular acci-
dent which, in the closing years of the
tenth century, laid the foundation for
the discovery of the continent of
America by the Norsemen. It was
this simple Icelandic maritime trader
who, nearly five centuries before Col-
umbus, not only demonstrated the
existence of land lying to the west of
Europe but the feasibility of reaching
it. And yet so little did he say about
it, that it was not until several years-
four years afterward, to speak exactly
-that the first voyage of discovery
was made by the Norsemen on thestrength of his experience.

The first expedition of this kind was
led by Leif Erikson, son of Jarl, or
Earl Erik, of Norway, known as Erik

n

the Red. Erik, when he heard Bjarne's
story, censured him in very strong
terms for not having learned some-
thing about these lands which, in this
singular way, he had discovered. This,
naturally, had the effect of awakening
in the mind of Leif Erikson, the Earl's
son, a determination to solve the pro-
blem and find out what lands these
were, concerning which he had heard
so much, and what they were like.
He bought Ejarne's ship, and with a
crew of thirty-five men he set sail.
The first land that the expedition
reached was Newfoundland, to which
Leif Erikson gave the naine of Hellu-
land : the next land come to was Nova
Scotia, which they named Markland :
the third and last place in which they
made a landing was at or near Fali
River, in that part of the coast which
is included in the State of Massachu-
setts, to which he gave the name of
Vinland, a name which was suggested
by the large quantities of wild grapes
which were found growing there.

Thorvald Erikson, Leif Erikson's
brother, was the next to lead an ex-
pedition to this continent. He had evi-
dently more idea of turning this great
discovery to account in some practical
way than either Bjarne Herjulfson
or his brother, Leif Erikson, and he
thought that, in order to do this, the
newly discovered lands should be more
thoroughly explored. With this end
in view he led an expedition in 1002.
It, however, proved unfortunate, and
yielded no valuable results. The fact
that Thorvald lost his life in conflict
with the natives, being the first Euro-
pean and the first Christian, probably,
that ever found a grave in the New
World, gives it a pathetic interest.
And this interest was heightened by
the discovery of a skeleton in armour
in 1831 near what is supposed to be
the place of his encampment, suggest-
ing the probability that this may have
been the remains of Thorvald Erikson.
Mr. Longfellow, in his poetic treat-
ment of it, which is too well-known to
require to be quoted, makes it evident
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that lhe regarded these as being, if antiquaries
not the remains of Thiorvald Erikson, nalized his
those of one of his race, and the cor- inscription
rectness of this view lias since been still knowi
confirmed by the comparison of the righit bank
armour discovered withi the skeleton toi county,
withi the anicient bronze armour of the tion whicl
Norsemien of the tenth century. learned fc

The next expedition undertaken was years, bu
the most unfor'tunate of the entire latest dec
series, and yielded the least results. of the lan
It was undertaken by Thiorstein Erik- This co
son, the youngest brother of Thorvald, ing to b
and was a blank failure. After wan- thiree ye
dering about on the ocean during the first of
whole of the summer, thiey only made are awa
land when winter was approachxing, quarter
and then found themselves on the the hos
west coast of Greenland, whiere they this at~
were obliged to remain all winter. explain
During thiat long, dreary, comfortless men of
winter, with its multiplied hardships, more
Thorsteinl Erikson died, and Gudrid, atlanti
his young wife, had to return to her terpri
home in the spring a widow. great

But thoughi Gudrid suffered so muchi back,>
in her first attempt to visit America, custo
she lad too muchi o! the indomitable mak~
spirit of lier race, as the sequel shows, to fi
to abandon the project upon whichi she on t~
seemus to have set ber heart. Two gethi
years afterwards she became tIc wife less
of Thiorfinn Karlsefne, and with lier whc
busband again set out for the New app
World, l'hortinn was a wealthy and as
influential mani, and the expedition dis
whichi he led was on a larger and more g
imposing scale than either of those thi
whichi preceded it. Hie was, perhaps, thi
tIc flrst of the N orsemen to seriousl th
entertairn the idea of founding os y
ony or o! .orminîg a settlemnent lu t1
Vinland, or,1 ineed on any par o! this r
hoim oneuntAdretd and lie too with i

seven womnen, and several head of
cattle and sheep. In a word, abe
came him as a newly mnarried man he
rmade ample provision for settn, ep
house and beginning life na o-
'what generous style as SOn as hoe
reached his new home ; and thsuhe
tIc Sagas say nothing about it, thhe

are of opinionl tliahle 
coimng by engbeenfl~ ai

upnwhthsce, o~ 1 x
n as DgtnRvri rs

of Taunton ni scr
-- assachussets, le tiie

hI has been the puz hndre&

or or tantw re?

ding of Thorfinn ls epedhaT'
lony, thoughi shortl oJ f
e abandonied at theb nth
ars, is interesting as bsin.,

re, was ever attemipted fat ha
of the globe; and.te e
tility of the natives rborti V

,s why itgws thad thet ia
the Middle Aedinotrans
than they did of their&ev
ic discovery. Intrepid a
sing as they were, thiey lithei
and wealthy nationi aef
and thoughi they had beenal

med from time immem~ori ad
eraids into civilized countriead$
ghting, often against fearfui ,îto-
he open sea, they found it an" ese-
er different thing to wage a e a
warfare with swarms of saVIh0

ose home was in~ the forest iy
eared ever and anLon as su&
if they arose out of the eath'g~ the
appeared ini like marnner as ie
ounld had opened and sw allo ear
em up, At the end of thiree Y to
e colonists were glad to return
Leir native home in the nortli.c C
hey took with them one rec be
he iNew World which deser'ves tthe
emlemberedSnarr-e Thofinns'' an&
mfant son of Thorfinn KCarlsef neth
udrid his wife, f rom whoim' the
~candinavian genealogists tel1 en
famous scuilptor, Albert ThorWa
was descended. ba -

N Now the question arises,wh th
mng, if any, had ail this upon~ jt
Columbiani discovery ? O! cours~
is possible that a gentleman lrit-

Genoa and lm Spamn, engaged i
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gether different lines of study, night
never have heard anything of the dis-
coverics and explorations of the Norse-
men. Such a thing is conceivable.
But Columbus was not only a scholar,
in the usual acceptance of the term,
but he was a geographer and a nap-
maker, and bis calling led him to a
careful study of the discoveries which
had been made in every part of the
world. He had, among other places,
gone to Rome in the prosecution of his
geographicalstudies and investigations,
and in thatcity the exploitsof the Norse-
men in respect of this matter were very
well known. On the strength of these
representations, early in the twelfth
century, a bishop of Iceland, Green-
land and Vinland had been appointed
by Pope Paschal Il. Gudrid, the wife
of Torfinn, had gone thither after her
return from America, and was receiv-
ed with distinction. A record of all
these things had been, doubtless, pre-
served in Rome, and it is not likely
that they escaped the attention of this
remarkable man.

Then we have the testimony of bis
son, Ferdinando Colombo, that Colum-
uibus visited Iceland in 1477 and
spent some time there ; and it is scare-
ly conceivable that this man, who was
a diligent reader of Aristotle, Seneca
and Strabo, would have overlooked,
while in that island, the work of
Adam of Bremen, which was publish-
ed in 1076, and gave " an accurate and
well-authenticated account" of Vinland
or what at present is known as New
England. It is only reasonable to
conclude that Columbus, during bis
st'ay in Iceland, ianacged to get froin
the learned men of the island-of

whom it bas always had a succession
-all that thev they knew or that
was contained in their books about
the lands lying to the west of them.
It would have been strange indeed
if he had not done so.

In view of all these facts, it is pretty
evident that when Christopher Col-
umbus started on bis memorable voy-
age of discovery, of which we have
heard so much, he had some other as-
surance of the reality of what he was
in pursuit of than he had obtained by
abstract reasoning. No doubt bis ma-
thematics stood him in good stead in
bis efforts to convince Ferdinand and
Isabella of the probability that off to-
wards the setting sun there was land, of
the existence of which he had obtained
well-authenticated historical evidence,
butconcerningwhich he wantedtoirake
them believe he knew nothing but on
purely scientific grounds. It must be
remembered that Columbus had a
deep game to play. He had, first of
aill, to inspire confidence in bis project
in order to get the assistance without
which it could not be undertaken; and
then he had to invest it with such
mystery and make it appear to be be-
set with so high a degree of risk and
danger, as to induce the Spanish gov-
ernment to invest him with something
approaching to almost absolute sover-
eignty over the lands that he might
discover. The manner in which he
accomplished all this proves him to
have been a consummate tactician, but
the fact that he took to himself the
credit of a discovery which was made,
and which he knew to have been
made by others, shows that he was not
the ideal man of honor.



CONDUCT AND MANNER.
BY PROF. WM. CLARK, D.C.L., F.R.S.C.

TH subje t which we propose here illus
to consider is that Of Couduct and wayManners; in one word, Behaviour It slavis, we might say, a subject which holds abaa position inferior to that of Character. tem
as the outward is inferior to the in me
ward. But its place is close to the ame
other; and indeed it is inseparable anfrom it, as the body is fron the soul. au
" Behaviour," says Lord Bacon," seea- leeth to me as a garment of the mind, meand to have the conditions of a gar- In
ment." The remark is full of sugges- m
tions in many ways, and reminds Us fie
that it is possible to think too much Gcand too little of behaviour

It is possible that the French writer ofwent too far when he said, " The style o
is the man " (le style c'est l'hommee mIf it be meant that the mnere outer ihusk is the man, it cannot be truc. of
If it means that our whole discipline se
is to be a kind of bodily drill, with scout regard to mental and moral train- hing, it is not true. If it is meant that, -ton the whole, the man himself, the 1tvery inner nature and character of a hman, comes out in his behaviour, tak -i
ing that word in its widest application
it is substantially true.

We may say the same of a we l-
known motto of a great En lishbishop of the fifteenth century, il-
liam of Wykeham, Bishop of Wmn
chester, " Manners maketh the man.",
The words, taken in the outward and
superhcial sense, are not true. But
taken in the deeper, and wider, and
more spiritual sense, they are Perfectly
true. A man's actions do make him
what he is, and they do shew what he
is. Habit, spirit, tone, tendency, are
ail producecd by a series of acts. We
need not go back to Aristotle for th-s
lesson, although he bas taught it
abundantly. It is being Perpetually

trated before our eyes. bY thvine
to temptation men becoe they

es of the prnciples to whchI
ndon themselves. By rei'
ptation to evil, of whatever kivd,
n become masters of thenSel.vesY

break the power of the pass
impulses to which other men

nb. By speaking words, and doiug
eds of truth, righteousness and lovec
n become true and just and kitd
this sense, manners do m take

an; the devil, and the world and the
sh make the bad man ; the grace
od in Jesus Christ makes the g
an; but it is a man's own acceptanc e
the devil as his master, it ce

an8 sown acceptance of the grae o
od, which gives effect to the one I
uence or the other. This is one s'de
the question, and it is of great con-

quence. But the other is hardlY
econd in importance. A man'S be-
aviour lot only makes him what he is;
shews what he is. That is to say,
e man is revealed in his whole be-
aviour, not, as we are apt to rimagine

noe particular part of it. w
ust know him at home and abroad
n the family, in business, in publie
ife, in social intercourse A must be
Put tocgethe wneose AUmS
whole if we would know the
re e ma. But so taken they do
eval the whole man, for

Ma noer are not idle, but the fruit0f noble nature and of loyal mind."

sWi e might go further, and say that
slght thin.,

will ofthngs in manners and conduct
a man'Sn reveal the very principle of
of ma ' ife- You accidentally know
by ae act Of generosity performedbya man -nier peculiar circumstances,

ghaio ny Intention on bis part of
froblicity or any sort of noticecrs; and you recognize the
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goodness of the soil which produced
such flowers and fruit.

It may sometimes be the very slight-
est deed, or even word, and yet it may
be the illumination of a beautiful per-
sonality.

Or, on the other hand, you have
forced upon your attention some in-
stance of great baseness, and you are
constrained to infer the existence of
something utterly low and mean in
the character of the agent. It may
not be that the mere deed or word is
of high importance; yet its signifi-
cance inay be immense; because you
feel that the man who could have done
such a thing was capable of ahnost
anything, if he thought he had suffi-
cient inducement..

There is an illustration in a story
told of a battle in which the English
and French were ranged on opposite
sides. * " A squadron of French cavalry
charged an Englisli regiment; but
when the young French officer who
led thein, and was about to attack the
English leader, observed that he had
only one arm, with which he held his
bridle, the Frenchman saluted hii
courteously with his sword and passed
on." The story is not told here merely
as illustrating French manners. There
are no men on earth braver, gentler,
and more chivalrous, than the officers
of the English army. But what should
specially be noted in such an example
is that such an action could not have
been the result of mere outward train-
ing. That would hardly have awaked
so promptly at such a moment. An
act so ready, so spontaneous, speaks
for the heart of the man who
performed it; it came of a disposi-
tion noble and generous, who scorned
to take an advantage of an unequal
foe.

To these considerations on the im-
portance of inanner, only one other
shall be added. Manner is a power; it
is one of the greatest powers. Somne

*Smtiles says it was at Dettiigen ; Alison places it In
the Peniisular War. P'robably Alisoin is rigit; but it is
,of nogre at importance,

men, and probably more women, are
almost irresistible.

You cannot refuse the favours which
they ask, even if you have previously
resolved to do so. When you cannot
agree with their opinions, you wish
that you could. On the other hand,
there are men who would spoil the
best of causes by their manner of ad-
vocacy. The moment you see them
and hear them, you have an instinctive
desire to contradict them. Even when
you are in entire agreement with their
opinions, you have the strongest in-
clination to oppose them.

There are few persons, who have
passed the meridian of life, who could
not give instances in which a man's
success in the world has been, in
great measure, the result of his man-
ner and deportment; and perhaps still
more numerous instances of failure
might be cited with similar explana-
tion. People who are resolved to have
their own way, and assert their own
opinions, often wonder at their own
want of success, and put it down to
the obstinacy and stupidity of their
neighbors; to envy,jealousy, and what
not. They ought, in fact, to put it
down to their own bad manners.
Those very qualities which they ima-
gine should assure thein success, are
a stumbling block to their neighbours,
and a guarantee of failure. T' is, we
believe, is a subject which concerns
people of British origin very nearly.
It is said that as a nation we are not
particularly well-mannered. The
Prussians are probably worse in this
respect, but the French are better.
These differences undoubtedly exist.
The Irish, as a rule, have pleasanter
nanners than the Scotch; the Italians
than the Germans ; the French than
the English. There must be somie-
thing in these expressions. Some
time ago a writer in the French Revue
les Deux Mondes, speaking of our rule

in India, said: "Les Anglais sont
justes, mais ils ne sont pas bons."
We are just, he says, but we are not
nice.
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communication. They imagine that
they are, in this way, showng fidelity,
zeal, devotion. As a matter of fact,
they are too often displaying their sel-
fishness, coarseness, bad teniper or bad
taste. A man may be quite convinced
of the truth of the principle which he
holds, but he bas no business to deny
the same right to others. A man who
believes that he bas been taught from
above and that be bas learned to know
what is true and good will desire ear-
nestly that other men may be made
partakers of the same privileges. But
he will, if he is wise and kind, also be
careful not to oppose needless obstacles
in the way of accepting his convic-
tions as their own. But perhaps enough
bas been said on this part of the sub-
ject.

So far we have been simply assum-
ing that there is a difference between
good manners and bad. We must
now consider somewhat more nearly
what it is that constitutes good con-
duct or good manners. And here a
double caution is necessary. On the
one hand there are certain principles
which must enter into the composition
of what we call good manners. On
the other, it is by no means necessary
that everyone should conform exactly
to the same pattern. To require or to
expect, for example, that every one
should have the same amount of viva-
city on the one hand, or the same soli-
dity of manner on the other, would be
a patent absurdity.

But such a principle gives no sanc-
tion to the indulgence of personal ec-
centricity. There are persons who
imagine that eccentricity is a sign of
genius. It is, indeed, sometimes a mis-
fortune of genius; and in such cases
may be condoned on account of its ac-
companiments; but in most men it is
simply a sign of weakness and folly
or even of conceit. It is an error into
which young men are particularly apt
to be misled. They read of some
great man who had certain peculiar-
ities; they fancy that they resemble
him : and it is much easier to initate
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bis tricks than to aspire to the quali-
ties which constituted bis greatness.
Or there is someone whom we admire,
or that others admire, and we study
bis manner and catch it consciously or
unconsciously; that is to say, we ap-
propriatehisweakness,not his strength.
The ideal man can be followed only in
spirit. Alexander the Great had a
trick of carrying bis bead a little on
one side. Probably he did not know
it. His courtiers took to imitating the
habit; but this did not bring them
nearer by a hairbreadth to the great
master.

So much for the peculiarities of
manner, lawful and unlawful. We
must now come to consider that kind
of behaviour which, amid all allow-
able and desirable dirierences, must be
recognized as good. And the word
which most aptly describes what all
men mean when they speak of behav-
iour which they approve and admire,
is the word " courtesy," and this not
merely the outward semblance which
may be so described, but the outward
bearing as proceeding from an inward
spirit. It must be sincere and genuine.

Keeping these points in mind, that
one's behavior should be courteous,
and that it should be so, not from an
outward rule and constraint, but from
an inward necessity, we shall have
little difficulty in indicating the moral
disposition of which such conduct
should be the expression.

First, then, it is a fundamental prin-
ciple that our conduct, our behaviour,
should be sincere. It must express
what we think and feel. By this it is
not meant that every thought and
feeling is to be revealed; but that
whilst a man may be silent when he
could speak and may check expressions
of repugnance which he strongly feels,
the words of kindness which he utters
should be true words ; the attention
which he sbows to another must pro-
ceed f rom affiction or at least good-
will. All true and deep experience
will convince us that it is not a mere
outward polish which the world itself
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requires of us, nor merely a thin veneer- of followin
ing of civility. Such make-believe who regarc
will generally be found out and esti- with negli
mated at its true value. his own (

For the same reason, a man's con- foolish th
duct should be, in the true sense of stant stat
the word, natural and unaffected. To or she s
many, such a rule is a mere matter of adopted
course; and conformity to it a very And t
simple thing. As a matter of fact, it good be
is very much the reverse. It may In our r
seem a parodox ; but it is ail the saine of condi
quite true that it is not natural for us did not
to be natural. Children are natural; passing
but there comes a time when the man- convict
ners of children are no longer suitable things
for our larger growth, and we have to the hi
become natural in a different way. tween
To some men, and perhaps to a larger matter
number of women, it is given to be some n
natural throughout their whole life; on the
but not to the majority. Perhaps it the es
would astonish some persons to hear They
it said that old men are, as a rule, silent
more natural than young men, but but
those who have carefully and accur- other
ately observed the phenomena of hu- word
man life will confirm the remark. do t
The average young man is seldomu men
natural; he is either awkward or inte
affected. It1sonlywhenhisawkward- hav
ness is pruned and trained; it is only the
when his affectation or, perhaps, self- not
consciousness is beaten out of him by
an impatient world, or his own im- op
proved sense gives him elearer and fa
truer views of things, that he becomes ut
really natural. A man leaves his flrst th
nature behind him with his childhood. t
it is often a long tine before le gains V
his second nature.

Again, in good behaviour, there s
must be a certain regard for custom c
ht is easy to rail against convention- i
ality, and if by conventionality we arc
to understand falseness, unreality, thc
mere parrot-like repetition of other
people's words and ways, then let us
denouice it in the nane of truthi and
goodness. It is an evil and a hurtful
thing. But all this may be said with-
out our failing to recognize the im
portance of custom and the necessity

git. Am an or a an t
ds with contempt au tms

ect the common eu o

country is, if Pos .aa cole
an one who lives il a he

e of terror or alarm lest e

hould not have learne
the latest fashions. o
his involves another Pcontrol-
haviour, namely, se n
eference to truth and S that it
uct, it was remarked every
involve the utterance o ep
thought or even of every eev
ion. Perhaps there are feVa

that require so much taste e-

tting of the happy 1ean this

liberty and restraint are
in word or in deed. There are

en who never open their muor

subject of their fellow Men o
teem in which they hold thely

blame no one. They are soleDth
if others are found fault Wh

then they are equally slent

s are praised. If they have 'n

of censure for another, neithe

hey ever utter a word of com-
dation. They are not the nos
resting of men, No doubt theY

e qualities which are good. As
French writer would say, they are

unjust, but they are not nice.
Yet the fault which lies in the

posite direction is the greatest

ult, the fault of those who not oniii
ter every thought as it arises
eir mind, and usually such people
oughts are of the least poss

alue, but think as recklessly as theY
Peak. There is, 110 doubt, a great
harm in an open, frank, unconstraiu
d manner. There is a great elharl
n an Outspoken man. But this must
aave its limits. There is a certain
reserve which is good, which is more
than good, which is necessary if men
are to be endurable.

Now that which is here said of
speech is equally true of action. That
which is beautiful in the child is un-
seemly in the mai ; it is peculiarlY
unseemy in the wonan. Certainly,
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to go too far on the side of self-con-
trol, if it be error at all, is to err on
the safe side. What we call abandon
needs the finest taste to prevent its
being objectionable and offensive. It
is an obvious remark that it is easier
to do nothing than to do something.
A man may often repent having
spoken ; lie may sometimes -repent
having been silent, but not so often.

In speaking of human deportment,
we not unfrequently hear mention
made of the attribute of dignity, and,
perhaps, some attention should be
given to this point. True dignity is
undoubtedly a very beautiful thing,
just as sham dignity is a very ridicu-
Jous thing. But there is no way of
teaching or learning it in a direct
manner. It is the result of self re-
spect and respect for others, and it
will have its most charming expres-
sion in those who are least conscious
of their possessing it. There are two
false kinds-the one which is put on,
the pompous look and strut, adopted
for the most part with a view of im-
posing upon others; the other, the
spontaneous outeone of a man's egre-
gious self-importance, generally the
result of bis imposing upon bimself.
The one bad way may be learned by
imitation, the other by self-inflation.
As far removed as heaven from the
shades is the true dignity of the
humble and holy men of heart,, the
dignity of simple truth and goodness,
and self respect and brotherly charity.

And this leads to the remark that
the great principle which regulates ail
behaviour, by the surest rule, is genu-
uine kindness of heart, unselfish con-
sideration for others - that gentle,
humble, kindly spirit which is produc-
tive of a true, not a servile, deference
and thioughtfulness towards the opin-
ions, the feelings and the interests of
our neighbours and associates.

Let us endeavour to make these gen-
eral stateients soiîewhat clearer by
bringing thein into a practical shape,
by asking how we may give effect to
thema ii ourintercourse with others.

In the first place, then, it must be
quite clear that if a principle of this
kind is to have any practical meaning
for us it must be one of our first
thoughts how we may actually do
good to those among whom our lot is
cast, in every possible way, as far as
we know how to do it, as far as we
have the power and opportunity of
doing it.

It is quite obvious that the univer-
sal prevalence of such a principle
would speedily change the whole face
of human society. There would be no
anger, hatred, envy, suspicion, heart-
burning. There would be peace, mu-
tual confidence, mutual help, every-
where. Then the intercourse of man
with man would be most blessed and
most lovely.

A second thought, and one which is
undeniably connected with the first,
will be the desire to give all reason-
able pleasure to others and to spare
them all needless pain. A great man
bas described a gentleman as one who
inflicts no needless pain upon others ;
and this is the part of a gentleman
and a Christian alike. How could
we possibly carry out the resolve of
doing good to our fellowmen without
also bearing this thought in our minds?
It is, of course, perfectly true that
pleasure may not always be beneficial
for ourselves or others. It is quite
certain that pain and suffering often
prove real blessings. But it is not
our part to lay burdens or to inflict
pain upon others.

Perhaps a word should be said on a
point of no light practical importance,
although in itself it might seem hardly
to deserve mention. We refer to the
habit of jesting. In some form or other
this power bas always been exercised
in human society, and always will be.
And for this reason, perhaps, we may
say that it lias a rightf.ul place in life
and speech. Aristotie, in enumerating
certain social virtues which he asso-
ciates with the seven cardinal ones,
mentions one wliich he calls E p ,tadx
-- a word which bas been translated
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"graceful wit." As is usual with him,
ho points out the two extremes of its
excess and defect, by which men are
led away from the mean which is the
virtue. On the one side lies buffoon-
ery, on the other side clownishness.
Of the buffoon he says that he will
catch at the ludicrous in any and
every way and at any cost, and will
aim rather at raising a laugh than at
saying what is seemly and at avoiding
to pain the object of bis wit. The
clown, on the other hand, would not
for the world make a joke on himself
and is oflended at those who do. But,
he says, those who are gracefully witty,
those who joke with good taste, are
designated by a Greek term which
properly signifies ease of movement;
and as bodies are judged by their
movements, so are the dispositions of
the heart and mind. One quality
which belongs to this character, he
says, is tact. It is characteristic of a
man of tact to say and to listen to
such things as are fit for a good man
and a gentleman to say and to listen
to; for there is a difference between
the jocularity of the gentleman and
that of the vulgarian.

So, then, he goes on, we may char-
acterize him who jests well as one
who says what is becoming a gentle-
man, or by bis avoiding to pain the
object of bis wit, or even bis giving
him pleasure; the buffoon, on the con-
trary, is carried away by the ridicu-
lous, sparing neither himself nor any
one else, if he can only raise a laugh,
saying things which no man of refine-
ment would say, and which he would
not tolerate if said by anyone else.
The clown, again, understands nothing
of all this; and instead of contribut-
ing anything witty of bis own he is
savage with all who do.

These excellent remarks will appeal
with different force to differently con-
stituted minds. Certainly those who
are destitute of the sense of humor
must have great loss in the study of
literature. We will hope they have
compensations in other ways. Cer-

tainly, also, those who have gifts of
wit and humor, a keen perception of
the ludicrous, and the power of em-
bodying these perceptions in language
have great opportunities of giving
pleasure to others. They have also
frequently the power of giving pain
to others : they must not forget the
responsibility involved in such endow-
ments.

One great guide, one powerful pro-
tection in our intercourse with others,
is that which must indeed be reckoned
a chief part of all noble, human and
Christian conduct, namely, the having
a constant regard to the opinions, the
feelings, the inclinations, and the in-
terests of those with whom we are
brought into contact.

To put forth this duty plainly and
strongly is not to surrender one's own
independence of speech and action,
nor is it to counsel a servile spirit
whichwould not onlyhurtour own self-
respect and dignity, but which would
be alinost equally injurious to others.
But such surrender of our own liberty
will never be necessary; nay, it will
hardly be possible, when our consider-
ation for others arises from kindliness
and affectionateness of feeling. Ser-
vility proceeds from selfishness, not
from love. It is engendered and fos-
tered rather by the desire to gain our
own ends than by the wish to do
good or to bring pleasure to others.
He who acts from the higher and
nobler motive will hardly ever be
tempted to conduet so unworthy of
bis manhood ; and if he is tempted,
he will have a reserve of strength in
the principles by which he is habitu-
ally animated. It is hardly too much
to say that we are here touching upon
the very distinction between a man
whose conduct we approve and whose
character we admire, and a man whose
conduct is offensive and repulsive.

We have already spoken of witty
speech; we will take for further con-
sideration the use of speech in genei al.
In society we meet with many dif-
ferent kinds of talkers-noisy men
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and quiet men, loquacious men and taci-
turn men, men who talk wisely and
others who talk foolishly, some, again,
kindly and others unkindly; besides
those who are wisely and kindly silent
and those who are foolishly and un-
kindly silent. There is great variety.

To put the matter as concisely as
possible, we must meet with some men
who habitually monopolize the con-
versation. They must forever be
speaking and others only listening. It
is obvious that such men do not fulfil
the conditions of good behaviour.
Other men we meet who without
monopolizing the conversation are dog-
matie, self-opinionateti, overbearing;
who show by their tone and manner, if
they do not say it in words, that they
think no one has a right to hold opin-
ions at variance with their own. It is
not necessary to give any opinion
about people of that kind.

On the other hand, we meet with
men who will sit silent in the midst of
the most animated conversation, and
not even so much as open their lips;
and this may be as great a fault in the
other direction; may be, we say, not
must or need be. A man may be
silent from modesty, from diffidence,
from feeling that he cau add no-
thing of interest to what has been
said, and is quite content others
should have said it. In such case,
undoubtedly, silence may be gold-
en. But there are other kinds of
silence which are baser metal. There
is the silence which proceeds from
mortification because the speaker
would not be listened to as an oracle.
There is the silence of dead and dull
indifference, the silence of one who
does not think it worth while to con-
tribute anything to the entertainment
of those in whose society he is found.

It is said that Sir James Mackintosh
was in this respect one of the most
agreeable companions of all the men of
his day. Madame de Stael declared
that he was the best conversationalist
of any Englishman she had ever met.
He was full of conversation and well

endowed with wisdom and wit. He
could convey his thoughts with ease
and grace ; yet he never gave the im-
pression of obtruding them. He was
equally ready to speak and to be sil-
ent, to give and to take, to communi-
cate and to receive: and his whole
conversation and deportment was per-
vaded by such a genuine kindliness,
that, whether he spoke or was silent,
the beautiful spirit of the man was
almost equally conspicuous. He was
the perfection of what we mean by
mariner or behaviour.

It may be well to add a few remarks
on the teaching and learning of right
behaviour.

On the teaching by itself we will
only draw attention to the tremendous
responsibility imposed upon parents,
teachers, and governors in moulding
and fashioning the character of those
who are placed under their charge. We
never quite lose the stamp which is
impressed upon us in our childhood.
The distinction between early training
and subsequent correction is a valid
one. The habits children form in the
family-good orbad-of kindness, self-
denial and the like, or greed, selfish-
ness and sloth, often cleave to them to
the last.

With regard to the learning of be-
haviour the case is more difficult. The
moment one attempts to speak to
adults on such a subject the difficulty
appears. Thoqe to whom he proposes
to give rules have already been taught,
well or badly; and are not likely to
reteach themselves or to unlearn what
they have been taught. Yet some-
thing may be offered which may have
use for all of us, old or young; and
first of all, it is clear it has already
been insisted upon that there can be
no really good behaviour without good-
ness. Without this, all must be hol-
lowness and unreality. You cannot
get good conduct except from a good
man, and there is no way known in
the world of making a man good ex-
cept by sending him to the school of
Christ.
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Therefore, we would say to young
people with all confidence and earnest-
ness, Do not try to imitate any one's
manner. That would probably land
you in affectation and absurdity. But
make yourself acquainted with the
customs of the well-bebaved people-
of the best educated, the most refined,
the most lovable of your fellowmen;
get to know what things they do and
approve; use your own discretion in
lowliness and love as to the measure
in which you will adopt their customs;
but at least make yourselves acquaint-
ed with them. That at least will do
you no harm, and may be serviceable
in circumstances that you could hardly
anticipate.

One other remark may be offered.
It may be difficult to learn good man-
ners, but it is not impossible to correct
bad manners. And here we may take
an illustration from the art of public
speaking. If you go to a wise teacher
of elocution he will tell you at once
what he can attempt to do and what
he will not attempt. He will tell you
"I cannot be sure of making you an
orator. I cannot give you a voice if
you have none. I cannot give you
thought, feeling, power of expression.
I cannot teach you free, simple, na-
tural action. But I can help you to
correct bad action. I can tell you
what not to do and when you have
learned that, Nature will teach you
what you ought to do."

To a large extent it is the same in
the teaching of manners, and here are
three simple rules for our help in this
inatter of mending our manners. (1)
Make it a matter of conscience. Let
it be set down as a duty to behave like
a gentleman and a christian, and if a
man even suspects himself of depart-
ing from this principle, let him take
himself to task, and watch against a

repetition of the same impropriety.
(2) Be willing to be taught by others.
It is not meant that we should ask or
take advice from anybody and every-
body. But we must, all of us, have
some friend or other in whose kindness
we confide, and for whose judgment
we have respect, and often a hint from
such a friend may be of inestimable
value. (3) We must go further. We
may learn something from those who
are not our friends. The Latin proverb
says, "'It is well to be taught by an
enemy." A hostile man or an angry
man, it is true, will seldom be just,
and there is no reason why we should
think him so. Yet therewillprobablybe
some grains of truth in his allegations,
and it will be well for us to learn from
him. If your enemy says you are
frivolous, he may be wrong, but the
chances are that you have sometimes
seemed frivolous. If your enemy says
you are conceited, he may be wrong,
but you probably had the appearance
of it some time or other. As a careful
speaker once remarked of an acquain-
tance of his own : " I won't say that
he is conceited, but he bas a very con-
ceited manner." And we are now
talking of manners. You may multiply
the cases, but you see what is meant.

And thus we come back to the prin-
ciple which bas so often been offered
for our guidance, the principle of
humility. The great Bacon bas told
us that the Kingdom of Knowledge
can be entered only as the Kingdom
of Heaven is entered, by our becoming
as little children. It is the same in
the region of Behaviour. There, as else-
where, simplicity and sincerity will
prevail where great abilities and many
talents serve for nothing.

It is always the same thought which
comes back to us. We must go to the
School of Christ to learn of Him.



IN THE SHADOW OF THE ARCTIC.

BY WILLIAM W. FOX.

AWAY to the north of us-so far away,
in fact, that we seldom think of it save
as the icy gateway to the undiscovered
country round the pole-lies Canada's
"Great Lone Sea." A thousand miles
long by more than half that inbreadth,
its icy waters for ever fret against the
Uncharted shores to which in the long
ago poor Henry Hudson gave his
lame. Somewhere along those rock-
bound shores he rests together with
his son. A mutinous crew turned
then adrift in a small boat, and that
Was the last was ever heard of the
great explorer. Perhaps away down
in the blue waters òff Cape Wolsten-
holme his bones are lying to-day, but
the probability is that after being cast
adrift he made for shore and per-
ished among the rocks from exposure
and starvation. But his name lives
Permanentlv attached to the great
inland sea of America.

A more inhospitable country one can
scarce imagine. Bleak, bare and barren
around almost its entire coast, the
home of the Eskimo and a trading
ground for the adventurous Hudson's
Bay Company, it is seldom visited by
White men. Inland-that is to the south
and west-one finds a few wandering
bands of red men, while along the
shores the Eskimo makes his home-
and such a home. Yet he loves it,
and thinks, as we do, that the wide
World over there is no place like his.

The shivering tenant of the frigid zone
Proudly proclaims the happiest clime his own.
The naked negro panting on the line,
Boasts of his golden sands and palmy wine.

A stranded whale makes a whole
comnmunity of Eskimo happy for a
Winter, and with plenty of blubber lie
sleeps his time away in his comfort-
able snow hut. But death has been

busy among the Eskimo of late vears,
and many a deserted village along the
straits of Hudson tells plainer than
words that the grim reaper has gather-
ed a rich harvest. That the Eskimo of
Hudson's Bay and straits are dying
out is a fact that cannot be gainsaid.
Dozens of deserted villages and a di-
minished number trading with the
Hudson's Bay Company are the strong-
est evidences of this. What it is that
is causing the mortality among them
is something we know nothing of, al-
though various surmises have been
hazarded as to the cause.

In 1884-5 public attention was di-
rected to Hudson's Bay as a shorter
and therefore a cheaper route from
the wheat fields of the Canadian North-
west to the markets of Europe. The
question was discussed in every settle-
ment from Winnipeg to Vancouver.
Then it was spoken of in parliament,
and finally the Government decided
to send out an expedition to Hudson's
Bay and Straits to report as to their
navigability. Commander Gordon,
R. N., was selected to command the
expedition: the actual working of the
ship was given to Captain Sopp, an old
and tried Arctic navigator, from Hali-
fax, N.S. Some $16,000 was paid by
the Government for the use of the
sealing ship JVeptune, belonging to the
Job Brothers, St. Johns, Newfoundland.
This vessel had been used a fe w months
before on the Greely relief expedi-
tion, and although a steamer, and
the second largest of the sealing fleet,
her steam was merely auxiliary to her
sails.

On July 14th, 1884, she arrived in
Halifax harbour, where she was fitted
out with everything necessary for a
prolonged stay in the icy seas in the
far north. Eight days later she sailed.
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As we stood on the quarter-deck and
steamed slowly down the harbor, a
German man-of-war dipped her flag to
us, while the flags on Government
buildings and vessels saluted us in the
same way.

Without going into details regard-
ing the ship or the crew, it is well to
say that the voyage occupied between
four and five months. There was a
spice of danger about it, enough of it-
self to make it interesting, while the
scenery, so different from what any but
one of us had ever seen before, proved
an attraction to all of us. It was not a
mere pleasure excursion, such for in-
stance as the Alaska trip has become,
but, one which, while not devoid of
danger, was something very few had
ever taken before, save for commercial
purposes. Ours was
the first steamer that
ever entered Hudson's
Bay. The voyage up
"Lonely Labrador"
was dreary enough-
not a sail gladdened
the eye, but instead
we encountered ice-
bergs by the score, and
sometimes it required
a good deal of atten-
tion to keepfar enough away from them
to avoid accidents. But how grand
they looked, these messengers from the
north, in their glittering glory of pin-
nacle and peak, and at night how aw-
fully weird they seemed, as they loom-
ed up from out the darkness right
ahead of us.

We had a narrow escape from run-
ning on the Button shoal, near the
entrance to Hudson Strait, but once
inside we drifted for days in a
vast field of ice. At last the pack
opened, and we sailed through, al-
though some delay was experienced
from ice on several occasions, and at
the Middle Savages, we stayed two or
three days, through the breaking of
our propeller. But there was no ice
in the bay, and there never is-that
is, there never is enough to impede

navigation, except at Cape Wolsten-
holme. The run to Marble Island was
made under favorable conditions, as
regards wind and weather. But the
further north we steered, the more
sluggish the compass became, and for
hours at a time we steered by the
stars. " Keep that bright 'un about a
foot off the main yard an' to leeward,"
was an order that varied hour after
hour for a couple of nights. Of course
the steersman knew what was requir-
ed, and guided the ship accordingly.
But at last the Sir William Thompson
compass asserted itself, and for the
remainder of the voyage was the only
one we relied on.

The day before reaching Marble
Island, we found on working out the
latitude that we had run some sixty

IN THE ICE PACK.

odd miles to the north of it. This was
accounted for by the rapid change in
the magnetic declination. On discov-
ering our mistake the course was
changed, and at half-past six the next
morning we awoke to find ourselves
at anchor in a small harbor at the
south-west end of the island. Our
latitude was about 64°, say 1400
miles north of Toronto, and nearly 300
further north than St. Petersburg.

It was a genuine surprise for all of
us. Within a gunshot of the vessel
rose a dazzling mass of white rock,
which, under the level rays of the
morning sun, stood out in bold relief
against the deep blue background of
the sky. On a small point, which
formed one side of the harbor, were
several imposing-looking monuments
that from our deck had the appear-
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anlCe of polished marble. " What !"
thought I, "here is a Christian grave-
Yard in the very shadow of the Arctic."
Breakfast was forgotten in the nov-
elty of the situation, and all who could
started ashore.

.This island was visited by the late
Lieutenant Schwatka, when wintering
011 the inhospitable coast a few miles
to the west. Of course the graveyard
was the first point we touched at.
Once among the monuments, we found
they were of wood, not marble. They
had been erected by whalers over the
graves of comrades who died while
Wintering here. We counted no less
than nineteen stone piles, everyone of
which represented a grave. Some had
siall wooden stakes, about a foot
loIng, by four inches broad, with a
number painted on them, correspond-
lng to similar numbers on the monu-
mrlents, which gave the name of the
dead. Two or three graves were
Without number boards, and only those
who laid their dead there know the
'lames of the silent ones who repose
beneath. But they were not graves,
as graves are understood here in
southern Canada. There was no such
thing as digging into the rock. The
remains were simply placed in rough
coffins, a foot or so of shingle scraped
away above tide mark, and then the
rocks piled over them, to prevent the
Polar bears or arctic foxes disturbing
themî.

The place where our vessel lay is
known as the outer harbor, but
beyond it is another just as desolate-
looking, which is called the inner har-
bor, This is where the whalers
1sually winter for the purpose of
being on the ground as soon as the ice
oPens in the spring, and thus they lose
n0 time in " following the fish " into
R0e's Welcone. A narrow channel
Joins the two.

On the rocks on one side of this
ininer harbor we discovered a num-
ber of inscriptions in black paint.
This writing proved of a good deal
of nterest, as it supplied a key to

some of the initials on the monu-
ments. The barque A. G. was evi-
dently the Ansel (ibbs. The writing
occupied a space of about fifteen feet
in width by seventeen or twenty in
length. There were three columns, on
which had been painted the names of
the crew, one column, the last, giving
the names of those who had died of
scurvy in the winter of 1872-3. The
other columns apparently were made
up of the naines of the survivors.

The first ten names in the last
column appear on the west side of one
of the monuments, while the four last
are on the opposite side. A great
many names have been obliterated,
whilst others appear almost as fresh as
on the day they were painted. This
may be accounted for by supposing
that there was some difference in the
composition of the paint used at dif-
ferent times, as it was quite evident
that the names had not all been writ-
ten at the same time. In the centre
column, out of 27 names, only the sur-
name "Enos" was legible, and although
the words " Capt." and " Mate " could
still be deciphered, the names were so
nearly obliterated that I could make
nothing of them.

On the shore of the inner harbor we
found an old wreck. It appeared to
be that of a vessel of about three or
four hundred tons, but there was
nothing left to indicate its name.
It was lying partly out of the water,
and,judging from appearances,much of
it had evidently been carried away for
fuel. Between the wreck and the
writing on the rock we found the re-
mains of an old stone hut, the stones
begrimed with smoke. A piece of
rotten sail that perhaps had been used
as a roof lay near, while two or three
bones, apparently human, were picked
up close by the water.

At another spot we found a quan-
tity of abandoned ship's stores, such
as anchors, chains, pieces of cord-
age, iron bolts, and a couple of large
hogsheads. Over near the graveyard
we found amongst a pile of rubbish a
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regular old-time rocking chair. It
was of a type often seen in Canadian
farm houses thirty or forty years ago
-high, straight back, broad arm rests,
and roomy enough to comfortably seat
one of the plethorie old Dutchmen
settlers of the early days. In a bottle
close by this chair we found the follow-
ing letter, which was written in pencil
on a half sheet of foolscap :

August 7th
& Mary at M
North part o
since the 10t
Welcome nor
cold Winter
4 below zero
outer Harbor
the ship whil
of scurvey bi
stay in the
August tha
happens.

This lett
with one d
again enclo

cent harbor-the only known one on
this coast. As we entered we passed on
our right the ruins of old Fort Prince
of Wales, and on the left the remains
of what had once been a two gun bat-
tery which, with the fort, commanded
the entrance to the river. Some seven
miles up the river is the present post,
known as Fort Churchill, but which is
merely a collection of dwellings and

1884, on Board Bark George warehouses.
arble Isl all Well, 3 Whales the The next day beinZ Sunday, 1 ac-
f the Bay has been filled with ice companied Commander Gordon and
h of July could not get up the some other officers in the gig and
to the East shore had A very reached the post in time for morning
& spring 23rd of May Thros

got out 7th of June layed in the
all winter no Natives came to trader, bis wife and family, together

e we lay at Marble Ili had plenty with the missionary, Rev. Mr. Loft-
t come out of it all right. Shall ouse. This gentleman, a few weeks
Welcome until the last of befo

n start for home if nothing r>hdtapdaon h osn sartforhom ifnotingail the way from York Factory, a dis-
E B Fisher tance of nearly 200 miles> to meet bis

of the George & Mary. expected bride, who was to arrive on

er was carefully copied and, the Company's trading ship from Eng-
etailing our own visit, was ]and. This vessel cores once a year,
.sed in the bottie. and that is ail the communication they

have with the great outside world.
of At il o'clock the tinke
sm the smal mission bell
called the worshippers to-
gether at thelittle church.
This edifice was one of a
type sent out from Eng-
land years ago, and was

all theway of corrugated iron, 18 x30
o n feet, bolted together. But

esuch a congregationt
a T There were halfbreed

a Indians and Eskimo of
ae ages gathered beneath

THE RAVEYARD AT M RBLE ISLANDv that roof and sitting side

But time was precious, and so about
eight o'clock that evening we weighed
anchor and shaped our course for Fort
Churchill. Three days later we sighted
the Cape and ran along the low-lying
shores towards the river of the saine
name. About noon the beacons were
sighted, and shortly afterwards a boat
containing the chief trader, Mr. J.
Spencer, and his clerk, Mr. McTavish,
together with a pilot, came on board,
and we were soon safe in the magnifi-

by side with their white masters.
One little fellow, whose mother was
evidently anxious to have her young
hopeful as well dressed as possible on
such an auspicious occasion, had cover-
ed bis head with an old "stove-pipe "
bat that might have been fashionable
balf a century ago. But it was too
large for him and rested on bis should-
ers. The poor little fellow's efforts to
remove it as he entered the door were
ludicrous in the extreme. The con-
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gregation, minister and all, numbered
just 31.

On the wall behind the reading-
desk were four sheet-iron tablets. The
first had the Apostles' Creed in the
Chippewayan language painted on it.
The Ten Commandments were on the
next two, and the Lord's Praver on the
fourth. Several small colored prints
were fastened to the inside walls. One
represented the " Return of the Prodi-
gal Son" and another "Christ Cleans-
ing the Temple." There were about a
dozen other Scriptural pictures tacked
on the sheeting round the walls.

After service the visitors were en-
tertained at dinner by Mr. Spencer,
and an excellent dinner it was. There
was curlew, both fried and roast; snipe
in two or three different styles, and
ptarmigan, the arctic partridge, on
toast. But we had no potatoes, and
for vegetables had turnip leaves served
up in the style of cabbage.

Next day the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany's officers visited the ship. The
boat's crew of half-breedsaccompanying
us expressed the greatest surprise on
seeing the engines, for ours was the
first steam vessel that ever entered the
Hudson's Bay.

We paid a visit on the Monday to
the old Fort Prince of Wales. It
stands at the entrance to the harbor,
on what is known as Eskimo Point,
and from it the best view of the sur-
rounding country is to be had. It is now
a mass of ruins inside, but the walls,
eight feet thick, are in a remarkably
good state of preservation. Some-
where about 1730 the Hudson's Bay
Company commenced the erection of
this fort to guard their interests
against the French traders and free-
booters who were constantly at war
with them. Nearly forty years were
occupied in the building of it, and
when at last it was completed, guns
were sent out from England for its
armament. But its owners were not
very long left in peaceful possession.
One fine morning in 1782 the garrison
was awakened by the firing of a gun,

and on looking out to sea beheld
three French war vessels, their guns
run out and everything cleared for
action. They were under command
of no less a personage than the re-
nowned La Perouse, who lost no time
in sending an officer ashore with a
summons to surrender unconditionally.
Samuel Hearne, who had charge of the
post, although a very efficient officer of
the Hudson's Bay Company, was not
much of a soldier. The Frenchman's
bold demand overawed him, and al-
though he tried to gain time by parley-
ing, La Perouse knew enough to refuse
anything but an unconditional sur-
render. He threatened to blow the
fort to pieces about their ears unless
the garrison surrendered immediately,
but he promised to spare their lives
if they complied with his demands.
At last Hearne hauled down the flag
and threw open the gates. It is said
that La Perouse's men were nearly all
down with scurvy. He had scarcely
sufficient available seamen to manage
his ships, let alone storm a regular for-
tification. It was only by the greatest
exertion that he was able to muster a
presentable force to take possession of
the fort. Hearne surrendered himself
a prisoner on board the flagship and
was taken to France. It was impos-
sible for the victor to leave a garrison
in the fort, and so he decided to des-
troy it. That very day it was dis-
mantled and the guns disabled. That
was more than a century ago, and yet
much still remains to remind the visi-
tor of the work of that adventurous
Frenchman. There lie the guns just
as the conqueror left them, their trun-
nions knocked off or otherwise disabled.
Among the grass one stumbles on
rusty, round shot, half buried beneath
the decaying vegetation. We collected
a number of the old shot as curios, and
towards evening returned to the vessel.

After destroying this place, La Pe-
rouse sailed for York Factory, which
he also destroyed.

On Tuesday, September 9th, we
paid a visit to Sloop's Cove, a weil-

- - 97
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sheltered spot between the ruined fort
and the present post. This cove re-
ceived its name froin the fact that in
1740 two ships of the British navy, the

nrnace and the Discovery, wintered
there. They were commanded by a
Captain Middleton, who was sent out
by the British Government to explore
for a north-west passage. They left
July 12th, 1741. Middleton visited
IRepulse Bay, but returned without
taving added anything worth men-
tionilg to the stock of general infor-
'ation regarding these waters. It is

said he was in the pay of the Hudson's
Bay Company, and had very good
reasons for not wanting to discover a
north-west or any other passage.
Xiddleton returned to England and
Was tried by a court martial for ne-
glect of duty. The verdict of that
court is filed away somewhere among
the nusty records of the navy, but no
onie has taken enough interest in his
Case to search for it and to discover
Whether he was acquitted or not.
. Sloop's Cove is just as bleak and un-
'Ilviting as any other part of this in-
ospitable coast. Looking up the
.'ler Churchill to the trading post, a

.i1tance of some seven miles, the scene
1% one of terrible desolation. Not a
bush breaks the grey monotony of the
rock. When the tide is out one sees
the bed of the river thickly strewn
With boulders from the size of a hay-
Stack to a foot or two in diameter.

B1ýut to return to Sloop's Cove, there
are several of Middleton's ring bolts
Just as fast in the rock to-day as when
le Put them there a hundred and fifty
Years ago. These bolts possess in-
terest in more than one way, for they
have served as a datum point by which

mneasure the gradual rising of the
aise t all along Hudson's Bay. The

sa is Comparatively rapid-geologists
8ay about eight feet a century. Both

lddleton's vessels were small, and
Yet these bolts are high enough abovethe water to-day for vessels four timesthe size of the Furnace or the Discov-

- Another evidence of the grad ual

rise, is that even at full tide there is
not sufficient water to float a ship
of three hundred tons.

To Dr. Bell, of the Geological Sur-
vey, who accompanied the expedition,
these old ring bolts proved very in-
teresting, but to us, less scientifically
inclined, the pictured rocks were far
more so. On one side of the Cove is a
smooth, sloping piece of rock close to
where the vessels of Middleton were
moored. This rock is covered with
carvings, which appear as clean cut to-
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day as when they were first chiselled.
Facsimiles of some of these names
and cuts appear in the illustrations. It
will be seen that, with the exception
of the names of the ships and perhaps
the very suggestive picture of "John
Kelley from the Isle of Wight," the
names were nearly all carved years
after the vessels sailed for England.
It is quite possible that many of the
names are those of ships' captains or
other officers of the Hudson's Bay
Company, who, to gratify their vanity,
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carved their names along with those
already there.

There is a story told in connection
with the name of Kelley which has a
semblance of truth about it. Thou-
sands of wild geese are killed and
salted here every fall. The story is
that Kelley stole a goose and, being a
sailor on one of His Majesty's ships,
was court-marshalled, found guilty,
and sentenced to be hanged, a sentence
which the carving shows was carried
out.

We left Churchill with regret, for in
that barren land the inabitants have
not forgotten what good old-time hos-
pitality means. York Factory, distant
a couple of hundred miles down the
coast, was our next port. For nearly
two centuries the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany bas ruled here.
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To those who have read any of
Ballantyne's stories, such for instance
as " Sunbeams and Snowflakes," " Un-
gava," etc., a description of York will
be quite unnecessary. His simple pen
pictures of that once great centre
of trade are perfect.

We arrived off the mouth of the
Nelson River about sunset, and, after
firing guns to attract the attention of
those at the post, cast anchor for the
night. There was a heavy swell on,
and although we were then fifteen
miles from shore, our keel scraped the
sandy bottom and we had to run
some three miles further out to sea.
One may start from York in a row
boat and pull in any direction till he
loses sight of the low-lying shores and

then take bis oar out of the rowlock
and touch bottom. There is no such
place as a harbor here, the nearest
approach to it being the "Five fa-
thom hole," which in reality is only
about three fathoms. This hole is
about fifteen miles from the shore.

At seven o'clock the next evening a
boat reached us from the factory with
the chief accountant and some of the
other officers, together with a crew of
half-breeds. It was a long, flat-bot-
tomed craft, with a centre board and
huge sail. Commander Gordon, Dr.
Bell, myself and one or two others
started back to the factory with the
visitors, who first dined with us.
There was little or no wind at the
time, and we made but poor progress
with the oars. After a time, however,
the wind increased slightly, and the

sail was set. The night
was pitchy dark, and we
steered by guess. Rock-
ets were sent up and blue
lights burned to attract
the attention of those on
shore. Af ter a time the
iron centre board was

T d or aised, as it was striking
on the bottom. Scarcely

/~78 7 had it been stowed when
the boat itself struck a
rock and left us for a

time unable to proceed. There was
nothing for it, therefore, but to wait
till the tide, which was rising, should
float us off: At ten o'clock the crew
started a fire in an iron cylinder and
made tea for the party, which was ser-
ved with bread and butter and canned
beef. The scene at this time was well
worthy the brush of an artist-the
brown sail and the browner faces of the
men, as the fire flickered up and down,
now brightly illuminating them, and
then, as they moved out of its range,
letting them appear as swallowed up in
the darkness. On the way out to the
ship one of the men had shot a goose,
and at one o'clock next morning it
was spitted on a ramrod and cooked
over the fire.
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Two hours later, or at three o'clock
the next morning, we landed at
York and climbed the river bank. A
few minutes later I found myself in
Bachelors' Hall, as the clerk's dining
roorn has been called for a century or
rMore. There was the long table, the
box stove and the iron-bound chairs,
just as Ballantyne described thein, and
there at one end of the hall was a life-
sized oil painting of one of t'he early
governors, dim with smoke and age,
as pictured by the same writer. The
Place seemed like an old friend, and
its owners certainly did all in their
Power to made us feel at home. But
the glory of York has departed, and

fifty houses, some of them shut up,
but all in a good state of repair. The
great building, or storehouse, is a fine
structure. It is in the form of a rec-
tangle, with a court yard in the centre.
The front of this is 216 feet long and
three storeys high, the remainder being
two. Within one can find everything
from a needle to an anchor. Guns
and kettles, and clothing and pro-
visions, in endless variety, are to be
had there, and the strangest part of all,
at a reasonable price, so far, at least,
as necessaries are concerned. But
beads, mirrors and such like luxuries,
have a high price placed upon them.
An Indian, on enterinig with his win-

YORK FACTORY.

ilstead of thirty clerks there are now
o1ly two required to do the work of
the post. At one time it was the
great distributing centre for the vast
country to the north-west and south
of it. But the building of the Can-
adian Pacific Railway has altered all
that, and to-day the stores for the
Saskatchewan and the country to the
north-west are distributed froni Win-

lipeg.
The old fort, which stood nearer the

nouth of the river, was the one de-
stroyed by La Perouse. Scarce a ves-
tage of it now remains. The present
POst is surrounded by a strong, well-
kept palisade which encloses about

ter's catch of furs, is not allowed to
purchase the first thing he takes a
fanev to. First of all he has to settle
his " debt," as the credit given the
previous year is termed. After that
he must lay in a supply of amnmunition,
clothing and other necessaries. Then,
if anything remnains to his credit, he
may purchase ornaments for his favor-
ite squaw or children.

Outside the palisades and on thevery
edge of the river bank are a couple of
brass howitzers. In tact, with the ex-
ception of horses, they have every re-
quisite for the equipment of an old-time
field battery--guns, howitzers, limbers,
ammunition wagons;, harness, etc.
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After breakfastiig with the Chief
Factor (Mr. Fortesque), the next morn-
ing we broke up into twos and threes
and started on a tour of inspection.
Sonie of the places visited are well de-
serving of special, mention and none
more so than the hospital, the Indian
village and the church. The hospital is
a small wooden structure which the
officer in charge placed at the disposal
of the resident physician,Dr. Mathews.
There were only two patients in it at
the time, one an old Indian suffering
from a severe attack of scurvy, and
the other an Indian boy with rickets.
No hope was entertained for the re-
covery of the old man, but the doctor
said he believed the boy would ulti-
mately get better. This hospital was
neat and clean, and whitewashed in-
side and out. It had accommodation
for nine patients.

It would be hard to say whether or
not the Indian village a few hundred
yards further up the bank of the river
had more children or dogs anongst the
population. Certain it is that there
-were hundreds of canines. They growl-
ed and showed their teeth at every
turn, and one had constantly to be on
his guard to prevent them sneaking
up behind and perhaps nipping bis
calves to show their appreciation of
bis visit. The Indian village is a
straggling collection of buts made of
logs and mud. Although theCompany's
doctor had over and over again tried
to make the inhabitants keep their
dwellings passably clean, lie at last
had given it up as a bad job. They
seemned to love the dirt and bad odors,
and strange to say, despite it all, ap-
peared to thrive. The sinell of decay-
ing fish and fish offal wafted to us on
the breeze told of our near approach
to the village, before we could even
sec the bouses. They were built
amongst a lot of scrub brush, enough
of which had been cleared away to
make room for the dwellings. The
women appeared shy and went to
bide thenselves at our approach. Not
so the youngsters, who rolled in the

grass and sand and paid no more at-
tention to us than if we had lived
with them ail their lives. Canoes new
and old lay around everywhere, with
here and there a small net spread on
the roof or stretched between a couple
of trees. A peep into one of the houses
was enough to satisfy our curiosity
regarding the domestic habits of the
inmates. The door of the bouse stood
invitingly open and we entered. A
small wvindow with just one pane of
glass in it half lighted the interior,
which was filthy in the extreme.
There was no such luxury as a board
floor-nothing but the bare ground.
At one end was a fire-place made of
stones and nud from the river. A fire
smouldered on the hearth, above which
hung a small iron pot balf full of luke-
warm water. In one corner beside
the fire-place and raised perhaps a foot
from the ground was a rough frame-
work of small poles which constituted
the sleeping portion of the dwelling.
It was covered with drîed grass and a
few blankets. Near by, fastened
against the wall was a, small table on
which stood a couple of tin plates,
three tin cups and a knife. Next to
it in the corner stood a " trade " gun
and an axe. These constituted the
sole furniture of the cabin, and could
easily have been packed in a small
canoe. Had there been enough light
we would have found the place
festooned with cobwebs. It was a
counterpart of other dwellings in the
little village. The half-breed ser-
vants of the Company who have their
quarters in the factory are of course
more comfortably housed, but the
half-breeds who live with the Indians
are no better off than their neigh-
bors.

On the outside of the stockade is a
neat little church for the use of the
Indians. It has a spire and a bell,
and will seat between three and four
hundred worshippers. Beyond the
palisades also is the powder magazine.
a strong stone structure without a
particle of iron in its composition.
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The hinges are copper, the lock on the
door copper, the roof copper, and the
Woodwork is fastened together with
copper nails.

Near the magazine is the grave-
yard. One grave close to the entrance
is conspicuous, being surrounded with
a leat, well-kept railing.

There is, in connection with the
chu rch, a school-house, where the mis-
Sionary, Rev. Mr. Winter, presides as
teacher over a hundred dusky pupils.
From what I could see, I believe the
'iissionary bas more comfortable quar-
ters than anyone except the chief
factor.

Out of sight of the factory every-
thing bas the same desolate, lonely ap-
Pearance as any other spot along the
cOast, with this exception, however,
that there are a few scrub tirs to be
found here in sheltered nooks. All the
fuel for the factory is brought from
"flany miles up the river.

We left York with the ebb tide, all
the inhabitants turning out to say fare-
Well and give us a "God speed " on
OUr voyage. Between three and four
P.n., accompanied by the chief factor
and the officers and ladies, we repaired
tO the boat landing. The last fare-
Wells were spoken. and then shakinr
han)ds with our kind entertainers,
We entered the boat, set our sail, and
'Were soon out in the middle of the
river. As we sailed away, the white
elsign-a particular honor-was hoist-
ed on the flag staff, a salute of five
guns was fired from the howitzers,
and then all on, shore cheered. We
replied as best we couhl, waved our
caps, and, a few minutes later, turned
a bend in the river and lost sight, of
Our friends.

We soon reached the ship, the wind
being favorable, and weighing anchor,
steaned hundreds of miles across
11udson's Bay to Diggs' Islands, where
Henry Hudson, the discoverer of the
bay, was cast adrift bv bis mutinous
crew and never heard of more.

Entering the strait, more ice was
encountered, and, during a short stop

waiting for the ice to clear, we killed
three polar bears and a walrus. The
latter animals are very plentiful in
these waters, and as the carcass of one
of these monsters is worth from seventy
to one hundred dollars, the Hudson's
Bay Company encourage the Eskimo
to hunt them whenever opportunity
offers. In fact the Company sends a
small sloop up the coast every year to
collect the bides, oil and tusks from
the natives.

Although Hudson's Bay belongs to
the Dominion of Canada, our Govern-
ment has done littie or nothing to de-
velop its wonderful resources. What-
ever has been accomplished up to the
present, has been done by foreign enter-
prise and capital. Sone years ago Capt.
Spicer, a shrewd Connecticut man, es-
tablished a fishing and trading station
in the strait near the Middle Savage
Islands, from which he bas reaped a
rich harvest. At Ungava Bay, the Hud-
son's Bay Company has an extensive
fishing establishment, and annually
sends to England one or two ship-loads
of salmon.

At Churchill, as well as at two posts
on the East Main coast, the white
whale or porpoise is caught in shoals.
No fewer than 170 were caught at
one tide in the river at Churchill a
few months previous to our visit.
These animals enter the river with the
flood tide and leave it with the ebb.
When a shoal is seen approaching, the
natives drive them towards a cove that
is dry at low water. The animals en-
ter and then a net is stretched across
the entrance. Here a noise is kept up,
and the porpoises, fearing to break
through, are found high and dry at
the ebb tide and easily dispatched.

The Company bas a large establish-
ment at Churchill for trying out the
oil, and I think I am within the mark
when I say that their revenue from
porpoise oil alone amounts to over
$100,000 annually.

In the straits cod are found at the
proper season in unlimited quantities.
I saw three of our sailors take, one
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afternoon at Cape Chudleigh, four
hundred cod within an hour and a-half.

Then there is the whale fishery, in
which, with one exception, I believe,
Americans are engaged. Heretofore
it has been very remunerative, and
there is no reason why it should not
continue so for many years to come.

Leaving the waters for the rocky
shores, one finds all sorts af northern
game in abundance. I have seen
thousands of ptarmigan on the rocks
of Resolution Island, as well as at
other points. Swans, geese, ducks,
curlew, plover, snipe, and other wild
fowl are found in countless thousands,
and during the four or five months we
.were there we had so much game that
at last we grew so tired of it that we
turned to "salt horse " as a delicious
change.

Reindeer pass up and down the coun-
try in immense herds and furnish a
staple article of food at many posts of
the Hudson's Bay Company. Their
tongues are exported to England,
where they command a high priee. ln
fact, they are very often hunted for
their tongues alone. A party of hunt-
ers meeting with a band of reindeer
kill as many as they can. From these
they take such skins and meat as they
require, together with all the tongues.

I asked the officer at Churchill if he
did not think such slaughter would
soon exterminate the reindeer. He
laughed and said, "I have been here

more than twenty years, and there are
more deer now than ever before."
The same thing, it will be remem-
bered, used to be said regarding the
buffalo.

To the sportsman who can afford it,
and who is sufficiently enthusiastic, a
trip to Hudson's strait, will well re-
pay the time and money spent on it.
During the spring, polar bears are
plentiful all along the shores. But
they are ugly customers. I have seen
polar and grizzly bears, and I would
just as soon not meet one as the
other. Possibly the average grizzly
may be a little heavier than his
brother, " the tiger of the ice," as he
has aptly been termed. But if the
latter is a tritie smaller, he makes up
in agility for what he lacks in weight.
I took part one afternoon at Diggs'
Islands in the killing of three of these
monsters, the heaviest of which
weighed something over 800 pounds.
One of the hind paws, when stuffed,
measured eighteen inches long by ten
inches broad!

During the short summer the cli-
mate.is passibly pleasant, although on
some parts of the coast snow flurries
may occur at almost any time of the
year. But a couple of months could
be passed very pleasantly at Ungava
Bay, and a return made to civilization
in time to escape the winter, which, as
may be imagined, is really arctic in its
severity.



SOME MODERNISMS OF THE STAGE.

BY HECTOR W. CHARLESWORTH.

'T is the privilege of the old play-
goer to say that the stage bas degen-
rated. Perhaps the thought " there

are 1o songs like the old songs " passes
elCrrent when used with reference to
the Stage with better grace than it does
when applied to any other institution
of the time. The youthful play-goer is
14ade to feel his deplorably bad taste
if he sets up any modern actor, or, as

ore frequently happens, actress, as
bis idol in matters thespian. He is
e3eused by the kindly old play-goer
th1 the ground that the poor fellow had
the mnisfortune to be born twenty-five
or forty or fifty years too late.

1, Myself, committed a crime at an
e wben my youth and ignorance

.hould have been an excuse; but for
t I have been suffering at the hands
of old, middle-aged and comparatively
Youthful play-goers ever since. I never
Went to see Adelaide Neilson act. I
»ish I had; it would give me a world
of comfort to be able to have my say

the matter whenever ber name is
11entioned. And mentioned it is when-
ever any actress of the day is pro-
"Ou1nced great or beautiful. To a very
large portion of the theatre-going
Public, Adelaide Neilson seems to
forn the basis of comparison when
the merits of any actress of to-day are
8POken of. What ber peculiar charm
was I can never know, but she certain-
1y left a warm and loving impression
onj the hearts of all who heard ber voice
and saw ber smile,-an impression the
'11fortunate ones who have not seen
her cannot wholly understand.

This is the reward of the great
Player ! When he dies he can leave
uo legacy upon which posterity may

rOnounce him a genius; but he can

hget in the hearts of the people of
O own time a warmth of aflction

that trebles the influence of the great-
est poet or the most profound philoso-
pher, or the most sympathetie of paint-
ers.

It is natural then that the days of
youth, when the heart is most suscep-
tible to impressions, beautiful and
ignoble, should be the time in which
the genius of an actor is best realized;
and that the days when artistie tenets
were to him new and beautiful, should
seem afterwards to the old play-goer
the halcyon days of the stage; and
though he may have retained much of
his youth, the actors he saw in the days
when he drank 'all life's quintessence
in an hour," still should seem the
greatest. Therefore the young play-
goer should hesitate to believe acting
and playwrights have degenerated;
should take cum grano salis any mild
depreciation that may be poured on the
idol of the hour, and reflect that if he
lives long enough he will be at the
same thing himself some time. I, my-
self, confidently expect that, if I keep
my health, and the law allows me to
live, and no accident happens me, I
will come to find the stage degenerated,
and to tell my now prospective, en-
thusiastie grandsons that the greatness
of Willard was beyond the comprehen-
sion of the generation of the period in
which I then live.

Seriously, I think we are justified
in believing that never in the history
of civilization-and there bas scarce
been a civilization without a theatre-
bas there been acting so grand as at
present, and such noble holding of the
mirror up to nature; and, after all,
naturalness or truth is the criterion hy
which all intellectual and modern
crities judge the stage. The man
with the widest range in the expres-
sion of truth is the best actor, provided
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lie possesses the nobler qualities which
are the obverse of what is known as
commonplace.

For, acting that is great is largely a
matter of temperament; and how
many instances do we find of " stars "
whose stock-in-trade is physical gran-
deur, or ability to correctly simulate
Richard's strut, but who display the
commonplace temperament, and whose
inpersonations are barren of moods
or sympathetic feeling. But we be-
gin to regard an actor as great who
expresses some little human truth
who bares the heart of the character
lie impersonates ; who shows us that a
man is not possessed of one or two
emotions only, but who depicts a char-
acter with many sides.

In modern years, that branch of art
which is known as "character " act-
ing, bas grown into noble proportions.
The spirit which animates the great
character-actors of to-day is a beauti-
ful one ; it aims to show that physical
deformity, personal eccentricity and
all those peculiarities which cali for
such pains and constancy in the actor
who sustains them, cannot disguise a
real beart or a real soul; that the
greatest deformity is instinct with the
divine principle of spiritual life; that
man is first of all a being who bas a
soul, an erring, weak one, perhaps, but
one which bas been entrusted with
the power to do great good as well as
great evil. There is no living man
who is not worthy of someone's friend-
ship, and the great character actor
finds some one lovable trait in the
most eccentric character, and expresses
it by bis art.

There is a good deal of fustian used
at the present day about the great-
ness of the actor who can disguise bis
personality. Would the actors and
crities who pronounce this feat the
summit of artistic greatness deprive
art of all its higher meaning ? Would
they reduce it to mere technical trick-
ery ? In the case of W. H. Thomp-
son, for instance, critics are open-
mnouthed with amazement because his

friends can hardly recognize him whenl
on the stage, and they neglect tO
chronicle the art that in Martha Mor-
ton's "Geoffrey Middleton, Gentle-
man," made the character of old
Thomas Merritt a lovable one. lere
was a man who tried with gold to
purchase wedded happiness for his
daughter; yet those who saw hinm
thought not of bis vulgarity, but of bis
love for his daughter. Why do people
love Joseph Jefferson ? Because he is
clever at sustaining personal peculiar-
ities, or because of the lovablenes5

that be inparts to every character he
creates?

It is temperament that makes the
actor: bis range may be small, but if
lie can simulate even a few emotiols,
give life to but one type of character,
with an intensity of truth that strik2S
hone to the hearts of bis audience, he
is pronounced great. Genius is so in-
definite an entity that we are obliged
to define it as the ability to carry the
auditor away from himself to live 1f
the world of the character: to echo
in the countless moods of this living
picture the countless moods of our-
selves.

I do not know a better example of
acting in the modern spirit than Wil-
son Barrett's " Hanlet." Previous
Hamlets were magniticent, fiery souls
who, at the climaxes, thrilled their
auditors with telling force, but whO
were not easily to be comprehended:
but up springs an actor and makes
all clear; the Dane is a fellow we can'
all understand, a man of quicklY
changing moods, in depths of melan-
choly now, in sanguine, jolly spirits
agam.

And the peerless Willard as Cyrus
Blenkarn! Here is a man who in his
face and in bis voice can show you sO
many sides of the character, can givO
so complete and varied a picture that
you forget until the curtain drops that
this man is an actor. The veritable
torrent of emotion that pervades his
cry for justice !-was there ever a
more forceful expression of the truth ?
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b)d an audience ever experience a
ore perfect realization of a heart

tor by grief than in hearing Willard
' "The Middlenian " ? and yet the

aCtor has apparently a limitless rangeof expression in other and gentler
1oods. Sweet fatherly tenderness ;
gr111 Dersistency; and wild despair.

'nan's lifetime in three hours'
We have seen Henry Irving, a man

surprisingly deficient in most of the
pYsical attributes that go to inake a
0od actor, lacking in vocal power,

po0ssessed of strange mannerisms of
ýPeech and bearing, having at com-
rQand but a diminutive volume of
piassionate emotion, win his laurels by
sheer intellectuality, by a most subtle
aPPreciation for every mood and feel-
1119 of the character he impersonates.
8ueh wealth of elaboration in every
detail that might tend to make the
eharacter more human, more intelligi-
ble to bis audience had never before
been known in the history of the
tae The very Napoleon of actors,
e has passed over more obstacles,

Won More battles, than any actor who
ever lived, and if not the greatest
actor of to-day he justly wears bis
honors as the greatest man upon the
stae of any country or any time.

The denand for a varied, lucid por-
trayal of the varied moods of a char-
aeter seems to have steadily grown
1un1til now. No actor is called great
Who is even in his lesser scenes guilty

Ihonotony. Agile facility in the
display of emotional power is what
the auditor demands of the actor.
The ininor doings of the character
'1ust be as human, as far removed

l the flatly coimonplace, as bis
ehMaxes. Every movement is ex-
peCted to lend new interest to and to
throw a fresh light on the character.
1ven the modern comedian paints in
delicate touches as well as bold
dashes; bis torrent of humor must be
regulated with the utmost delicacy of
treatuent. The lover may burst forth
with tire divine at the proper period,
ut the modern audience expects a

picture more complete than that of a
man who nakes love with stirring
passion at intervals. The cry is for
completeness, for naturalness, for truth.

William Winter tells a story with
reference to Joseph Jefferson and his
Rip Van Winkle, the man who draws
forth laughter and tears and makes us
love a character who is to the practi-
cal mind worse than worthless. The
late Charles Mathews once said to Jef-
ferson, " Jefferson, I am glad to see
you making your fortune, but I hate
to see you doing it with one part and
a carpet-bag." "It is certainly better,"
answered the conedian, "to play one
part and make it various than to play
a hundred parts and make theim all
alike." Jefferson spoke in the modern
spirit. No man is all clown, all hero
or all villain.

It is the same with the ladies, with
this provision, that the modern
audience demands that the heroine
who is described as beautiful be beau-
tiful; and though an actress be plain
enough off the stage she must use all
arts to be lovely on the stage. Such
is our affection for beauty-first
beauty of form, then beauty of voice
and expression, thon beauty of face-
that it excuses a multitude of sins
against art. But we still demand that
the character be various; Sarah Bern-
hardt's best claim for greatness rests
on the completeness and adequacy of
her Fedora or her La Tosca. The fire
of the grand scenes is not by any
means lessened because we see every
other mood as carefully and as effec-
tively played. Seeing ber, one feels
that this is a real girl whose heart is
being tried in the fire, and it is seldoin
that any critic neglects to say that
ber every look and gesture is studied.
But the limitations of temperament
spring up; she can play La Tosca
with indescribable force, but she can-
not be Rosalind. One scale of meas-
uring a woman's greatness is that of
the height of ber passionate intensity,
but reading Bernhardt's commenda-
tion of Julia Marlowe, the actress who
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never makes a climax, I cannot but
think that the great Frenchwoman's
scale is that of completeness and
variety in the interpretation of human
nature.

America bas several nature-trained
Rosalinds, all as true, as natural, as
can be; each as different froi the other
as can be. Julia Marlowe, of tender,
flower-like temperament; Ada Rehan,
buoyant, sparkling, and full of merry
laughter; Marie Wainwright, full of
sympathetic passion. And such is the
liberality of modern critics that they
accept each conception as true ; and
each as complete in itself. How can
they do otherwise, when all throw so
many lights on the heart of the girl;
when each shows a woman that with
her many moods bas a living force.

Modern criticism bas grown grati-
fyingly liberal under these precepts;
we hear no more dogmatic, bull-beaded
insistence about " conceptions " on the
part of the critics now-a-days esteemed
great. The critic's province now is to
study the personality, intellectual fibre
and sympathetic temperament of the
actor. He bas the noble task of ex-
amining the colors, the richness, and
the depth of sensitive feeling of the
soul of a fellow-man : if one Hamlet
or one Romeo is a complete and in-
spiring picture, it is quite possible for
another Hamlet or another Romeo to
be quite as complete and quite as in-
spiring, though altogether different in
coloring and conception. The words a
man says, are less important than the
manner in which he says them.

From the greatness of modern act-
ing has sprung a modernism with re-
gard to plays that excites the denunci-
atory tendencies of students of the
Greek drana and black letter tomes.
That is, the lack of " the literary qual-
ity " in modern plays. A year or so
before his death, Sir Daniel Wilson,
in a lecture at old 'Varsity, read a
commination service over the modern
drama that had all the completeness
and terseness of any Scotchman's in-
vective. I presume that Sir Daniel's

information was drawn from readilg
advance notices, for the modern ad'
vance man betrays a shockingly Phil-
istine spirit. Plays that are all full e
the most human pathos and humor8are
heralded by highly-colored and altO-
gether misleading advertisements ; but
it must be remembered that the read-
ers of advance notices and bill-boards
are usually persons whose artistiC
tastes bave not received a sufficient
cultivation, but whom each new mOd-
ern play of any pretension bas sorne
share in educating. Thus I have seen
"The Middleman " heralded as a plaY
possessing " a lurid background of re-
venge," which bas a strangely familiar
sound, suggestive of the pistol and the
poison cup.

Modern plays are literally teemnig
with moving scenes of everyday life,
and the weakest of them can be mnade
good by the rich temperament of a
good actor. " Good acting, good plaY,
is the adage, and it is the modern love
and sympathy for human nature which
bas wrung the neck of the " literarY
quality " in plays. In the old colle-
dies and dramas, the literary qualitY
is synonymous with the 'talky " qual-
ity. What man in bis rigbt senses bas
the literary quality in his everydaY
walk through the world: in real life
do we smother the crucial scenes Of
our existence with words ? The miiod-
ern audience does not look for repar-
tee and epigram ; a little of it lends
flavor, but nuch of it is tedious.

No novelist can make his charac-
ters talk just as they would if the
same people moved in real life : "Or
can the playwright. The actor is
expected to use good English, which is
a rare accomplishment in everyday
conversation, but the playwright bas
the privilege of allowing the people of
bis fancy to speak with the terseness
and absence of platitudes that charac-
terize modern speech. A man who
talks as much and with as little pur-
pose as Claude Melnotte, is nowadaYs
voted as much a bore on the stage as Ile
always bas been off the stage. In the
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great and crucial scenes of Shake-
5Peare's plays, the absence of the chi-
Qerical " literary quality " must be no-

t'eed. The noble, lovely poems, like
'«The Seven Ages," are spoken as in-

terludes. The world would have metWith a terrible loss, indeed, if only the
hal dialogue of Shakespeare's plays

been preserved, but his fame in
th' theatre would be as great, his
na e as holy, as it is now.

'O odern playrights have a richness

tr sympathy, a breadth of view in
eeating human life, that places them
f% above the dramatists of the last
etury, or the early half of this.

Ihe ld-time play with its "stratagem,"
't artificial characters, has happily
passed away. Take for instance the
Play " Judah " by Henry Arthur
o'les. The author, in telling a beauti-

love story, has introduced as a
r'kground a most intelligent con-

ýideration of the sympathy with andIUterest in matters occult which char-
4eterize modern life. The subject
uever becomes obtrusive, but it is
turied around and viewed from many
Sides; a heroine who is possessed of
t Strange power which gives her
1 Qftlence enough over the minds of
ome of her fellow beings, to work

cures upon their bodies ; a charlatan
Wh0 grows fat upon popular credulity;
0 Sientist who seeks to find " the
great secret " of the soul's existence by

athematical deduction; and a hero
whose highly-wrought spiritual nature

rings what seem to be spiritual
oVlees to his ears-all these lend in-

terest to the subject. But occultism
serves as a background to sparkling
PomlIedy, passionate human love, and a.
'QQOral crisis of terrible significance.

Ould'there be better literary qualities
an these ?
The theatre allures millions of peo-

lle, and the taste of many is crude, but
believe that bad taste is by no

"eans confined to modern theatrical
%udiences. There are some scenes in

Shakespeare we can only account for
by considering the wretchedly bad
taste of the Elizabethan audiences.
Now, Shakespeare was a manager and
necessarily a sinner, and there are
some scenes in his plays that, when
played before the audiences of his
time, must have been as wretchedly
bad as anything I ever saw played.
They may have been put in after his
death by the "ham-fatting " actors of
his day, but they have been preserved
by the nobility and illimitable great-
ness of the scenes with which they are
surrounded. Even Lancelot Gobbo
would be gladly dispensed with by
more intelligent theatre-goers.

To deny that there is much on the
stage even at the present time that
offends good taste, much that being
beneath criticism is not criticized,
would be Quixotic. I suppose that
there will neve- be a time when the
crudest sort of pictures will not find a
market ; the grossest trivialities in the
way of literature find thousands of
readers. The masses do not care for
dramatic criticism; it is for the
few, not the many; the sons of
the many grow anxious to breathe
the artistic atmosphere of the few,
and honest criticism is never with-
out its influence, no matter what
may be said to the contrary.

" The purpose of playing, whose end,
both at the first and now, was and is
to hold, as 'twere, the mirror up to
nature," saith the prophet. Those
whose views of life and knowledge of
human nature are crude are easily
moved by crude, cheap, artificial
effects ; but the great and true artist
never acts in vain, never lacks a
thoughtful, sympathetic, discerning
audience, And there is one principle
that even the most grovelling of play-
wrights never forgets, which is that
the most ignorant of audiences expects
a triumph of virtue, a concession to
the spark of the God-like that is in
man.
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SIR LANCELOT.

(Dedicated to the Memory of Alfred, Lord Tenyson.)

HE rode, a kinlg, amid the arîmored knights,
The glory of day tossing on helm aid shield,
And all the glory of bis vouth and joy,
In the strong, wine-like splendor of his face.
He rode anmong thei, the one man of men,
Their lordliest, loveliest, lie who miglt have been,
Because of very hiuman breadth of love,
And his glad, winninlg sympathy for earth,
Greater than even Arthur under heaven.

Kindlier than the umorning was his face,
Swift, like the lightning, vas bis eagle glance,
No bit of beauty earth had ever held,
Of child or flower or dream of woman's face,
Or noble, passing godliness of mood,
In man toward mian, but garnered in his eye,
As in some mere that gathereth all earth's face,
And foldeth it in beautv to its breast.

He rode among them, Arthur's own righît band,
Arthur, whoi lie loved as John loved Christ,
And watched each day with j<oy that lofty brow
Lift up its lonely splen<dor, isolate,
Half God-like, o'er that serried host of spears,
And knew his love the kingliest, holiest tlnîg,
'Twixt man anid man upoin this glowing earth.

So passed those days of splendor and of peace,
When all men loved bis imajesty ami strengtb
And kindliness of spirit which the king,
Great Arthur, with his lofty eoldness lacked.
'Twas Lancelot fought the m'îightiest in the lists,
And beat with thuniders back the brazen sbields,
And stormned the fastniess of the farthest isles,
Slaying the grizzly warriors of the meres,
And winning all men's fealty aind love,
And worship of fair womenî iii the towers,
Whio laid tieir distaffs down to watel him pass
And made the liot blood mantle each fair cheek,
With sweet sense of bis presence, till all men
Called Arthur lialf a god, and Laincelot
The greatest heart that beat ii his great realin.

Thon came tlat fatal day that brake bis life,
When lie being sent of Arth1ur, all unknowing,
Saw Guinevere, like some fair flower of beaven,
As men may only see in dreais the gods
Do seid to kill the connion ways of earth,
And make ail else but drear and dull aud bleak:
Such magic sbe did work upon bis soul,
Till Arthur, God anid all the Table round,
Were but a nebulous mist before his eyes,
In which the splendor of lier beauty shone.
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Henceforth the years would rise and wane aid die,
And glory come and glory pass away,
And battles pass as in a troubled dream,
And Arthur be a ghost, and bis knights ghosts;-
The castles and the lists and the mad fights,
Sacking of cities, scourging of country-sides,
Ail dreams before his eyes ;-all, save her love.

So girded she her magic round his heart,
And meshed him in a golden mesh of love,
And marred his sense of ail earth's splendor there.

But in the after-days when brake the end,
And she had fled to Glastonbury's cells,
With all the world one clainor at her sin;
And Arthur like a storm-smit pine-tree stood,
Alone amid bis kingdom's blackened ruins ;-
Then Lancelot knew his life an evil dream,
And thought him of the friendship of their youth
And all the days that they had been together,
And "Arthur," "Arthur," spake f rom all the meres
And " Arthur," "Arthur," moaned from days afar.
And Lancelot grieved him of his woeful sin -
" And this the hand that smote mine Arthur down
That brake his glory, ruined bis great hope
Of one vast kingdom built on noble deeds,
And truth and peace for many days to be.
This hand that should have been bis truest strength
Next to that high honor which lie held." -
And all the torrents of his sorrow brake
For bis own Arthur, Arthur standing lone,
Like some unriven pine that towers alone
Amid the awful ruins of a world.

And then a woful longing smote him there,
To ride by murk and moon, by mere and waste,
To where the king made battle with bis foes,
And look, unknown, upon his face, and die.

So thinking this he fled, and the queen's wraith
A memory, in the moonlight fled with him.
But stronger with him fled his gladder youth
And all the memories of the splendid past,
Until bis heart yearned for the days that were,
And that great, noble soul.who fought alone.

Then coming by cock-crow and the glimmering dawn,
He reached the gray-walled castle of the land,
Where the king tarried ere he went to fight
The last dread battle of the Table Round.
And the grim sentinels who guarded there,
Thinking only of him as Arthur's friend
And knowing not the Lancelot scandai named,
And judging by the sorrow of his face,
Deemed him some knight who came to aid the king
And pointing past the waning beacon fires,
Said, " There he sleeps as one who hath no woes."
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Aid Lancelot passing silent left them there,
And entering the old abbey, ('twas sonie ruin
Of piety and worship of past days),
Saw in the flicker of a dying hearth,
Mingled vith faint glimmering of the dawn,
The great king sleeping, where a mighty cross
Threw its dread shadow o'er his moving breast.

And Lancelt knew the sane, strong, god-like face
That lie had worshipped in the days no more,
And all their olden gladness smote hii now,
And lie had wept, but that his awful sin,
That inade a wall of flaie betwixt them there,
Had seared the very fountain of his soul.
Whereat lie noaned, " O, noble, saintly heart,
Couldst thou but know amidst thine innocent sleep,
Save for the awful sin that flaines between,
That here doth stand the Lancelot of old days,
The one of all the world who loved thee most,
The joyous friend of all thy glorious youth ;
), noble ! God-like ! Lancelot , who hath sinned

As none hath sinned against thee, now hath cone
Ta gaze upon thy miîajesty and die.
O, Arthur ! thou great Arthur of my youth,
-My sun, mîy joy, mny glory

Here the king
Stirred in his sleep, and inurmured, " Guinevere!"

And Lancelot feeling that an age of ages,
Hoary with all anguisb of old crime
And hideous bloodshed, were now builded up
Betwixt hin and the king at that one naie,
Clothed with the nad despairings of his shaine,
Stole like some shrunken glost life from that place,
To look no more upon great Arthur's face.

Tien it did smite upon in he must (lie;
.And in Iii the old glost of bonor woke
That lie must die in battle, and go out
Wlere no dread sorrow could gnaw at his heart,
But all forgetting and eternal sleep.

Whereat the niadness of old battle woke,
For his dread sin now burned all softness out,
And the glad kindliness of the Table Round,
And left him, shorn of all the Christian knight,
The gentle lord who onîly smote to save,
Or shield the helpless from the brutal stroke
And flamed his heart there with the lust to slay,
And slaying be slain as his grin sires went out.

Then sone far trunpet startled all the morn,
Trembling westward froi its dewy sleep.
And with the day new battle woke the meres,
And as sone wood-wolf scents the prey afar,
The noise of coiiiiig battle smote his ears,
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And woke in him the fierceness of his race,
And the old pagan, joyous lust of fight.
And crying, "Farewell Arthur, mine old youth,
Farewell Lancelot, mine old kinder self,
Lancelot, Arthur's brother, lie there low,
Slain with the glory wherewithal you fell,
While this new Lancelot, new-bred of old time,
Before the new hope of the loftier day,
Before the reign of mercy and glad law,
Thunders in old madness forth to war."
And as in some bleak ruin of a house
Where all the sweet, home joys are ravaged out,
And some grim evil pack hath entered in
To tear and snarl, so the old Lancelot passed.

And where he closed the battle's fiercest shock
Did hem him round, till as some mighty surf,
That clamors, thundering round some seaward tower,
Toward him the battle roared, and clanged his shield,
And fast his blade went circling in the sun,
Like some red, flaming wheel, where'er he went;
Nor cared for friend or foe, so that lie slew,
And drank his cup of madness to the death.
Till those lie fought with dreaned some giant earl
Of grini old days had come once more to earth,
To fight anew the battles of his youth.

But some huge islemen of the west were there:
And they were fain to hew him down, and came
Like swift, loud storms of autumn at him there.
Then there grew claimor of the reddest fight
That ever men beheld, and all outside
Were stayed in awe to see that one nian fight
With that dread host of wilding warriors there.
Nor stayed his awful brand, but left and right
Whirled he its bloody flamings in the sun,
And men went down as in October woods
Do crash the mighty trunks before the blast,
Till all were slain but one grim islesnan left.
But Lancelot by this was all one stream
Of ruddy wounds, and like some fire his brain.
And, with one awful shout of battle joy,
He sent his sword-blade wheeling in the sun,
And cleft that awful islesman to the neck;
And crying "Arthur!" smote the earth, and died.

Then spread such terror over all the foe,
That gods did fight with them there, that they fled,
And all that day the battle moved afar,
Out to the west by distant copse and mere,
Till died the tunult, and the night came in,
With mighty hush far over all that waste.
And one by one the lonely stars came out,
And over the meres the wintry moon looked down,
Unmindful of poor Lancelot and his wounds,
His dead, lost youth, the stillness of his face,
And all that awful carnage silent there.

OTTAWA. -WILLIAM WILFRED CAMPBELL.



GLIMPSES OF THE "QUARTIER LATIN."

BY JOHN HOME CAMERON.

1 has developed from the germ
Plalted in what still remains almost
Precisely thecentre-the islandsknown
,as the City and St. Louis, lying like
great ships moored in the Seine. The

'nd called La Cité was the nucleus,
and Still contains some of the most

'Ortant buildings in Paris. The
thedral of Notre Dame is amongtem, and we are very inmediately

eullerned with that, for Notre Dame
and its schools formed the centre of
!he learning of the middle ages before

truction ceased to be the monopoly
of the church. This, then, is the real
0 atre of the Latin or students' quar-

which grew, as we shall see, far
YOnd the jurisdiction of the bishop,

Rt.i it formed a large and crowded
t hOn of the walled city, and a coun-

Of its own. It was at last known
the University,which was synonym-

Sith Latin Quarter, "Quartier
- " or sometimes "Pays Latin."

thihere is a tradition which assigns
pa' foundation of the university of

t8 to the reign of Charlemagne,
8001 isto say, a few years previous to
800. The university itself to this day

'Biemorates its reputed patron saint
festivities held in the lycées and

ellees on the 28th of January, known
8 La Saint Charlemagne.

he fact, however, is that the Uni-
y of Paris had no individual ex-

terg ce till it was established by let-
1200.Patent from Philip Augustus in

WPevious to this period the schools
re attached to the churches and

pe8nteries. In Paris they were de-
t dencies of the cathedral. In the
hwelfth century the cathedral schools
th èng become over-crowded, some of
th .1nost eminent masters transported

eir classes to the Montagne Sainte-

Geneviève-a hill rising at a short
distance from the river on the south
or left bank. The Bishop of Paris
entered vigorous remonstrances against
the secession. The lectures on the
mountain were decreed to be forbid-
den fruit, which was reason enough
why the students should climb after
them. The young men crowded up
in great numbers, and for once the at-
tendance of lectures took care of itself.

Philip Augustus, that provident
monarch whose hand has left its gen-
erous traces in material as well as
intellectual Paris, issued a decree
sanctioning and regulating the lib-
eralization of the schools, and con-
ferring upon them collectively the dig-
nity of a corporation, under the title
Universitas Parisiensis magistrorum
et scholarium. At the same time he
secured to them various privileges,
among which was their independence
of ecclesiastical control, as represented
by the bishop on the one hand and
of the civil and criminal jurisdiction
exercised by the Provost of Paris on
the other.

The part of the city on the south
side of the river thus came to be called
the University. It was enclosed and
protected as part of Paris by the great
wall of Philip Augustus, built of stone
and strengthened by towers and bas-
tions running round the entire city.

The University quarter developed
rapidly and was soon filled with
houses, schools and churches.

The life of the students in those
days was not exactly what it is now.
They are described as being ill-housed,
ill-clad, and exposed to all the tor-
ments of hunger and cold. They could
be recognized by their starved look,
their pale faces, and their scanty
wardrobes. If there were " residences,"
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as we now call them, they were not
sumptuously furnished, and they had
not the benefit of fresh air from a
quadrangle-nor from anywhere else.
The so-called " colleges " of the 13th
and succeeding centuries were not
public schools, but inerely groups, so-
cieties, bodies of persons united by
the same office or calling: brotherhoods
in fact, lodging together in hotels,
which came to be known by distin-
guishing names,-sometimes the name
of the company inhabiting it, some-
titmes the name of the founder to whose
beneficence its establishment was due.

These colleges provided lodgings for
the students, and in many cases food
as well, but not always instruction.
That would seem to have been receiv-
ed by numbers of the students in one
or two of the open streets of their
quarter. At all events, it is quite cer-
tain they sat upon the ground in the
dust or the mud. Sometimes, however,
especially in winter, the ground was
covered with straw. But when, on
two famous occasions, the students
reached the luxury of benches, they
were soon deprived of them, in order
to remove from them all temptation to
pride (ut occasio superbœ a juvenibus
secludatur).

The colleges were not large estab-
lishments, such as Parisian lycées and
colleges of to-day, containing hun-
dreds of pupils each. Indeed, I have
counted the sites of more than 30 of
them, all founded between 1250 and
1450.

It was one of these colleges, the
Collège de Montaigu, for which Eras-
mus and Rabelais gained such notor-
iety early in the sixteenth century.
In one of his Latin dialogues, Eras-
mus makes two scholars talk as fol-
lows : " Whence came you ? "

"From the Collège Montaigu."
- Then you come to us laden with

learning ?" " Nay, rather with
vermin (imo pediculis.)."

Erasmus, speaking for himself, has
lef t us a woeful picture of the place,
from which I take a few sentences: "I

lived thirty years ago in a college 0'
Paris, where they brewed so uch
theology that the walls were soaked
with it; but I brought away with ffe
naught else than cold .humours and a
multitude of vermin.....The beds
were so hard, the food so scanty, the
vigils and studies so severe, that mafly
young men of bright promise, in the
very first year of their sojourn in tha
college, became mad, blind or leprUs',
when they did not die outright. Ma"Y
of the bedrooms. .... were so filthy a»3

pestiferous that none of those whO
dwelt in them came out alive, or wilth
out the seeds of a grievous malady.
The punishments, which consisted .0
scourging with whips, were adinifl'
tered with all the severity that 01"
could look for from the hand of
hangman." These floggings, he. 1'
forms us, were intended by the prinlC"
pal to force the scholars to enter hOly
orders. " For that man," he goes 01
to say, " would have made monks
us all; and to teach us to fast, hewit
held flesh from us absolutely. Oh,
how many rotten eggs I have eate
there ! What quantities of musty WI
I have drunk ! "

To complete the dreadful picture hf
Erasmus, we have only to consult thI
time-table of the Collège Montaigul
foimnd in the regulations drawn upded
1503. The exercises, which exten
from four o'clock in the morning .
bed-time (eight in winter and nin"'
suiiner), consisted of lectures, prayer
and discussions. The physical e Il
cise would seem to have consiste
ehiefly in the gesticulations and chest
expansion incident to the disputatio
which, we are told, very frequent
passed rapidly from words to bIo ce

The Collège Montaigu has long "
disappeared. It was broken up el
actly a hundred years ago, and e
buildings it then occupied beca.hed'
hospital. This in turn was abolis the
and, curiously enough, it is 0nii1'
sarne site that the handsome ]3ibliO
thèque Sainte-Geneviève has bee»
erected, which presents a sufficenty
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striking contrast in attractiveness, and
salubrity to the unsavory residence of
the days of Erasmus and Rabelais.

It is sometimes asked why in these
days the French have so much to say
about the Sorbonne, and so little about
the University of Paris. The explan-
ation is contained in a few historical
facts.

The real founder of Sorbonne seems
to have been Robert de Douai, who
was canon of Senlis and physician to
Margaret of Provence, the wife of
Saint Louis (Louis IX.). In the terms
of his will, he left 1,500 pounds for the
foundation of the college, entrusting
the execution of his will to his friend,
Robert de Sorbon, who had advised
him to make this disposal of his for-
tune. Robert de Sorbon was a poor
priest of Champagne, and chaplain to
St. Louis. He began to carry into
effect the wishes of his deceased friend
in the year 1255, assisted by King
Louis, who gave houses and land for
the construction of the college.

It was erected on the Montagne
Sainte-Geneviève, and had attached to
it a preparatory school, afterwards
known as La Petite-Sorbonne.

It was a modest institution, intend-
ed to lodge sixteen poor students
chosen from the " four nations." This
arrangement was afterward modified,
and the Sorbonne became the home of
some of the doctors of the Faculty of
Theology of Paris, who lived there
permanently, and formed the Société
de Sorbonne. This college then at-
tracted students from all quarters to
hear the most learned men of the
period. By the close of the century it
had been erected into a full faculty of
theology, and was conferring the de-
grees of bachelor, licentiate and doctor.
The severity of its examinations gave
a special value to its diplomas. In-
deed, in the fourteenth and following
centuries, the "thesis " and the public
disputation which lasted from five in
the morning till seven in the evenino,
and which had to be successfully passed
in order to gain the diploma of the

school, earned a very high reputati0
and attracted students from a
Europe. It is stated that at tiles
the number of disputants in these dis-
cussions reached sixty.

The fame of the Sorbonne professors
rose so high that questions of dogO'
and canon law were submitted to then'
for decision, and their authority WoS
recognized over all the church, eve"
the Pope being glad, on more than Onie
occasion, to avail himself of theif
erudition.

It was inevitable that so great a,
ecclesiastical instrument should be Put
to political uses. The Sorbonne de'
inanded and sustained the condemna-
tion of Joan of Arc. During the Ie-
formation it was the animating spirit
of all the persecutions against Prote'
tants and unbelievers. Indeed, had i
been allowed to take its own waY,
Master Francis Rabelais, despite the
fact that he was one of the clergY'
would assuredly have died sooner
than he did, and in a more public
fashion.

It is not proved that the Sorbonne
instigated or advised the massacre O
Saint Bartholoinew, but when the
butchery was over, it found no diffi'
culty in justifying it.

The decline of its authority dates
from the period of Henry 111., against
whom it stirred up the League. A
Rome it lost favor by subscribing to
the famous declaration of the Frelch
clergy, which in four articles laid
down the fundamental principles 0
the Gallican Chu rch in 16b-2. IBy this
action a powerful instrument Was
placed in the hands of Louis XIv.
which he was only too glad to use;
but it caused great indignation at the
Papal court, and destroyed the author-
ity of the Sorbonne with the CWA
Romana.

The last notable political interfer-
ence on the part of the Soibonne Oc-
curred in the celebrated Jansen1st
controversy under Louis XIV. and
Louis XV., which I must be satisfied
merely to mention.
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At last came the Revolution, and in
'90 the Sorbonne, together with all

the old universities, was abolished:
S1Ice then there has been no Uni-
V'rsity of Paris.

h.Ir 1808 Napoleon carried into effect
hs project of one great University for

a1 France, with separate Académies
for the several regions. This arrange-
nient bas never been changed ;
a'lthough there bas been going on

the past two or three years an
%lmated discussion of the proposal to

FACADE-NEWV SORBONNE.

restore the old universities, with their
local government and privileges. At
Present there exists no university but
the University of France, including
11ot only all the professors in the num-
Olous faculties of arts, law, medicine
an'd theology scattered up and down
through the land, but the teachers in
the Lycées or Government High
Schools, as well. The whole immense
Organization is under the control of the
Qovernment, and the head or grand

aster of the University of France is
the Minister of Public Instruction.

The various académies in France
number sixteen in all, which means
that the country is divided into sixteen
different regions, each with an educa-
tional centre of more or less impor-
tance, in which the government ex-
aminations are held. There are, of
course, in some of them, one or more
faculties engaged in teaching, just as
in Paris. Each Académie is governed
by a recteur, assisted by inspecteurs
d' académie, usually one for each of
the departments composing the Acad-

émie, although in
the single depart-
ment of the Seine,
which includes Paris,
there are as many
as ten of these in-
spectors. But, to
return to our Sor-
bonne, which we
left overthrown
among the ruins of
the old régime in
1790.

When in 1808,
Napoleon created
the University of
Paris, the Sorbonne
once more came into
being, and remains
to-day the centre of
higher education in
Paris. How differ-
ent its present place
from what it used
to be, will be evi-
dent from the fact

that now it forms simply the seat of
the Académie de Paris, and does not
include within its walls more than two
of the five faculties, viz., the faculty of
arts and the facultv of sciences. From
another stand-point, the Sorbonne is
more important than ever, for it is the
greatest French school of letters, phil-
osophy and science. In the buildings
known as the Sorbonne you find the
head of the whole educational system
of the Academy of Paris. The rector
or vice-rector, who is to be found here,
together with bis secretaries, is the

'i
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president of the Conseil Académique, The disputations for the degree Of
which is the seat of legislature and doctor are held here. Although theY
discipline for the district embraced by no longer extend from five in t
the Academy. He is the head, con- morning till seven in the evening, they
sequently, of the five combined facul- occupy the best part of an afternoOOX
ties, scattered over Paris, of theology, and are very remarkable events in the

THE PANT1EON.

arts, law, sciences, medicine and phar-
macy, each of which has for its head a
doyen or dean. The Sorbonne is more-
over,the centreof all the greateerenon-
ies connected with the University. In
its spacious amphitheatre many a
learned and brilliant assembly has met.

University world, especially when th,
candidate for the doctor's degree is a
man of unusual originality, and hag
in his thesis expressed views which
provoke sharp criticism from the
distinguished professors and doctors
who for the moment are his examiners.
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1 he Collège de France occupies a
erY rerarkable position in French

c4ation. It was founded three cen-
les and a half ago by Francis I.,
the express purpose of giving

9her instruction to all who would
t hear it. It began about 1530

a chair of Greek and another
9f Uebrew, which were in two years

creased to thrce for each of these
etb ages. This at once aroused the

i -ty of the professors of the Uni-
'erIty who depended for a living

O their fees, while those of the new
%llege taught gratuitously and were

PPorted by the government.

th bis opposition was intensified by
e fact that Greek and Hebrew were

dclared by the authorities of the Sor-
e to be dangerous languages, as

"l0eking the Holy Seriptures to every
0'e. Indeed, this opposition on the
Part of the doctors of the church was
0 8trong that they succeeded in clos-

ýg the Collège de France for a time,
utIst as they succeeded in stopping or

thatrolling the printing presses. But
e cause of liberty soon triumphed,

8d the Collège de France has flourish-
ever since. It has at present, in
forty-two professors, who are the
eminent men to be had in their

resPective subjects. To show what
fredom now exists in France, I need
Oîly say that a year ago there was
OPPonted a new professor as the re-
Presentative of the philosophy of Au-
9Uste Comte, and the co-ordination of
the sciences.
. The Colére <le France bas been

sinice 1831 directly under the control
of the minister of public instruction;
but it is quite outside of the university
administration. The proposals of can-
idates for vacant chairs are made by

the Institute of France and the body
of the professors, by a double presen-
tatiOln, and the head of the State (at
Present the President of the Republic),
chooses from among those proposed.

The classes are open to every one
ed are quite free. A very large pro-
Portion of ladies are regularly seen in

certain of the courses which attract,
the general public ; but I bave seen a
few even at the severely scientifie
lectures, such as those in historical
French grammar and phonetics.

The students attending the Collège
de France are not included in the
enumeration made annually of the
students of Paris, nor are the students
at the military and technical schools.
The numbers enumerated for 1890-
91 in the various faculties -arts,
sciences, protest., theology, law, inedi-
cine and pharmacy-reached 10,518.
They were distributed as follows: In
medicine, 4,074; law, 3,091 ; arts, 1091;
sciences, 668 ; protestant theology, 35;
school of pharmacy, 1,560.

Among these there were 1,142 for-
eigners; b09 in medicine, from Russia.
North America, England, Roumania,
Turkey, Greece and Switzerland. In
law there were 168. In sciences, 70
(from England, Russia, Greece and
Roumania). In letters. 76 (Germany,
Switzerland and Danubian principali-
ties). In the protestant faculty of
theology, 15.

In this connection I should mention
that there exists a committee of pat-
ronage for foreign students, with M.
Pasteur for president. Its aim is to
furnish all the information required
by foreigners coming to study in Paris,
and to cultivate friendly relations
with other university centres of the
world.

The Parisian student bas a repu-
tation for irrepressible gaiety. We
are not accustomed to regard him as
going to Paris "to shun delights and
live laborious days," though he does
much oftener than we imagine. It is
quite true that he is given to amusing
himself in odd ways. He lives in a
country where, now and again, he can
permit himself the luxury of a revo-
lution. But this ebullition is not a
thing of recent date. It is not the pro-
duct of the republican régime : but
flourished long ago under the least
democratic condition of French govern-
ment.

i

I

I
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We find the Parisian students still
ready for a revolt and invariablyon the
side of liberty against oppression. Nor
have their voices been always lifted in
vain. They contributed materially to
two revolutions, one in 1830 and
another in 1848. In the latter case there
were very advanced republicans in the
colleges of the Latin Quarter; and
many of them died either on the barri-
cades or in exile.

ATTIC WOOING.

I saw a little restlessness in Paris
in the anxious days of the close of
1887, when all Paris was crying for
the resignation of President Grévy,
after the exposure of bis son-in-law's
traffic in the decorations of the Le-
gion of Honor. The students shared
the indignation, and were disposed
to be a little noisy while wait-
ing for the lectures in the
narrow quarters of the old amphi-
theatre. But as soon as a message
was delivered to them that the
authorities required quietness, the
disturbance ceased, and we were after-

wards transferred to a very large DO'
phitheatre where there was plenty .f
room. Such a thing as jostlinO l
never seen among them. When theY
go about they walk like other adule,
except when they set out to make a
manifestation. One of their favorite
amusements is to form what they caß
a monome. They arrange themselWe
in a long line one behind the other,
each holding the man in front by the
shoulders at arn's length. Arrange
in this way, they start down the
" Boul.-Mich.," singing and attracting
a due amount of attention. No One
interferes with them, and when theY
have manifested to their own satis-

faction, they return. These doing
always take place at a seasonable
hour, and consequently trouble 1o'

body except those who wish to croS
the street when they are passing.
should say this monome is the French
for monomial, and designates rather
picturesquely the long line of figures
with neither plus nor minus to break it•

The Paris student can scarcely bc
said to have a physiognomy an
garb of bis own. You do see now an
then a queer specimen with a so
felt hat, covering long black locks fal-
ing over bis temples and neck a
Daudet, and wearing a velvet jacket;
but that genius is scarce now. The
student of to-day very generally wears
a tall silk bat, and dresses accordinglY
It is true that while I was there the
students of all the faculties, including
the School of Pharmacy, decided to
resume the bérét, a sort of velvet Ta'
O'Shanter, with bands of different
colors to distinguish the Faculties.
remarked, however, that the experi-
ment somewbat disgusted them, ias
much as the bérêt came to be worn
by hoi polloi, and was consequentlY
no longer a distinctive badge.

Such a fact as this last is only One
of many which prove that the Lal 0

Quarter of to-day is no longer the
remote corner of Paris, with its owni
manners, which bas been so often Sung
by the poets and painted by the novel-
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lists. The times are gone when a
Chansonnier could celebrate his be-

THE OYSTER MERCHANT. THE PLUMBER.

loved Latin Quartier in such strains
4 these:

Non loin des bords de la Seine,
Paris ne connaît qu' à peine

Un quartier sombre et lointain,
Qui sur le coteau s'élève,

Devers Sainte-Geneviève:
C'est le vieux quartier Latin.

The Quarter is
1ow neither sombre
tIor distant, and
Paris knows it only
too weil.

There was a time
When it could be de-
eied as a city apart,
Or a colony of those
who looked like for-
eigners from far
Countries. There was
ll it a flavor of its
Own, a sort of pro- A FISH WIFE.

Vncialism, which, at the same time,
Was composite-made up of something
of all the chief districts of France. It
Was full of oddity and individuality.

A POTATO VENDOR.

It was the paradise where the hair
was too long and the coat too short;
where the appetite was comparable
to Notre Dame and the purse as light
as a whirling leaf in the garden of
the Luxembourg, and where the
hearts were generous and large even
where the attic rooms were small and
cold. The Quarter was peopled by
those who formed more or less a great
family. The student, on arriving
among the others was quickly given
his place in the circle, and formed his
attachments so rapidly that he suf-
fered little from home-sickness. He
was soon singing, with Béranger:
" Dans un grenier qu'on est bien à vingt
ans!" He lived a gay life, and in one
respect, at least, generally not a moral
one; heedless of the future, and yet
hard at work as a student between
whiles.

Of all that sort of life there is little
left. The seclusion of the old Latin

A CHICK-WEED SELLER. THE OLD-CLOTHES-MAN.

quarter is disturbed by the broad
streets full of rumbling traffic and am-
bitious shops. There remain a few
spots where quiet reigns. The court

of the old Sorbonne is rarely
disturbed by carriage wheels,
and the green blades of grass
grow up between the paving
stones. You can hear outside

, the thunder of the city, but it
is far away,like a distant water-
fall; and inside there is nothing

- to break the stillness but the
old clock chiming the quarters

THE CHAIR DOCTOR. and the occasional ring of a
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footfall crossing the court. At each
hour the doors open and a quiet lot of
students hurry out and soon disperse.

But the students' quarter in general
is invaded by all that is undesirable ;
and you see very much that is far
from indicating the spontaneous gaiety
and simplicity of thirty years ago.

The Prado, which was the old dan-
cing hall of the students, was succeed-
ed by the Grande Chaumiére of the
Boulevard Mo) tparnasse, which in turn
was eclipsed by the Closerie des Lilas.
This bas been metamorphorsed into
the Bal Bullier, which is, as was its
predecessor, a garden in summer and
an immense covered dancing hall in
winter. One can see there the sort of
amusement taken
by the more frivot-
ous of the students.
It is worth visiting
once. You will not
care to frequent it,
as soon as you come
to realize that the
simple grisette of
your Murger and
your de Musset has
completely vanished,
to be replaced by the BO
type that is com-
mon to all Paris on both sides of the
Seine, and the embodiment of what
is coarse and impudent.

This and many other such signs
make up an impression that at first is
decidedly disappointing tothe stranger.
But after all, this is only the outside,
the unpromising exterior, certainly,
of the real student life which you will
afterwards cone to know.

I cannot say that I have very ex-
traordinary tales to relate of the
French students as I saw them. I
know a few very sad stories and a
few gay ones. It would be interest-
ing to talk about the different "nations"
to be found in the Latin Quarter.
There are Greeks, Bulgarians, Hun-
garians, Turks, and Africans even.
There are many Russian students, the
men studying the natural sciences and

the women medicine, most of the6
wretchedly poor, and living in a quar
ter where cheap lodgings are to bcr
had, but intensely devoted to their
work, which is too often the dark plot ,
tings of Nihilism, with its secrets
'deadly explosives and poisons.
would be entertaining to hear ho
students fight with poverty and pa
the whole winter without a fire i

their rooms, spending their eveli1g
in the library of Sainte Geneviev
where it is warm, and coming hole to
creep into bed, as expeditiously as
may be, to avoid cooling off.

Then there are the biight sides t"
this picture, the pleasure of study
under learned masters, and the ilsP1'r

OK STALLS ALONG THE SEINE.

ation of finding oneself at the fount
ain head. The amusements, too'
Odéon theatre, with its ThurltsdaY
afternoon lectures by the first literaiY
men of Paris, and the play fol1lowl
the lecture ; the hours of jollity 11n
company of kindred spirits; the r
unions at the rooms of the great greCI
eral association of the students, wherO
hundreds go and come; the joys of the
monome; the promenade along
Seine among the two miles of secon
hand books exposed on the paraPets
the spring days in the Jardin du Lux-
embourg when the raw winter is go 6

and Paris puts on its green gar
ments.

But this leads us too far. I am
more anxious to do justice to the
French student in respect of his sei
ousness. I should like to say that le
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by no means an idle, frivolous fel-
!W. I have known men who plodded
IR fashion not dreamed of over here.
There is a veritable galaxy of not-

able men in Paris. And you are
almazed to find so much that can behad
for the taking. You can hear the best
een in a score of subjects and never

8pend a centime for tuition fees.
france stands alone in this respect,
a'nd it is not one of the least of her
glorious distinctions.

No account of the students' quarter
Of Paris would be complete without,
4t least, a passing mention of the en-
thusiasm with which the new moral
1vement of the past four or five
Years has been welcomed there. The
chief promoters of this remarkable
a'itation are, M. le Vicomte de Vogüé,
who has done much to introduce
lussian literature into France, and

Who has caught the intense earnest-
nless of the new religion of the North;
M. Edouard Rod, in bis Moral Studies
of the Prese nt Tiine; M. Bremond d'Ars,
Who preaches a complete return to
patholicism; M. Pierre Lasserre. who,
11 his work, The Christian Crisis,
shows the search of our day to be after
a% new "love of God"; M. Ernest
Lavisse, the professor of History, who
has great faith in the students, and

enjoys their confidence in return; M.
Paul Desjardins, author of The Pre-
sent Duty. These men and others are
steadily setting in movement a strong
tendency towards moral regeneration,
and the crusade they have preached
in the Latin Quarter has called forth
the hearty response of many of the
best young men in all the faculties.
Societies have been formed and the
work of propaganda goes on, not under
the standard of any creed, but in
simple allegiance to ideals of duty and
with the aim " to foind an inner
society upon love, peace and true jus-
tice, in the heart of an outer society
founded upon interest, competition and
legal justice."

When at last the time comes for you
to leave Paris, since all good things
must have an end, you leave France
profoundly impressed with the great-
ness of the French people, and full of
admiration for their clear-headedness,
their directness, their earnestness,
their thrift, their idealism, their un-
swerving devotion to ideals in govern-
ment, in literature, in art. You are
forced to recognize that France has
still an extraordinary vitality, and you
pray she may long live to hold her
proud place in the civilization of the
world.
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BY UNCLE THOMAS.

IN the days of my youth and ambition,
for I was fortunate in being of a con-
temporaneous habit that prevented
either from outliving the other to an
unseemly extent, 1 debated the respec-
tive merits of city and country life ;
and although my views upon the
question have modified with years and
an expanding bald spot and waist
measurement, I have never been able
fully to recover the lost respect for
the wisdom of my opponent. He
talked a lamentable amount of non-
sense on the question. Opponents al-
ways do. But in common fairness, I
shonld acknowledge that he never
once alluded to the cultivation of a
national sentiment. I had never been
in a city, and was, as a consequence,
severely persuaded that all the ad-
vantages were with country life.
Rural simplicity had produced myself
-a finished product that, like the
various good things troublesome to
tariff operators, might be regarded in
some quarters as raw material. That
was the foundation of my arguments,
although I did not know it at the
time. The earth has nothing but smiles
for the man who does not know the
foundations of his arguments. Country
life, like many things despised by the
superficial consumer' of agricultural
products, is attractive to all who are
fond of it. But the editor advised me
against thus dipping into the profund-
ities of philosophy, as he had already
more essays of that nature than ho
would be able to use before the sum-
mer holidays. The only compensating
joy of city life is the ease of finding
kindred spirits when the subject's
mind is not built according to the
original specifications, and the archi-
tect will not allow a claim for ex-
tras.

A man in the calmness of a rural re-
treat, who happons to be an 'ist or ai
'ite, or is given to the contemplation
of conic sections and things of that
kind, is regarded by his neighbors with
a mild aversion sometimes softened
into pity by what Rev. Dr. Douglass
would call the dews of Christian
charity. Severely practical house-
wives may sometimes borrow sugar
from his wife, but always with an air
of condescension, and an explanation
that such a fall from rectitude was
justified as far as possible by unusual
and unforeseen circumstances. If ho
saunters into the blacksmith shop, the
argument among the men on the bench
beside the vice is immediately sus-
pended, and the leisure class exchange
ominous and significant looks, as if
they feared that the question might
be made to wander away from ·the
path and get mired in the swamp. If
he goes into the grocery, he is served
in silence. But as soon as ho is gone,
the restraint is broken and all bis
theories are spilled on the floor by less
pretentious philosophers. It is told
that ho said men were all monkeys at
one time; that there shouldn't be any
soldiers; that no man should own land,
or that there should ho no poor people.
And the talkers cease to wonder at the
increase in crime. The doctor smiles
at him in a knowing way; the lawyer
laughs at him, slaps him on the shoul-
der, and calls him a rare character;
and the local member, when securely
beyond the hearing of any of his other
constituents, tells him that he is a
man of unusual knowledge and ability.
Ie is shunned as an impecunious rela-
tive, and, even if his cow should get
into pound, there is no word of kindly
sympathy for him.

But in the crowded city, where uni-
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versity federation and the real estate
boom have concentrated the intelli-
gence and acquisitiveness of the sur-
rounding district into one harmonious
'Whole, there is upholstered luxury for
the man of 'isms and 'ologies, not to be
found anywhere else in this fair Can-
ada of ours. The men on his street
are too busy with the "situations
Vacant " column to scrutinize his opin-
iOns on the hydrostatic paradox., His
business acquaintances have never
heard of the 'ism of his adoption, and
Would be liable to confound bis pet
school of philosophy with the latest
Conic opera known to science. His
wife can be neighborly with reason-
able people, and no one can point the
finger of depreciation at her. If she is
induced by home influence to read
about Christian science or boil the
drinking water to kill the microbes,
society has no time for condemnation.

But dearer than all to theheartof the
'ite, with the possible exception of his
wife, is the meeting of congenial com-
panionship-men who believe in what
is not self-evident; the perpetual min-
ority; the cranks. No man can
nonopolize an 'ology in a great city;
and though he may be permeated with
originality even to his very conscience,
he will find others, like himself, with
intellectual protuberances upon which
established conclusions hang like a
suit of ready-made clothing on the
victim of a railway accident. He can
found an organization and become a
vice-president. But above all things
he can find kindly sympathy that will
soften down the result of the alder-
manic elections and win his thoughts
away from the snow by-law and the
duty on underclothing.

I know of a quiet nook where men
of 'isms and 'ologies congregate daily
in the discussion of projects of transcen-
dant vastness and lunches of co- relative
modesty. It is a retail restaurant con-
cealed among a crowd of wholesale es-
tablishments down town. I have heard
it said that no 'man ever undertook to
regenerate the universe and oil the

wheels of the social structure until
after bis liver and integuments had
been disestablished. It is a generally
accepted theory that a thoroughly or-
ganized digestion gives even affliction
a grace, and reconciles man to his lot,
as it were. Yet, in spite of this, the
men with plans and specifications for
cutting the social fabric on the bias,
invariably congregate in a restaurant.
It may be a part of their familiar
habit of always contemplating perfec-
tions that fate has denied them the en-
joynient of. Several years ago, while
waiting for a partner with money and
enterprise to embark in the manufac-
ture of a combined washboard and
clothes wringer, I got a project on
hand to rig out the body politic in a
new suit of clothes, so that it might
move in more acceptable society. That
project led me to the commissariat
haunt of my rivals in the same line of
business, and although I have since
been chosen by a more laborious occu-
pation, I have always been admitted
as a member in tolerable standing.

I like to sit and contemplate the
social regenerators developing their
resources among the little square
tables. They consume provisions as
other men of similar circumstances ;
they even joke occasionally; but they
show a Walt Whitman-like aversion
to the razor habit. Among them are
socialists, anarchists, single taxers,
Christian scientists, and candidates
for the Legislature, and they talk
freely of all problems, from the cut-
ting of bay ice to the passing of a,
resolution on the destiny of the North
American continent. The proprietor,
Mr. B., whom, for the sake of origin-
ality, I will call "mine host," is a quiet
man, with a habit of playing chess
and perfecting plans for reforming
the world during his leisure mom-
ents. He holds views on the land
question that would be startling to the
Ratepayers' Association, and would
think nothing of taxing land as heav-
ily as low grade chewing tobacco.
Providence seems to have afflicted
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him with sufficient perception to de-
termine the value of political move-
inents, and as a consequence he is
never enthusiastic and always in a
minority outside of the restaurant.

The man whom everyone asks
about is S. D. MacKorquingale, and in
spire of bis harsh, forbidding name,
and general reformatory proclivities,
be is a good-natured kindly-disposed
man. He argues by asking questions,
and the inan who yields to bis seduc-
tive simplicity is sure to find himself
entangled in an absurdity that lie will
regret as long as his allowance of
steak and onions are unconsumed.
Mac-as his friends say-stands in
the superior position of one who has
given up many things through the
promptings of a riper judgment. Once
lie saw the sum of all evils in the
liquor traffic, and could trace every
ache, pain, or cranial enlargement of
the body politic directly to that cause.
When he turned bis attention to the
land interrogation, he found that mat-
ters were still worse, and that the soil
alone, without guano or the single
tax, would bring forth all the poison-
ous weeds that are the wild mustard
and two-rowed barley of society. At
this time he was able to prove that
neither the flowing bowl nor its con-
tents were causes of poverty, and that
the ]and system, with no air-brake on
the boom, would bring Lazarus to the
gate of Dives without infringing on
the provisions of the local option act.
But now he looks upon the ]and ele-
ment of the restaurant from the
height of one who thought so once,
but knows better now. He sniles
when people solve the great problems
of life by moving an amendment; and
in the business world he escapes his
share of the universal curse of law,
by refusing to enter or defend any
legal action or to vote in an election.
Nature bas not fitted him for societies
in which it is moved, seconded, and
carried. On a visit of Sir Richard
Cartwright to a city political club,
Mac. filled the other members with

horror by giving their admired leader
a severe lecture on his sins of onus-
sion and commission ; and durilg
the conference of social reformers,
while the moral influence of local oP-
tion was under consideration, he
shocked Mr. T. W. Russell, M. P. for
South Tyrone, by telling of his own
difficulties in getting a hot whiskeY
in a Scott Act county. His latest
theory is that as long as men nove
along in a web-footed,go-as-you-please
fashion they will be liable to continue
the operation ; and that the best thing
for a man to operate on in reforma-
tory matters is himself.

Another important member of the
assemblage is Thomas Pnilipson, jour-
nalist, humorist and candidate for the
legislature. Men who have laughed
at the humor appearing under his
nom de plume can scarcely realize that
it came froin the lead pencil of Mr.
Philipson, the earnest man of great
projects-projects for the regenerationl
ot man and the issue of irredeemable
paper money. Not that he would
embark in the issue of irredeemable
currency as a private enterprise-far
from it. There is no man in the com-
munity less inclined toward business
ventures of that description than citi-
zen Philipson. He thinks it should
be done on a national scale qs a pre-
paratory measure toward electing
Edward Bellamy to the presidencY.
He is a socialist; distinguished fromn
the great army of bis brethren in par-
liament and the legislature by beiiig
aware of the fact, and by invariaby
sympathizing with the under dog "r'
the fight. When the boom came along
it invaded the privacy of bis unpre-
tentious home and cucumber patch,
making him rich incidentally. BeinMg
troubled with a knowledge of things,
he knew that it operated by makinlg
other men poor, and as a salve to I.,
conscience gave a handsome donation
to the Single Tax Society. When he
became a candidate for the legisIa-
ture be was hampered by having
opinions, principles and a platfol.
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and as a natural consequence he was
overlooked in the division of the votes.
le is not popular on a municipal scale
and by that beautiful adaptation of
]nature, which tempers the wind to the
summer girl, he don't want to be.

The Irreverend Sam Jones, who re-
ceived that title in contra-distinction
to his namesake, the evangelist, is
Worthy of the next seat at the table.
lie is an English radical, a punster, an
elocutionist, a cartoonist, an artist and
designer, and a general agitator against
the man who sits on the neck of bis
nleighbor in a metaphorical way. His
hair bas a rustie woodland air and is
Wildly clad, and although he talks in
a quiet, old-English text way, bis
Voice, when interrupting a political
speaker, always reaches the farthest
corners of the hall. He bas no love
for the money lender, and would not
gasp with admiration even in the
Presence of a millionaire. Every man
who undertakes to plumb the social
Structure can count on the co-operation
and criticism of the Irreverend Sain.
Jones.

There is scarcely a chair in the res-
taurant that does not at lunch time
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support a scheme for the elevation of
the masses. G. E. Reid, who bas
painted "the foreclosure of the mort-
gage " and many other scenes in re-
lation to the financial situation; visits
the place of discussion to study the
intellectual freaks of nature and
satisfy the inner man. And bis sym-
pathies are with those who want to
11x up things in general. There is
one-the ex-president of the Nation-
alists' association, who harbors the
peculiar notion that no man should
obtain anything valuable without
doing some good turn in way of
remuneration; another who objects
to the exclusion of Chinese; another
who would issue paper money in accor-
dance with the demand, and reduce
the usurer to a minimum, and a score
more whose names might be mis-
taken for an extract from the official
report of a reception at Rideau
Hall. And here this social organism
of men who would each be isolated in
a rural constituency, congregates in
friendly unity, joined by the bond of
an unfaltering belief that if things
were only not as they are they might
have been otherwise.
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BY WILLIAM T. JAMES.

.

ONE DAY, the Montreal express of the
Canadian Pacific Railroad, bound for
Toronto, came to a sudden stop in a
wild part of the country, about fifty
miles west of Smith's Falls. A young
widow, with her only child, a boy
three years old, were the solitary oc-
cupants of one of the cars. The boy
was standing on bis mother's lap,
looking out of the open window, when
a crow, winging its flight across bis
line of vision, attracted his notice, and
caused hin to shake his cap off, which
fell through the aperture and rollied
down a low embanknent. Thinking
she would have time to recover it
before the engine started, the woman
left the child alone on the seat and
got off the train; but just as she
stooped to pick up the cap, the engine
-which had stopped while the fire-
man cleared the track of a stray cow
-with a loud whistle, steaned away
before she could reach the train, leav-
ing the poor mother behind, a crazed
spectator of her child leaning far out
of the wmndow and screaminng lustily
for her, with no one near to snatch
him from what she feared would be
certain death.

S:ruck dumb with terror, she stood
awhile in a speechless agony of sus-
pense, expecting momentarily to see
her darling's form mingled for an in-
stant in the cloud of dust whirled up
by the wheels, and, atterwards, to find
bis nangled body beside the track.

Would nobody see and rescue the
child ? " Help ! help! help ! Oh ! my
darling ! my darling ! Help ! bel p !"
and a succession of hyvsterical shrieks
sounded in the wake of the thunder-
incg train, and echoed among the pine
trees that grew in clumps on either

side of the track. But the train kept
on, going faster and faster, with ,a
little human life- a widowed mother's
boy-trembling in the balance be-
tween fate and fortune.

In the delirious tension of her ex-
citement, she flew down the track,
shrieking and gesticulating wildly,
while the train sped farther and
farther into the distance, and finallY
disappeared round a curve in the
road.

The darkness of a moonless night,
which had been lurking in the eatst
until the setting sun should go down
below the horizon, now began to steal
athwart the weird stretch of uncUlti-
vated landscape. Sombre shadows.
like huge, black bats, spread their
ebon wings over the lonesome scene
and enveloped the woman with glIoo'
as she followed with fruitless haste '"

the direction in which she had seefl
the last of her child. Onward and ol-
ward she ran, until even the rails were
invisible, knowing not what might be
the result of the next step. How she
escaped destruction by falling head-
long through a trestle bridge when She
approached it is surprising, s heed-
lessly did she come upon it, thinikig
only of the danger of her child an
naught of her own.

Beyond this she could go no farther*
What could she do now ? True, h

could walk back to the first station
and telegraph, and then take the net
train going west-if she only
enough presence of mind to thinl< Of
the tirst thing that reason woul b-
likely to suggest. But she was dis
tracted and wholly incapable of rete-
tion or deliberate action. Her ma
nal feelings were aroused to a pite
intense frenzy which, now she cou
no longer pursue the one idea thet
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possessed her mind, increased her per-
turbation to such a degree that she
lost all control of herself and was on
the verge of insanity. Only to follow,
slowly as she might, the rushing train,
perchance to find a dying boy and kiss
him before he breathed his last, would
be some relief. Anything but inaction
-anything but that undiverted strug-
gle which was now being waged
between the demon, Insanity, and a
woman's reason. And what a strug-
gle! the throes of it-the exquisite
tension of nerve and feeling' Could
she endure it and not die ? Could
that woman, now raving, with dis-
hevelled hair and eyes too hot to weep
-knowing the deadly peril of her
heart's idol-continue through the long
watches of the night a prey to a con-
suming emotion? To and fro, up the
track and back to the bridge she fain
would cross, wailing incessantly she
went, and shrieking aloud with the
energy of despair, that she might be
seen by the men on the trains that
swept past her like a hurricane, their
dazzling headlights illuminating her
surroundings for a brief space, gleam-
ing on the water that flowed beneath
the bridge, and then vanishing in the
darkness on the farther side ?

Yet midnight, and then daybreak,
found her still striving for her desire;
and it was not until the rosy-hued
hour that follows sunrise, that she
succurnbed to the opiate of uncon-
geiousness that Nature so kindly im-
Parts when a troubled spirit can no
longer resist her ministrations.

in the broad daylight a freight
train stopped to pick up a woman,
found in a swoon upon the track, and
then, with a raving maniac in the
caboose, continued its journey to To-
ronto.

HI.

In the smoking-car of the train on
Which was the child, a gentleman of
fortune, not yet in the prime of life,
Was seated. Returning from a fishing
excursion, he was going to make a call

in Toronto, after which it was his in-
tention to proceed thence to his home
in a Southern city.

Throwing aside the remains of his
cigar, he lef t the car and passed into
that in which the child was crying.
A brakesman had closed the window,
and was now vainly trying to soothe
the little fellow. In answer to a ques-
tion put by the passenger to the
brakesman, the latter explained how
he had discovered the child, alone,
leaning out of the window and crying
for his niother. During a short con-
versation on the matter, they agreed
in the opinion that the boy had been
put on the train at some station along
the line, and there abandoned by
somebody-probably his mother-who
wished to get rid of him for a sinister
reason. Promising to take charge of
him, the gentleman, Mr. Seacombe,
sat beside the child and bought him
some candy, and by this means suc-
ceeded in making him quiet. Soon
after he ceased crying he fell asleep,
and did not awaken until he was being
taken from a cab into the police station
at Toronto.

Here, to the officer in charge, Mr.
Seacombe related what little he knew
of the case, and offered to formally
adopt the child if neither of his parents
could be found. To this the sergeant
said that he thought the magistrate
would assent, provided no legal im-
pediment should occur. Mr. Seacombe
gave the name of the hotel where he
and the child mright be found, and re-
entering the cab, he and his ward
were driven there.

That night, as he sat in one of his
suite of rooms, fondling the ehild on
his knee-for he was exceedingly at-
tached to children,and was particularly
struck with the little fellow's artless
ways and delight with the many play-
things he had provided, he mused upon
what he considered the heartless
cruelty of a parent who could so ruth-
lessly abandon one of such tender age
and affectionate traits. Putting the
boy gently upon the carpet among his
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toys, le walked up and down the rooi
in much agitation for a considerable
time. Then he stooped to caress him,
and, after many similar overtures of
affection to assure an assent, le asked
him if he would like him to be bis
papa. The boy nodded bis head em-
phatically, kissed him without being
,bidden, and soon got him as much
interested as himself in a woolly effigy
of a dog that would bark when it was
squeezed.

After the child had been put to bed
by one of the chambermaids, Mr. Sea-
combe sat in an easy chair far into the
night, smoking and deep in thought;
and when he rose to retire, he muttered
to himself :

" Before the little chap shall be re-
4ored to a parent who abandoned him
to the mercy of strangers, if he did not
succeed in killing himself by falling
out of the train, Fil-"

But the conclusion of the sentence,
whatever it was, he did not utter.

The next morning, when the police
sergeant enquired at the hotel for
Mr. Seacombe, he was told that that
gentleman had left the city on an
early train, and had taken the child
with him.

III.

Several years had elapsed, when an
American family, living in a fashion-
able suburb of Toronto, received as
their guests a wealthy compatriot and
bis young son. A few days after their
arrival, the head of the household ac-
companied bis guests in Lis carriage on
a drive through the city, for the pur-
pose of seeing the sights. Naming
every public institution as it was pass-
ed, he at last indicated the Lunatic
Asylum, saying that he was acquainted
with the medical superintendent, and
that, if his friend cared to go through
the building, they would do so. His
friend assented, and they alighted from
the carriage and were shown through
the varions wards.

Pausing at a door, the superinten-
dent said:

" In this ward we have a very pathe-
tic case. A woman, who was brought
here a few years ago, violently insane,
and for a time unrestrainable, is noW
in appearance a study of subdued
melancholy that an artist, capable of
reproducing ber on canvas, would gie
bis left band to behold. She hasn't
spoken a word for over a year; looks
utterly dejected; recognizes nobody:
her mind is an inanity; won't eat un-
less she's forced to. Don't know ex-
actly what the trouble was-something
to do with a child, I fancy, as that

was the burden of ber ravings when
she came in. Nobody comes to visit
ber, and nobody could be found who
knows anything about her. DOn't
even know ber name. She was picked
up somewhere on the railroad, but "
forget where. She had quite a large
sum of money on her person and Was
well dressed when she became an In
mate. She seems, from my observa-
tion, to be well bred, as though she
came of a respectable, if not well-to-
do, family. Don't speak to her, as she
will try to bide from us."

With that, he opened the door, and
there before them stood the subject of
the sketch. Stood, did I say? That
is scarcely the word to describe her
attitude. She seemed fixed to the
spot, like a marble statue; but her
features, unlike those of a statue and
altogether different from the supern-
tendent's description of them, expressed
a variety of emotions in rapid succes-
sion. At first there was an unmistak-
able look of surprise on ber face, then
sorrow, which instantly changed to Il
telligence-to recognition of sonebodY
-to unbounded rapture.

The superintendefit was dumbfound-
ed, and bis visitors were not a little
perplexed at seeing in ber mien sOm7e-
thing so contrary to what they had
been told to anticipate. Evidently
the troubled dream of years was beilg
dispelled from ber mind and she was
quickly regaining ber natural conditifl-
What could have caused this apparend
ly unaccountable metamorphosis ?
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There are well-authenticated cases of
persons having lost their reason owing
to some domestie calamity, whose
ninds have been recalled to a normal

condition by hearing a favorite tune
or seeing a familiar face. The result
in this instance is no more extraordin-
ary than that of many others of a
similar nature. Temperamental and
other constitutional influences would
doubtless affect the patient and largely
determine the possibility of a cure by
such means. But the fact rather than
the rationale of the phenomenon is
what chiefly concerns this narrative.
So to the story :

Before anyone was aware that the
supposed lunatic was no longer eligible
to remain where she was, the woman,
with a cry of joy, had darted forward,
thrown her arms about the boy's neck
and burst into hysterical sobs.

While this affecting scene was being
enacted, Mr. Seacombe, for it was he,
was struck with something in the
Woman's countenance that seemed very
familiar to him and awakened in his

'own mind menories of a pathetic past,
of what was the cause of bis celibacy.
He was reminded of the face of one
whom he had met and loved as a
young man while on bis first visit to
Canada. That he had left the coun-
try before he had the courage to nake
a proposal of marriage to her had been
to him ever since a source of regret.
lad they met again at last , And
was the resemblance which the boy
bore to his mother the reason why he
had become so strangely and so fondly
attached to him ?

"Are you my mother who left me on
the train ?" the boy asked in reproach-
ful tones, when she released him fromn
that affectionate embrace to gratify
her sight with another look at bis face.

"Don't speak so reproachfully to
me, my darling. I feel that I am
hardly myself at present. Something
terrible bas happened to me which I
cannot recall. Give me time to collect
muy thoughts, and I will-. But where
an I, and who is this gentleman ? Mr.

Seacombe " she exclaimed, recognizing
him before he could speak. "Pray
excuse me, I am utterly bewildered,
and know not what these unusual ap-
pearances mean. Surely, surelv, I
have not been ."

She had guessed the truth from her
surroundings, but could not say the
word most significant of it. While
her feelings found vent in a fresh out-
burst of tears, Mr. Seacombe took
ber by the hand, and said that al-
though he had the pleasure of recog-
nizing her, he had not the privilege of
addressing ber by the name which she
had acquired by marriage since they
had last met. Then, turning to the
superintendent, he whispered a ques-
tion into his ear., to which that gentle-
man replied:

" Certainly, certainly, This is no
time for formalities; we will comply
witb those later."

When the carriage left the asylumn
it contained one more occupant than
when it stopped at the door, and that
was Mrs. Palgrave, the boy's mother.

On the way back an exchange of
contidences took place between ber
and her former lover, whose demeanor
towards ber seemed to imply that his
heart was still true to its first attach-
ment. and that love had in no wise
diminished by absence, lapse of time
or altered circumstances. He confessed
to having kidnapped the young boy to
prevent bis being restored to a parent,
who, he liad supposed, had put him on
the train and there left him to his fate ;
while she, recollecting first one frag-
ment and then another by the associa-
tion of circumstances, described the
unfortunate episode which had well
nigh cost her life as it had for some
years ber reason.

Here Mr. Seacombe's host inter-
posed to press Mrs. Palgrave to make
bis bouse ber home, to which offer she
assented, saying she would gratefully
accept bis kind hospitality until she
could make other arrangements.

A few days later, after they had re-
newed their former intimacy and Mr.
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Seacombe had learned that his friend
was a widow, they were together talk-
ing in private about the future of
young Harry Palgrave (but his adopt-
ed father would have it to be Sea-
combe, and the boy himself held to
that side of the contention), Harry lef t
the room to order the carriage for
three o'clock that afternoon. While
he was away, other conversation of a
private nature ensued, and, as a result
of it, he returned to find them looking
very happy, and to be informed that
not only was his mother now willing
that he should retain the name of his
adopted father, but that she, too, had
consented to change her own name to

that by which her son had been known
for some time. Harry was delighted
to hear this, but he did not infer all
that it meant until he had dissemin-
ated the news among the other mem-
bers of the household, and had it 1l-
terpreted to him by the exclamatorY
comments with which it was receiv-
ed.

The few spectators of the nuptials
of Mr. Seacombe and Mrs. Palgrave 11n
St. James' Cathedral, which took place
as soon afterwards as the ceremoY
could be lawfully performed, little
knew that they beheld the sequel to a
romance in real life, the like of which
is rarely heard of even in fiction.

THE BIRDS' LULLABY.

1.

SIN to us, cedars ; the twilight is cieeping
With shadowy garments, the wilderness througl:

Ail day we have carolled, and now would be sleeping,
So echo the anthems we warbled to you

While we swing, swing,
A nd vour bianches singr

And w d(r(ow'se to your (leamiyl hvlispeinii g.

II.

Sing to us, cedars ; the night wind is sighing,
Is wooin., is pleading to bear you reply

And liere in your arms we are restfully lying,
And longing to drean to your soft illaby :

While we swing, swing,
And your braihes sin,

And we drowse to voior dreanv i "iperîs ing.

fil.L

Sing to us, cedars; your voice is so lowly,
Your breathing so fragrant, your branches so strong:

(>ur little nest-cradles are swaying so slowly,
While zephyrs are breathing tiei shunherous song.

And we swing, swing,
While your branches sing,

A l we dr1owse to vour dreamyl whispering
- E. PAULINE. 'liNseN.



"WHICH IS IT?"

BY EDwARD J. TOKER.

" So you have no love for Mr. Melli-
court, Fanny. Are you sure you will
not regret some day that you have
dismissed him ? I thought you were
learning to like him, and you seem to
me so well suited to each other."

"And I do like him very much,
Ellen, but I cannot love him like-like
that. He is as light-hearted and
thoughtless as myself, and I have
looked upon him as a pleasant com-
panion, but nothing more. I have
been so accustomed to look up to you
and depend upon you, that I must
have someone to lean on, so until he
cornes, if ever he does, you will still
be plagued with your giddy Fanny."

" Well, perhaps you are right, and
I would not on any account see you
married to a man vou did not love
with ail your heart. You were quite
right to refuse him, but our father will
be disappointed, for he has been hop-
ing for this match, which certainly
would be a good one in nany respects."

" Poor papa; so he was in a hurry to
get rid of me, too."

" You know, dear child, he will
miss you sadly whenever the day
cornes for you to leave us. The great
advantage of your marriage with Mr.
Mellicourt in his eyes was that you
would still be near us. He féels that
he must lose bis darling at some time,
and he dreads your being taken far
away from him."

" You have both spoilt me so, Ellen,
that I am in no hurry to quit you. 1
am so happy in this dear old bouse,
and so imuch loved, that I cannot hope
any change would be for the better.
When you marry and desert me, then
indeed I may think of following your
exaiple."

Mr. Medhurst had been left a widow-
er with two young daughters, and ever

since the death of his dearly-loved
wife he had lived a retired, almost
secluded, life at his pleasant residence,
The Maples, close to a small suburban
village. Of a naturally studious,
thoughtful turn of mind, the loss of
his wife, whom he had married late in
life and loved with a deep affection
that had never been frittered away in
passing flirtations, rendered him more
averse even than previously from
general society. Neither did he feel
that he had much in common with bis
neighbors, either the hardworking
farmers of the locality or the rich
city merchants whose residences were
to be found in this convenient and
attractive spot. Immediately after his
bereavement, a widowed sister had
taken up her residence at The Maples,
and for some years had efficiently
cared for bis children and conducted
bis household. But when she died in
her turn, Mr. Medhurst looked out for
no one to fill ber place: bis eldest
daughter, Ellen, who though only four-
teen was singularly sedate and
thoughtful for ber age, assumed much
of the responsibility. Especially did
she constitute herself the guardian,
the playmate and protector in one, of
ber yoinger sister. She had been old
enough to be deeply impressed by her
mother's death-bed charge to ber to
watch over the helpless babe then lying
in its cradle. Mrs. Medhurst had oh-
tained some insight into her character
even at that early age, and drew much
comfort from the thought that she
was relying upon one who deserved
such confidence. Nobly Ellen redeem-
ed her pledge : though there was only
five years' difference between the sis-
ters, she almost filled the place of a
mother to Fanny. It was to Ellen
that the littie one turned naturally
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for comfort in her childish troubles, for
aid in ber childish difficulties. And as
years passed on, the same close tie still
continued between them ; it was Ellen
who thought for both. who advised
and guided and petted, while Fanny
seemed delighted to have it so. The
few who knew them found it difficult
to decide which was most charming,
the protecting, thoughtful love of the
elder sister, or the clinging affection of
the younger. Their position relative
to each other, strengthened certain
natural traits in their character and
increased the dissimilarity between
them: Ellen, who inherited ber father's
thoughtful habits and reticent depth
of feeling, was rendered still more
sedate and self controlled,while Fanny,
endowed with the bright, merry dis-
position of ber mother, retained the
playful gaiety of a child.

Their home circle bad comprised
their society almost entirely. There
was their clergyman, an elderly wid-
ower, without children; their doctor,
with a meek, colorless little wife, and
one or two others whom they saw oc-
casionally; but friends or intimate
acquaintances they had absolutely
none; yet they lived perfectly content-
ed with their own society.

The first thing to cause a break in
this quiet life was the return home of
the son of one of their nearest neigh-
bors, Mr. Mellicourt, a very wealthy
merchant from the neighboring city.
George Mellicourt had hitherto been
little at home, his university educa-
tion baving been followed by a pro-
longed tour in Europe. Now he took
a position in his father's firm, and
settled down as a resident. Before
long a chance introduction to the
Medhursts led to a visit, which was
repeated, and the intervals between
bis calls grew shorter till he was a
constant guest at The Maples. There
had been no lack of hospitality in Mr.
Medhurst's disinclination for society.
It was rather a shrinking from mak-
ing new acquantances, and a feeling
that his own quiet family circle was

more to his taste, that had been his
motive. So be received George Melli-
court civilly enough at first, and soon
with cordialty as he became accustomn-
ed, and took a liking to the gay cheer-
fulness and unaffected good humor of
his young companion. Soon there
was another reason for his satisfactiol
with this new acquaintance. There
was plainly a motive for Millicourt's
frequent visits from which results
might spring that he looked forward
to with growing pleasure.

Fanny had now reached ber seven-
teenth year, and certainly she present-
ed a sufficient motive for any number
of neighborly calls from a man of
George Mellicourt's age. Highly as
she was prized by her loving relations,
he was no whit bebind them in his
appreciation of her, and it soon be-
carne evident that he longed to take
from them their treasure. It was not
only her beauty, undeniable as that
was, nor her gay vivacity and bright-
ness of disposition, which was even more
characteristie; but the great charm in
ber to one who, though few years
older than herself, had spent those
years in the gay society of more than
one European capital, was the pure,
spotless innocence, the freshness of
mind, vhich the mode of her life had
left with all the bloom untouched.

He could see that she liked him,
but the very transparency of her
mind was deceptive, and it had been
long before he had ventured to try
whether this liking was in reality the
love that would make ber his. As we
have seen, ber heart had not yet been
stirred, and he was unsuccessful in his
appeal to her. If ber father and even
ber sister would gladly have had it
otherwise, they certainly did not
think fit to attempt to influence her
against ber inclinations; so, George
Mellicourt, finding they looked upon
her decision as final, accepted his fate
and held aloof from The Maples, where
be would be continually reminded of
the happiness he had missed when he
thought it within his grasp.

174
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Now that their uneventful, peaceful
life had been broken in upon, it seem-
ed that they were not fated to regain
their old quietude. That autumn the
clergyman died suddenly, and bis suc-
cessor was anxiously expected. In
that small community the clergyman
was a person of considerable import-
ance. He did not keep bis expectant
parishioners long in suspense, for early
in the next week the news spread that
Mr. Tyndall, the new clergyman, had
arrived at the parsonage. There was
an unusually large and unusually at-
tentive congregation in the church on
the following Sunday.

The new comer made a decidedlv
favorable impression. Very different
from the dull, heavy discourse and
almost inarticulate murmurings of the
late clergyman were the plain but
pointed sermon and impressive deliv-
ery of the present incumbent.

" I like the look of the new clergy-
mian, don't you, Ellen?" said Fanny
Medhurst as they walked away from
the church. ·' I am sure from his face
that he is as kind and good-hearted
as our dear old friend was, and he
seems clever as well."

" What struck me most was his in-
tense earnestness," rejoined her sister.
"He not only appears to feel deeply
every word he utters, but to strive with
heart and soul to impress the truth
upon his hearers. He may dogreatgood
in the parish, and we are fortunate in
getting such a clergyman."

" We must persuade papa to go and
call upon him to-morrow," said Fanny.
"I dare say he will find him an agree-
able companion, and that lie so seldon
meets with here. Poor papa, he
is s0 fastidious; but this Mr. Tyndall
seems both a gentleman and a clever
man.

The visit was paid, and Mr. Tyndall
returned it in due form, but for a time
the intercourse between them reinain-
ed on this ceremonious footing, Mr.
Tyndall, at all events, seeming little
anxious to push it forward in spite of
their friendly overtures.

It was not because he dld not ap-
preciate the privilege offered to him.
Mr. Tyndall was afflicted with an in-
veterate shyness, an innate nervous
temperament, which he was unable to
subdue in spite of his great mental
powers. HIe positively dreaded mak-
ing new acquaintances, and could not
assert himself even with the few old
ones lie had. At the English college
where he had taken high honors this
idiosyncracy had barred him from
making friends among his contempor-
aries, though it did not prevent him
from gaining the esteen and goodwill
of many. University life brings men
too closely in contact, and gives them
too many opportunities of judging
each other, for the most retiring book-
worm to escape the observation and
due valuation of his compeers. Those
with whom at intervals he was posi-
tively forced by circumstances to hold
some passing intercourse, reported
that Robert Tyndall, besides being one
of the cleverest men of bis year, of
which they were all convinced, was
also good-natured and obliging, and
would be an agreeable companion
enough if he would only get rid of bis
absurd diffidence and gaucherie, and
as to the sterling worth of bis charac-
ter, there was no doubt of that among
the acute young observers by whom
he was surrounded.

After taking bis degree he entered
into orders, but instead of looking out
for a curacy he remained at his uni-
versity as a private tutor. It was
noticed that he betrayed little of bis
usual want of self-confidence while im-
parting instruction, which he did with
such clearness that he was considered
a most successful "' coach," but fromt
any furthur intimacy with bis pupils
lie shrank as of old. With bis books
he felt at home, and while acquiring
or comnunicating learning lie was en-
grossed in the pursuit till there was
no room left in his mind for thought
of self ; so he was natural and self-
reliant. It was ordinary social inter-
course which lie could not face with
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composure, and three or four years
spent in this almost secluded life tend-
ed to aggravate this weakness.

After a tine, however, he became
dissatisfied with himself and bis posi-
tion. Scrupulously conscientious, he
felt that this scholastic life was hardly
carrying out the high aspirations for
his sacred calling with which he had
taken holy orders. At this juncture
lie met a Canadian bishop then visit-
ing England, and was greatly impress-
ed with what he beard of the coun-
try. Accordingly, he accompanied the
bishop on bis return to Canada, where
before very long he was appointed to
the incumbency of Beavermead, the
village near which The Maples was
situated.

His parishioners soon discovered the
peeuliarity of their new pastor: to the
cordial hospitality of some of the
wealthier farmers, to the respectful but
friendly greetings of humbler parish-
ioners, he responded with the stiffness
and want of ease caused by bis nervous
embarrassment. At first they were
somewhat disposed to resent this, at-
tributing it to pride or want of interest
in his flock, but ho could not long re-
main thus misunderstood; bis sweetness
of disposition,his goodness of heart,and
combined energy and patience in the
duties of his office, were too palpable
to be overlooked by the densest intel-
lect. So speedily ho won their affec-
tion, none the less sincere because
there was mingled with it a feeling of
pity for bis morbid nervousness and
timidity. One thing they remarked
at once with satisfaction, in both bis
public and private ministrations he
lost all embarrassmient; the solemnity
of the occasion and his earnest zeal in
bis sacred duties shut out fron his
mind ail thought of self, and left him
natural and impressive. With the
children,too, both in the Sunday-school
and elsewhere, he showed none of the
nervous diffidence that marked bis
intercourse with their parents; the love
for them that filled his large heart was
plainly visible to them, as it always is,

and the tiniest toddlers of the village
approached him fearlessly, sure Of
meeting with a kind word or smile.
How much the mothers were ready tO
overlook in him on this account need
hardly be said.

The Medhursts were not at all in-
clined to acquiesce in bis avoidance of
their society, and persistently encour-
aged him to seek it. Mr. Medhurst
positively seemed by comparison with
him a confident, assured man of the
world, a rare thing with him, and
consequently was able to make advan-
ces and hold out the hand of good fel-
lowship to draw him on, while his oWnl
naturally somewhat retiring disposi-
tion, gave him an insight into the
other's feelings, which taught him to
avoid startling him or evoking his ner-
vous shrinking from social intercourse.

Against such mingled tact and cord-
iality Mr. Tyndall could not remain
proof, and after a time he was more at
home at The Maples than he could
believe possible with such new ac-
quaintances. Never in his life before
had he been on such intimate terms
with any lady, not even of his own
family, for he had been left an orphan
without sisters. At tirst he had been
still more shy than usual with Ellen
and Fanny Medhurst, but their natural
unaffected simplicity was well calculat-
ed to set anyone at ease in their pres-
ence, and had its effect upon hini,
though there still remained a trace of
his uneasy, diffident manner while he
was in their society.

As months went by it was no longer
necessary to put an absolute pressure
on him to get him to The Maples, and
he became a frequent visitor there of
his own accord. They were well
pleased at this, for they all liked hini
enough to feel glad that he could ap-
preciate them in return. Thàt he did
so was very evident; Mr. Medhurst'S
refined, cultivated mind, Ellen's sweet
thoughtfulness, and deep, earnest,
womanly nature, could not fail to have
a charm for such a man. And for
Fanny, with her childlike, innocent
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gaiety he seemed to have an equal lik-
ing; even their playfuljests at his ex-
pense, and the little tricks she some-
times played him, never aroused bis
shyness, it was so evidently the sport-
iveness of a light-hearted girl, ventur-
ing on a liberty, because they were too
good friends for any misunderstand-
ing, that he could not feel hurt how-
ever sensitive, and indeed be seemed
more at bis ease with ber than with
anyone beside.

Wlien Mr. Tyndall came to be a con-
stant guest at The Maples, his par-
ishioners could not shut their eyes to
the phenomenon, and there were many
discussions on the subject in the neigh-
borhood. There was naturally one in-
terpretation that occurred to every-
one's mind to account for this great
change in bis habits, and the rumor
went round that the parson was look-
ing for a wife; there was less unanim-
ity in fixing upon the lady. Some of
the gossips even ventured on a sly
allusion to the subject in the presence
of the ladies from The Maples.

The only symptom he showed of the
tender passion imputed to him was a
renewed access of shyness; yet the
neighbors were right. Love had en-
tered bis heart and had brought back
all his old diffidence and self-deprecia-
tion. What was he that he should as-
pire to such a treasure as a woman's
first, pure love ? How could he, a shy,
uncouth bookworm, hope to awaken
an answering emotion in one so differ-
ent, so superior to himself ? So he
argued with perverse self-torture, but
for al] that he nursed his love as a
precious thing, though it would cost
him so dear; he let the sweet poison,
as he thought it, circulate in his veins,
till it pervaded all bis being. :Yet be
did not suffer a word or a look to be-
tray bis secret'; be even took pains to
show equal attention to both sisters
that no one might suspect how much
more one was to him than the other.
His love was to him a sacred thing, to
be shrined deep in bis heart and pro-
faned by no curious gaze.

IS IT?" 77

One evening he was sitting with
them in the garden, having been more
absent and awkward in manner than
usual, and Fanny in a gay, frolicsome
mood, began to plague him, saying she
would teaze him out of his uriociabil-
ity. As he began to smile at her chat-
ter, she said: " Now you have come
down from the clouds-I will ask you a
question. Mrs. Blackett told me this
afternoon she was sure you came here
for one of us, and she wanted to know
which it was, but I could not tell her,
as I did not know myself. Which i.,
it ?"

Her sister's exclamation of-" Oh,
Fanny !" in a tone of reproach, made
her blush till her face was crimson, for
in her gay thoughtlessness she had
hardly seen the full meaning of her
words till then ; and she was utterly
abashed. Mr. Tyndall's confusion was
at least as great; the embarrassment
natural to any man in such a position,
his instinctive feeling that his love
was a thing to keep secret, and his old
morbid shyness now in full force, com-
bined to make a turmnoil in his mind.
Hardly knowing what lie did he stam-
mered out, "For you, of course."

Mr. Medhurst, who had only laughed
at Fanny's question, for all she did
was right in his eyes, now exclaimed,
"Is it so, Tyndall? If my foolish
child there is willing, you need have
no fears about my consent. What do
you say, Fanny ? "

She had run to her father when he
began to speak, and had hid ber glow-
ing face on his shoulder, so now her
reply was not heard, for she was able
to whisper it in bis ear.

Its nature, however, was unmistak-
able, for Mr. Medhurst placed ber
band in Mr. Tyndall's. " J know I
give ber into good hands," he said,
" and vou will not take ber far away,
which J own weighs with me. It
would have been a sad trial for me to
part with ber altogether."

As if in a stupor, Mr. Tyndall spoke
no word, but stooping he pressed his
lips to her hand ; then as she nestled
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to his side with a bright look of loving
confidence, he kissed ber brow and
lips. They were ail too much occupied
to see that Ellen, pressing ber hand to
ber heart, rose slowly and left them.
Nor did they miss her for a time, for
Mr. Medhurst began speaking of his
own courtship and early married days
with Fanny's nother, and became
quite engrossed in his theme, while
the newly-engaged couple sitting to-
gether on the sofa, with lier hand still
in his, seened contented with each
other's presence. Fanny's content, at
all events, was obvious, and if her
promised husband appeared to be in a
dreamn, she was satistied that it was of
ber.

It was not till Mr. Tyndall had risen
to take leave that Ellen re-appeared.

" Why, Ellen, where have vou been
ail this time ? " asked Fanny.

" My head aches badly, so I went to
my own room," she replied, "but I
could not let my new brother leave
without a word of welcome."

Approaching him she offered her
check to his caress, as a sister might
have done. He blushed painfully as
he touched it lightly with his lips.
Fanny shyly smiled at this: poor
" Robert, " as she already called him in
her thoughts, was so shy, that he
might well show his bashfulness on
such an occasion; but as she glanced
from his face to ber sister's the con-
trast struck her forcibly.

" How pale and ill you look, Ellen,"
she exclaimed. " Your headache mnust
be verv bad, I am sure. So we will
go to bed at once, the rest will do
you good."

They certainly went up to Ellen's
rooi as she proposed, but going to
bed at once was quite another matter.

As soon as they were alone, Fanny
turned ber armns lovingly round ber
sister as she murmured, " Oh, Ellen, I
am so happy."

The only answer was a silent but
warm caress.

"I love him so dearly," continued
Fanny. " I told you I should never

care like that for anyone I could not
respect, and look up to and lean uponl,
and I feel that I can upon him. Hle
is so good and clever, so true and
earnest and noble-hearted. I fear
that I am not worthy of him; what
can he find to love in a giddy, thought-
less girl like me ? Oh, Ellen, do yoll
think he really loves me?"

" How can you doubt it, dear child;
is he not going to take you for his
wife ?" answered Ellen in a low tone.

"I have hoped he was growing fond
of me," said Fanny, " but even now
can hardly realize it. Oh, what could
have bewitched me to make me ask
himn that? I spoke without reflecting,
but I am afraid he must think me so
hold and unnaidenly."

" He knows you spoke in innocence
of heart, and he is not one to cherish
hard thoughts, especially of her he
loves," whispered Ellen, as she hung
over her sister.

" And you like him too, do you not,
Ellen ? I could not bear to think you
were not fond of my husband," mur-
imured Fanny, blushing rosily, as she
gave him the title for the first time.

" Yes, I shall soon learn to look
upon hin as a brother," replied Ellen,
speaking the words with difficultY
and gasping for breath. "But I can-
not bear any more talking to-night;
you must really let me go to bed."

"Oh, how selfish I have been," ex-
claimmed Fanny remorsefully. In my
happiness I quite forgot what you
were suffering. I will not say an-
other word. Good night, Ellen."

Her sister strained her in her
arns. " Good night, Fanny," she
said. "I hope you will both be very
happy. God bless you, my darling."

As soon as Fanny had lef t the room
Ellen fastened the door, and throwing
herself on her bed, gave way to the
agony she had kept pent up in her
heart till then. She lay there writh-
ing with pain and shame. It was
very bitter to know she loved in vain,
but still more galling was the thought
that she had given her affection un-



sought and unvalued. " Blind fool
that I was,"- she murmured, " how
could I hope lie would think of me,
when there was one so fair and sweet
and good ever by my side? My pre-
sumptuous conceit bas undone me, for
if I had not weakly flattered myself
that he cared for me, I should never
have fallen so low as to love the prom-
ised husband of another." She was
lowered in her own eyes, and she could
find no comfort. In vain she went
back mentally through the past, en-
deavoring to find excuse for ber delu-
sion. She had thought that his quiet
unobtrusive liking for herself and
still timid affection was growing and
that his more openly shown partiality
for Fanny was the mere friendly feel-
ing and admiration that was due to
one so charming; but now she accused
herself of pitiful vanity for having so
deceived herself.

" It was such a cruelly sudden, un-
expected blow," she murmured to ber-
self, and a flood of tears came to her
relief. For a time ber feelings over-
powered her, but she struggled hard
to gain control over them, and at
length she became more calm. She
would not give way to this weak
folly, she said to herself: she must
learn to look upon their marriage
with resignation at least, if she could
not with pleasure. Not for worlds
would she have had either of them
guess what she felt: if they knew all,
she would feel ready to die with
shame. Not only this, but she must
in some degree recover ber self-respect,
ber love for the promised husband of
another, and that other ber sister,
must be crushed at whatever cost to
berself. She forced her thoughts to
dwell upon their happiness, till she
felt that she could sincerely pray that
they might find it in their union;
then she hecame more easy in mind,
for she had gained one step in the self-
conquest on which she was resolved.

While she was engaged in this men-
tal struggle one of those with whom
ber thoughts were busy was almost

similarly employed. Mr. Tyndall left
the house in a kind of stupor caused
by contending emotions, which till
then he had been obliged to conceal.
But when he was fairly out of their
presence he was able to collect his
scattered thoughts. How bitterly he
regretted now the indecision and want
of nerve that had led him to give that
fatal answer. How false was the posi-
tion into which he had plunged him-
self by his folly and weakness. He
was the delared lover of one he looked
upon merely as a charming child,
while he had denied his affection for
ber who was all in all to him.

He must explain and confess all the
next day: he could not let things re-
main as they were: he felt himself to
be a hypocrite and imposter till this
error of his own causing was cleared
up. It was a talk from which he
shrank; he could not bear even the
idea of laying bare his miserable folly
to them and meeting their looks of
scorn and wonder and disappointment;
but lie must nerve himself to do it or
he would be tied for life to one he
did not love.

But suddenly his train of thought
changed. Of what use would it be
to him to recover his freedom since
Ellen did not love him? He had de-
ceived himself, he said, in imagining
that he had been gaining an 'interest
in ber heart; it was too clear that he
was utterly indifferent to ber. Had
she not welcomed him as a brother-
had she not even offered him a sister's
kiss ? She could not have done this
if ber liking for him had one trace
of the passionate warmth of his love
for ber; it was proof, he argued, that
she regarded him with the utmost
coldness. He little thought that there
had been the bitterness of death for
Ellen in that calm, measured caress;
that in ber despair she had nerved
herself for this token of sisterly affec-
tion, to conceal the feelings that were
really burning in ber breast. With
intuitive foresight she had known
the argument he would draw from

.WIJCH IS IT?'
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her act, and at any cost she must dis-
semble.

Now, another consideration present-
ed itself to his mind. Fanny loved
him; had publicly avowed her love for
him, in return, as she thought, for his
own affection. Could he cause her
the shame and disappointment of learn-
îng the truth: could he bear to look
upon the suffering he would bring,
not only to her, but to her friends ?
It was he who had placed her as well
as himself in this false position, and
he must bear the burden and not let
ber be the innocent victim of his
wavering mind.

Again came a revulsion of feeling.
Would it not be a wrong, a sin even,
to take ber for his wife, to stand with
ber at the altar and vow to love ber,
when he no such feeling for her? But
he dismissed this thought, which he
felt was. only another self-delusive
attempt to justify himself in acting
according to his own wishes. He had
a strong feeling of affection for Fanny,
and though hitherto he had only re-
garded ber as a charming, winning
girl, still little more than a child, and
had felt most drawn to ber in ber
character of the pet sister of one far
dearer to him, still he was convinced
that with such a tie between them bis
liking for her would grow into a sin-
cere and heartfelt, though not passion-
ate, love. She must endear herself to
him, he said, she was so innocently
lovable, so sweet and good, that bis
beart must learn to cling to ber, and
the knowledge that her pure affection
was lavished upon him, could not fail
to kindle an answering warmth in bis
breast, And as for his hopeless love
for Ellen, that he must and would root
out, since its indulgence was forbidden
to him, and could only bring pain and
sorrow to others.

He had gone too far to draw back:
that was the fixed conclusion to which
he came, and accordingly, falling into
the position expected of him, lie acted
the part of the engaged man without
giving any cause for suspicion of the

truth. If there was something-strange
in bis courtship, a want of lover-like
eagerness in his manner, a thougbtiess-
ness and even absence of mind that
would bave been singular in another,
it was attributed to bis constitutional
shyness, and to no coldness. Even
Fanny, happy in ber love, was quite
satisfied with bis grave but kind and
indulgent manner to her, and whel
sometimes ber affection for him, s0
frankly and innocently shown, made
him yearn toward ber and pet ber like
a child, she thought that she was in-
deed fortunate to win such regard from
him.

Ellen carried out ber painful and
difficult task nobly: the reticence nat-
ural to her depth of character, which
would bave made it no relief to ber,
as to one of sballower nature, to pour
out ber troubles and sorrows into the
ear of a sympathizing confidant, en-
abled her to keep a veil over ber suf-
ferings. But if her powers of self-
control were great, ber feelings were
deep and strong in proportion, and
sometimes she felt that ber burden
was more than she could hear. More
than once she was obliged to leave
thein hastily, that in private the irre-
pressible wail of pain and anguish
might burst fron ber lips without be-
traying ber. But perhaps her hardest
task was to keep up a show of sisterly
affection for him when her feelings
were so widely different.

There was no reason to delay the
marriage, no grand preparationis to
be made, and the quiet wedding took
place before long The intercoiirse
between The Maples and the Par-
sonage was close and constant, and
Ellen, with the sight of lier sister's
happiness constantly before her, grew
resigned to her late: she was so utter-
ly unselfish that she could rejoice that
ber loss had been a gain to one she
loved so fondly.

Mr. Medhurst, whose health bad
been failing gradually, lived long
enough to be well assu.red that bis.
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darling was happily settled, long
enough even to become a grandfather,
and died in perfect content. Ellen
was then warmly pressed to make the
Rectory her home, but she would not
consent to their entreaties, pleading
that it was her duty to live at and
keep up The Maples, which was now
hers. But in the secrecy of her cham-
ber she murmured wearily : " I dare
not yet make one of their household:
that old feeling is not utterly dead,
even now.

From that time she gave herself up
almost wholly to the duties she had
undertaken in the parish. She was a
very sister of charity without the
garb; nursing the sick, relieving the
poor, and teaching the ignorant, with
a patience that seemed unbounded.
But nevertheless, she found time to
pet the little nephews and nieces who
came as years passed by, and the
arrivai of " Aunt Ellen " at the Par-
sonage was always greeted with cries
of joy.

J t was a happy home, that parson-
age. Fanny had not given up her old
habit of looking up to ber busband,
and leaning upon him in matters of
importance; but, with the tact of a
loving wonian, she was alo able to
lead him, and she had done much to
cure hirn of his old painful shyness.
And on bis side he had learned to
value her as she deserved; she had be-
cone very dear to him. He had been
right in thinking lie could uproot his
hopeless love, and cherish that which
would become his duty; for now bis
heart was his wife's unreservedly, and
bis passion for Eilen had been extin-
guished, thougi he revured her with
a decp, beartfelt reverence, as one
above her kind.

Seven years after Mr. Tyndall's ar-
rival at Beavermead the whole village
was in great distres. I>iphtheria of
a viruleit type iad ravaged house
after house, carry ing awav nu] merous
victims, til there was barvd a famiily
but had lost soime menber. Ellen had

redoubled her exertions in this crisis,
sparing herself no fatigue, and giving
no thought to the danger she ran,
The doctor had warned her of the
certain result if she were not more
prudent, but only to meet with the
answer that she must do ber work,
and one day she was struck down,
The disease found an easy victim in
one so worn with fatigue, and it seein-
ed evident that she was doomed.

Mr. Tyndall was just leaving the
side of a sick bed, when the doctor
met him and told him that Miss Med-
hurst wanted to see him.

"This is her last day, I fear," he
added, sorrowfully.

He was quickly at the Hall, and by
the side of his dying sister-in-law.

"I have persuaded Fanny to go and
lie down, Robert, and there is some-
thing I wish to say to you," she said,
feebly. "You know I am dying ?"

lie bent his head in assent.
" You remembered the evening you

were engaged to Fanny? Till then
I had thought that it was me you
loved, and the delusion was very
sweet to me, for I loved you. It long
ago became a sister's love, or I could
not speak of it even now. But it
used often to make me seemn cold to.
you, so I wished you to know the
truth before I die."

" It was no delusion, Ellen; I did
love you then," he said, and he told
ber the whole truth.

Her face grew brighter as she lis-
tened.

" There always lurked a glimmering
of this in my mind, but I would not
own it even to myself, for I knew how
Fanny loved you, and I could not rob
ber of ber happiness," she said. " It
pleases me to know that my love for
you found an answer in your heart
and would not have been unvalued.
But all bas been for the best. I have
no regrets now, and I am sure your
life with Fanny has been happy. Has
it not, Robert?"

" Yes," he replied. " I could not
nourish a love which had become
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wrong, for one so pure as you; and
Fanny, as ny wife, could not but find
a place in my heart. .1 have indeed
been happy."

" I am glad we have spoken of
this," she said, with a look of satis-
faction; " but do notrepeat it to Fanny,
for it would trouble her tender heart.
And now call her, for my time is
growing very short, and I would have
those I love near me."

But Ellen did not die. At the last
moment a sudden change for the better
set in, and she was saved seeningly
fron the very jaws of death. When
she had recovered sufficiently for her
mind to dwell upon the past, she

thought uneasily of her supposed
death-bed revelation. But soon she
Dgrew reconciled to the idea, and was
even glad that Robert knew the truth,
though she would not have told hifl
had she not believed herself at the
point of death. Each knew that the
other was happy in an affection which
had become that of brother and sister
and in the knowledge of the happiness
of her they both loved. They never
spoke again of that revelation, but kept
the secret locked up in their ownhearts.

Fanny never knew the truth, and
could not have suspected it as she
beheld Ellen's face with its look of
serene content.

IN IMITATION OF HORACE.

FAIR Celia young Cupid derided,
For loss, she averred, of his art;

His arrows all missed, or quick glided
Away from lier joyous young heart.

Then Love from bis quiver selected
A bolt of most exquisite fashion;

It rare missed, or was ever deflected,
For 'twas feathered, he said, with compassion.

He adjusted and drew it quite duly;
Then aiming, quit free this wonderful shaft,

When it sped, all silent, but truly :
Then in triumph the little God laugled.

And the maid mocks the archer no more,
But a prey to both transports and fears,

Her boasting and laughter are o'er-
Love's wounds are now nourished with tears.

S. P. MouSE.
Milton, Ont.
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Bellamy's Boston Bazaar Beaten
A GLIMPSE AT A FAMOUS AGGREGATION OF STORES.

NE of the greatest sights of Toronto,
without a rival, perhaps, so far as varied

fiterest is concerned, is the great establish-
ment of Messrs. R. Walker & Sons, King
8t., east. We call it "establishment," for
though the "Golden Lion " has long been
famous as one of the best equipped and
fahionable dry goods and furnishing stores in
America, since its recent enlargement almost
every kind of store imaginable is here found -
flot merely represented, but in actual full ex-
istence with a complete line of stock suited
to every purse -the whole mnaking a mammoth
aggregation of stores, employing many hun-
dreds of people, and covering a floor room of
over 75,000 square feet.

The "Golden Lion " is now as full an il-
lustration of the most modern methods of
meeting the demands of shoppers as can be
found anywhere. Everything is here sold
that pertains to the outfitting from head to
foot of a lady or gentleman, and everything
that belongs to the imovable furnishing of the
most modern or fashionable residence of the
day ; and, in addition, it might be said also,
nearly everything necessary for the outfitting
of the mind of an intellectual man or woman.

Every appliance, too, that can add to the
confort of a customer, or expedite his busi-
ness, is here found. By an ingenious con-
trivance on the premises electricity is used
both as power and for lighting. Electric
light brings every ware under the purchaser's
scrutiny as well as sunlight could do. Electric
elevators carry a visitor fron the basenient
to the highest story in a few seconds ; " cash
carriers,'' running by electric power along a
confusing multiplicity of endless cables or
wires, flash with a rapidity the eye can
scarcely follow, from every counter in the en-
tire building to the central " cash," perched
up in a strange pulpit towering aloft, as in
the churches of medieval times, but with the
unecclesiastic surroundings of a glittering net-
work of vibrating steel. Dressing rooms,
and even a dark room, where the becoming-
ness of shades of color under electric light
may be tested, are also amongst the conven-
iences of this mammoth store.

A walk around the great compartments of
this aggregation of stores at almost any hour
of the day reminds one of a vast oriental
bazaar, or of the stir witinessed at a great in-
dustrial fair. Every aisle and passage is
mOving life ; all is brightness and activity,
for both interest and curiosity draw hither a
multitude of patrons and visitors from town
and country.

It is impossible in a brih f space to convey
an adequate impression of the many depart-
ments of this gigantic store. Detailed des-
criptions must be reserved for future num-
bers of this MAGAZINE. The various depart-
ments are each under charge of a specialist
with a nuiner of assistants. In the base-
ment is the china and glassware store 30x150
ft., sparkling lik e a palace of Alladin-glitter-
ing with chinaware and glass, embossed, plain,
painted, in every design and for every pur-
pose, from common domestic uses to the most
ornamental known to decorative art. An
adjoining compartment of equal size is filled
with toys and sporting goods in endless
variety, perambulators, cutlery, wooden and
granite wares linoleum, etc. Upstairs is the
men's furnishing department, 50x210 feet-
where clothing, ready made or ordered, can
be had in every variety of style. Beside it
and equal in size, is the ladies' dress-goods
comnpartment. The house-furnishing depart-
ment is another flat, occupied with carpets,
rugs, furniture, curtains and draperies, etc.
The ladies' outfitting flat, 210x110 feet, is
divided into two equal compartments. One,
surmounted by a handsome dome forty feet
in diameter, is the mantle room-the largest
and finest in America. The other, the mil-
linery department, with its latest patterns,
its bonnets and hats, house wrappers, work-
ing milliners' quarters, is a famous resort for
ladies. Nor must be forgotten, the jewellery
store ; the boot and shoe store-one of the
largest in Canada ; and the book and station-
ery department lower down where, through
a combination of great furnishing lieuses in
the chief cities of this continent, in which
the emporium of Walker & Sons is includ-
ed, and by which a million copies of a stand-
ard book are priiited at one time, books in
great variety and worth generally a dollar or
more each, are sold for 124 or 15 cents.
The book store also sells art and toy books,
commercial books, magazines, and stationery
of every variety up to the most expensive.

An admirable feature of the establishment
is the possession of special artists in many of
the departments. In the house-furnishing
department are experts who will. on an order
being given, furnish a house from attic to
basement, drape it, curtain it, and have it
ready for occupancy in a manner satisfactory
to the most exacting of tastes.

An enquiry office on the ground floor aids
the public, and in addition, the civility uni-
versally prevailing throughout the great store,
niakes a visitor feel welcome.
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The Toronto Silver Plaie Go.
Are MANUFACTUERS of

ptcr[ling %tiver & Electro
%tirer plate,

And have everything in stock
usually made in Silverware, suit-
able for table use and decoration:

Fern Pots and Bowls in great
variety,

Plateaus, Epergnes,
Candelabra,
Entree Dishes,
Chafing Dishes,
Compartment Vegetable Dishes,
Salad Bowls and Servers,
Tureens,
After-dinner Coffee Sets,
Crumb Trays and Scrapers, etc.

Bnb in Cutlerp:
Fish Eaters,
Dessert Knives and Forks, Carvers,

Spoons, Forks, etc.

FACTORIES AND SALESROOMS:

570 King Street W., Toronto.
E. G. GOODERHAM, Manager.

JNO. C. COPP, Sec.-Treas.

FIXTURES!
as, Cotmbination ano

Etectríc
In Large Variety and at Close Prices.

Special Besigns ad Estimates furnished for
JIalls, G>rches, Public Buildings, etc.

APtistie Brass WoPk
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KEITH & FITZSIMONS, 1 1 I King Street W., Toronto.
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"A Secret Quest," by George Manville Fenn.
" The Ivory Gate," by Walter Besant.
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"Nora Creina," by The Duchess.

Free by Mail on Receipt of Price,

50 CENŽTWS..

Subscriptions Received for any News-
paper, Magazine or Periodical Pub-
lshed, at Lowest Ourrent Rates.
Letter Orders Promptly Filled.

Winqifrit4 Brotiers,
Booksellers & Stationers,

6 & s TORONTO ST.

ESTABLISHED 856. TORONTO.

TELEPHONE 1551.

IAIR GOODS.
- DORENWEND -

keeps constantly in stock a full line of the very latest Parisian,
German and American styles in ladies' and gents' hair

goods, Bangs, Waves, Switches,
Toupees, Wigs, Etc.

Mabies' 1batr Dressing lparlors.
NONE BUT THOROUGHLY COMPETENT ARTISTS EMPLOYED.

PARIS HAIR WORKS,
103 and 105 YONGE ST.,

TOfON TO.

PROPRIETOR AND MANUFACTURER OF

" HAIR MAGIC," for restoring grey or faded hair to its natural color.
"DANDRUFFINE," sure cure for dandruff.
"EXTRACT OF QUININE," for promoting growth.
" CURLINE," for curling and crimping the hair.
" EUREKA," for removing superfluous hair.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.
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USE~ fDmieb ]þích1es

MOWAI'8Gbow-Gbow
Rl Comato Cat6utp

Worcestershire Sauce. John Bull Sauce.

For Sale by the leading Grocers throughout Canada, and to the Trade by

TIjE I{OUSEHOLD MAbF'C CO'Y.,

cIlà
4-D
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The only true roads to permanent health from whatsoever slckness are
found through the sole use of

OZONE SPECIFIC
Nature's Germicidal Blood Purifier.

.A TRUIE SCIEJSTTI~EICJ DISCO~VER~Y
Trealing of Ill Gausa'ofIisoassiIstead of ResuIIs and Sjmploms.

A WONDERFUL TONIO. - A TRUE ICURATIVE.
A Pe-fect Auti-Septic and Garmicide.- Nature's True Physical Disinfectant.

Most Po werful Blood PuriflerlEver'Produced. Arrests Inflammation.
Prevents Decay. The Superior of all Germ Killers.

PROF. WARREN's OZONE SPECIFIc'is a natural element and power. As a poWer it is inductive
and not coercive, an educated force.: tIt acts without shock to the economy. Crude minerais and
drugs waste vitality.

F3R SALE:B ALL fIlUG-ISTS-
Where not on sale, supplies can be had direct from:Home Office, TORONTO, ONT.

PRICE, - - $1.00 per Bottle, or Six Bottles for $4.00.

OZONE SPECIFIC 00,
Canada Life Buildings - - TORONTO, ONT.

SDIPHTHERIACATAR R H
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ARTI5T
LADIE TILoR

73KING STWE5I
TORONTo STOVEL

Canada's Favorite Piano.

0

.0

E qT ,
«Unequalled in Tone, Touch, Workmanship & Durability

Heintzman & Company,
FA'JTORY : Toronto Junction. WAREROOM, 117 King St. W., Toronto.

CATALOGUE FREE ON APPLICATION.
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